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PROMOTING A POSITIVE SCHOOL CLIMATE
* R.DEVI ** DR.S.K.PANNEER SELVAM
Introduction:
School climate / environment vary greatly. Whereas some schools feel friendly, inviting,
and supportive, others feel exclusionary, unwelcoming and even unsafe. The feelings and
attitudes that are elicited by a school environment are referred to as school climate.
School climate describe the environment that affects the behavior of teachers and students.
School climate characterizes the organization at the school building and classroom level. It
refers to the feel of a school and varies from school to school within the same district. School
climate reflects the physical and psychological aspects of the school that are more susceptible to
change and that provide the preconditions necessary for teaching and learning to take place.
Concept of school climate:
School climate refers to the quality and character of school life. School climate is based on
patterns of people’s experiences of school life and reflects norms, goals, values, interpersonal
relationships, teaching and learning practices, and organizational structures. However school
climate is more than the individual experiences, it is a group phenomenon that is larger than
any one person’s experience. A sustainable positive development and school climate fosters
youth development and learning necessary for productive, contributive, and satisfying life in a
democratic society.
School climate reflects the physical and psychological aspects of the school that are more
susceptible to change and that provide the preconditions necessary for teaching and learning to
take place.
What is a positive school climate?
A positive teaching and learning environment is essential if students are to succeed in
school. There is a direct link between students’ success and school environment in which
learning takes place. Students are more motivated to do well and to realize their full potential in
schools that have a positive school climate, where they feel safe and supported.
A positive school climate exists when all students feel comfortable, wanted, valued,
accepted, and secure in an environment where they can interact with caring people they trust. A
positive school climate affects everyone associated with the schools, students, staff, parents and
the community. Collectively and individually a positive school climate can have major impact on
the success of all students in the school.
Positive school climate and other important measurements of school success, including
 Academic achievement and social growth
 Students and staff have high self – esteem and are considerate of others
 Staff productive
 Effective management
 High morale: students and staff good about being there
 Cohesiveness: a sense of belonging
 Opportunities for input: being able to contribute ideas and participate
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 Renewal: openness to change and improvement
 Caring: students and staff feel that others are concerned about them
 Healthy and respectful relationships are promoted among all members of the school
community and
 Positive behavior is reinforced and students are given opportunities to develop relationships
that are free of racism, discrimination and harassing behavior
Components of school climate:
Several aspects of a school’s physical and social environment comprise its climate.
 Appearance and physical point
 Faculty relations
 Student’s interactions
 Leadership / decision making
 Disciplined environment
 Learning environment
 Attitude and culture and
 School – community relations
Physical environment that is welcoming and conducive to learning
 The school is perceived as inviting – a place student wants to come
 The school is well maintained and repaired as necessary
 The school is accessible to all students including those with physical disabilities
 The school has an appropriate intercom, phone system, and emergency backup system
 The physical systems of the school are in good working order, e.g., air, heat, lighting
 The area around the school is well maintained
 School equipment is inspected on a regular basis, e.g., play ground, lab, library, rest room, etc.,
 School building contains a limited number of students
 Students are feeling safe and comfortable
 Classrooms and grounds are clean and well- maintained
 Classrooms are equipped with quality desks, shelving, storage area and learning centers
 Noise level is low
 Areas for instructions and activities are appropriate for those uses
 Classrooms are visible and inviting and
 Staff members have sufficient textbooks and supplies
A social / emotional environment that promotes communication and interaction
 All students are accepted and welcomed
 Positive behavior is modeled by staff
 All students and staff are treated with respect and dignity
 Individual differences in staff and students are respected
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 Parents and community members are welcomed in the school
 Parents are meaningfully involved in the school
 Wellness is fostered in all students
 Responsibility is developed in all students
 Differences in race, culture, religion, and ethnicity are recognized and appreciated
 All students are actively involved in school activities
 The school has a vision and mission statement
 The school has introduced measures to ensure it is safe and caring
 Staff has developed programs and initiatives ensure all students feel they belong
 Emergency procedures are in place to ensure a safe and secure school
 Interaction is encouraged
 Teachers and students actively communicate
 Teachers are collegial
 Student groupings are diverse
 Parents and teachers are partners in the educational process and
 Staffs are open to students’ suggestions students have opportunities to participate in
decision- making
An affective environment that promotes a sense of belonging and self – esteem
 Interaction of teachers and staff with all students is caring, responsive, supportive, and
respectful
 Students trust teachers and staff
 Morale is high among teachers and staff
 Staff and students are friendly
 The school is open to diversity and welcoming to all cultures
 Teachers, staff and students feel that they are contributing to the success of the school
 The school is a sense of community. The school is respected and valued by teachers, staff,
students and families
An academic environment that promotes learning and self- fulfillment
 Expectations are high for all students. All are encouraged to succeed
 Learning is perceived as interesting, relevant, and important All students are expected to
learn and grow based on their individual abilities and skill levels
 School and classroom rules are developed with input from staff, parents, and students
 The school and classrooms provide opportunities for a high degree of students’ involvement
 Teachers build a team environment in the school and classroom
 Progress is monitored regularly. Parents are kept informed of their children’s program and
progress
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 Teachers and parents work collaboratively
 Teachers encourage a positive and optimistic approach to learning
 Teachers use effective practices and current curriculum
 Results of assessments are promptly communicated to students and parents
 Results of assessments are used to evaluate and redesign teaching procedures and content
 Achievements and performance are rewarded and praised and
 Teachers are confident and knowledgeable
Interrelationships these various aspects of school climate do not operate independently of
one another. For example the physical environment can encourage or discourage social
interaction. Similarly social environment facilitates a warm affective environment. Collectively
the physical, social and affective environments contribute to and are impacted by the academic
environment.
Changing school climate:
Improving student behavior and academic performance generally requires changing school
climate. School climate requires significant attention when a principal or educational officers is
new or when major changes are being implemented in the school system. The central mantras
of educational reforms are teachers and the school is accountable, all children can and must
learn.
Who must lead the change?
Within each building the principal plays a primary role providing leadership articulating
goals and behavioral expectations of teachers, and supporting staff in developing an effective
school. When teachers are supported students are supported.
Some approaches to change:
 Maintain buildings in good physical environment
 Reward students for appropriate behavior
 Engage students, staff and parents in planning school safety activity
 Increase number and accessibility of councilors, social workers and mentors
 Develop strategies to ensure safety during lunch periods and between classes provide more
structured activities during lunch hour
Facilitating interaction and relationships:
 School must maintain student teacher relationship
 Use team teaching
 Provide for small group activities
 Provide multiple and varied opportunities to participate in extracurricular activities
Promoting a positive affective environment:
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 Promote cooperation rather than competition avoid winners and losers
 Parental involvement is need
 Every student has an active connection with at least one faculty member
The size of the school:
Smaller schools provide more opportunities for interaction between students and teachers.
Students are less likely to be overlooked and are more likely to be involved in activities. It has
been well- documented that students in smaller schools do well.
How can school climate be improved?
Educators and parents have multiple options to enhance school climate and students’
overall educational experience.
The following is a list of possible interventions to improve school climate:
 Increased parent and community involvement
 Implementation of character education or the promotion of fundamental moral values in
children
 Use of violence prevention and conflict resolution curriculum
 Prevention of acts and bullying
 Teachers and principals treat students fairly, equally and with respect
 Provide a safe environment for staff and students
 Honoring most- improved students
Conclusion:
Change of school climate or learning environment will not occur overnight and likely will
require an extended period of time. But concerted effort can result in improved student will
behavioral and emotional functioning and in turn increased academic achievement.
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ROLE OF TEACHER IN BRINGING SOCIAL CHANGE
* DR. DHARMA TEJA
Abstract:
Teacher and its role for reform of society is very important. In this world, there are large
number of profession from writing to production, but teaching is a profession which deals with
the behaviour of students and teacher can develop the behaviour of students. After developing
of the behaviour, students can develop their character. In my words, teacher provides the skill
to do work by more efficiently.
Introduction:
“A ‘teacher’ is a person who delivers an educational program, assesses student participation
in an educational program, and/or administers or provides consistent and substantial leadership
to an educational program.” Harmer Education can be used as a tool to empower the individual.
Through child centered learning, students are able to see their own role in transformation.
Societal change comes from the collective transformation of the individuals within that society.
It has become secular today. It is an independent institution now. Education has been chiefly
instrumental in preparing the way for the development of science and technology. Education
has brought about phenomenal changes in every aspect of mens life.
Francis J. Brown remarks that Education is a process which brings about changes in the
behavior of society. It is a process which enables every individual to effectively participate in
the activities of society and to make positive contribution to the progress of society.
Education is seen as a major vector in society, but that it is largely allocated a conservative
role, since its main function is in the socialization of the young and the maintenance of the
social order. During times of rapid social change, such as the second half of the 20th century,
the role of education in the service of the nation is emphasized. When things are going well,
especially economically, more experimentation with education is supported, and more
idealistic goals are pursued, such as equity of educational opportunity. It is in the ideological
and moral spheres, however, that education is most clearly expected to play a leading role.
Social change takes place as a response to many types of changes that take place in the social
and nonsocial environment. Education can initiate social changes by bringing about a change in
outlook and attitude of man. It can bring about a change in the pattern of social relationships
and thereby it may cause social changes.
Education has become one of the influential instruments of social change in India. It has led
to the mobilization of people’s aspirations for development and change. Thus in modern
complex national societies, education can neither be regarded as a controlling force conserving
cultural heritage, nor could it be viewed as an agent of social change. It can only be regarded as
a cooperative force in bringing about social changes decided by the forces possessing more
pervasive power in society.
Thus the Indian education system needs a complete overhaul through proper legislation
and its effective implementation. Legislations should be made taking into account the regional
diversities of each state. The masses should be made aware of the new developments.
The role of education as an agent or instrument of social change and social development is
widely recognized today. Social change may take place – when humans need change. When the
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existing social system or network of social institutions fails to meet the existing human needs
and when new materials suggest better ways of meeting human needs.
Teacher:
Among the greatest of all services that can be rendered by men to Almighty God, is the
education and training of children, so that they can foster by grace in the way of salvation,
growing like pearls of divine bounty in the shell of education and will be one day the jewel in
the crown of abiding glory.
Teachers as agents of social change:
Teachers are well positioned to identify the school-age children in the community, to
encourage parents to enroll them in school, to provide children with an interesting learning
environment and to assist them with their educational problems and needs.
Schools are also responsible for monitoring non-enrolment and absences and teachers and
other educational personnel need to be empowered to monitor children’s school attendance,
assess whether they are involved in work and to what extent this interferes with their
schooling, and identify children who are at risk of dropping out. They can then contact parents
and provide help to these children.
b) Community resource persons to advocate for children’s rights. Teachers can be powerful
advocates in the campaign for promotion of children’s rights. They can act as resource persons
who can inform children, parents and communities of the importance of education and the
harmful effects of issues such as child labour and early marriages on children and society.
Teachers can also become agents of change by providing guidance to the students and
society in general on various issues such as healthy living, career guidance, assuming
leadership roles, counseling students and parents on various developmental issues.
The curriculum taught at school bears the objective of transmitting knowledge and skills to
students, who at the end could support change within their households and later at the societal
level. Teachers become very important in ensuring students obtain adequate skills and
knowledge which will support their personal and societal change.
Teacher is not just man to teach something. But In India, teacher is also a Guru who
provides every knowledge to students. These students make society and nation. So, with
providing good teaching, teacher can make good citizens of nation who respects our elders.
Without , teacher we cannot get education and without education we are nothing .
Teacher has also role to reforms and revaluation in society. By doing his duty, he spreads
literacy in society. By this, illiteracy and ignorance can be removed. We know that ignorance is
the base of every problem like high rate of population, poverty, unemployment and pollution. If
teacher performs his duty honestly. Our society can also become honest.
It is teacher who invents new idea and provides to his students. With these ideas, students
of great teacher have invented all new inventions.
If we are living this society by very relax and comfortable, the main reason beyond this, the
hard work of teachers and their research for discovery of new things for society welfare.
Somebody knows teachers as guide because, he directs students step by step .He stimulates
to his students and with his encouragement student learns also extra ordinary things with
intelligible way.
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Teacher also not just provides subject knowledge but he provides the knowledge about the
value of spirituality, morality, co-operation and politeness. We can learn from teacher by his
behaviour. In these thing, we can include punctuality, discipline, tactfulness , softness and
handling of difficult problems . I have also learn above thing from my Gurus by continually
study of his behaviour toward us. After IT revolution, role of teacher also has become more
important due to teaching international way through blogging, e-education, and online
education..
In many societies teachers are looked upon as the individuals who can help to bring about
positive changes in the lives of people. They are seen as natural leaders who can give advice on
various affairs of the communities. Within the context of their direct interaction with children,
parents and communities, teachers and educators could play several major roles in the
prevention and elimination of child labour. They can act as:
Frontline monitors and “child watchers”:
Teachers are well positioned to identify the school-age children in the community, to
encourage parents to enroll them in schools, to provide children with an interesting learning
environment and to assist them with their educational problems and needs. Schools are also
responsible for monitoring non-enrolment and absences, and teachers and other educational
personnel need to be empowered to monitor the school attendance of children, assess whether
they are involved in work and to what extent this interferes with their schooling and identify
children who are at risk of dropping out. They can then contact the parents and provide help for
these children.
Community resource persons on child labour and advocates for children:
Teachers can be powerful advocates in the campaign against child labour. They can act as
resource persons who can inform children, parents and communities of the importance of
education and the harmful effects of child labour on children and society. To enable teachers to
play an active role in the campaign against child labour at the community and national levels,
they need to be informed and learn about the complexities of child labour – the causes and the
solutions. In addition, they need assistance and resources to launch and implement school and
community campaigns against child labour.
Catalysts for change in the educational system:
Through their own organizations and in cooperation with other trade unions, children’s
and women’s rights networks, community organizations and other NGOs, teachers and
educators can collaborate with each other and with other organizations to work on curriculum
development to strengthen the school management system and to advocate for policy reform
that addresses the factors contributing to the exclusion of child labourers from school. Teachers
could set up a network among themselves and identify other forums, networks or associations
which could support them to influence changes in educational policy and practices.
Conclusion:
It is vital that teachers and their organizations participate in decision-making and in
educational planning and reform. The very nature of teachers’ organizations as advocates for
teachers’ rights makes them effective partners in realizing and maximizing the potential of
education in the fight against child labour. All the analyses on the relation between education
and child labour point to the urgent need to improve the status of teachers and their working
conditions and to address their continuing development as professionals. These are
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prerequisites for improving the quality of education in all countries, especially in developing
countries where most of the world’s child labourers live.
Teachers are having to come to terms with ever rising expectations and constantly
changing societal requirements. Both the teaching profession itself and the employers of
teachers are faced with unprecedented challenges. Along with many other knowledge intensive
professions, teaching has to redefine core values, set new directions and reshape its priorities.
While effective student learning remains the dominant, constant criterion of successful
teaching, the nature of what is to be learnt, the best ways of learning and the needs of students
and families are constantly evolving
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360 DEGREE FEEDBACK IN PERFORMANCE MANAGEMENT SYSTEM
* M.NAGESWARA RAO ** DR.SARASWATI RAJU IYER
Abstract:
Human resource is the only resource that adds competitive advantage to any organization.
Effectively managed human resource would yield bountiful results. Performance management
system is an excellent HR system to identify, nurture and manage the performance of human
resource. 360 degree feedback is one of the best tools specially designed for the executives and
leaders of the organization to shape their leadership skills in terms of their aptitudes and
attitudes. As the very name itself indicates, the feedback will be obtained from all around to
accurately measure the performance of the employee. This feedback would consist different
perceptions of people from different parameters. If the individual is open to receive the
feedback in a positive attitude and with learning approach, 360 degree feedback will be the best
source of performance contemplation and will fuel to march unto extraordinary performance
delivery.
Introduction:
In the present dynamic business scenario, where organizations are required to compete
globally, benchmarks have become global. Undoubtedly, organizational survival and excellence
now requires not only meeting but setting global standards. Speed of change has become a
critical variable. Organizations have had to respond fast, learn from their experiences and focus
towards achieving world class excellence through constant learning and renewal. To survive in
this changed situation one has to complete with those who have technological advantages,
financial advantages, systems advantages, communication advantages and, above all, with those
who have people advantages in terms of competencies, aptitudes, attitudes and work culture.
360 degree feedback has been found to be one such facilitator of change at an individual level.
The 360 degree feedback is also known as Multi-rater Assessment and Feedback Systems
(MAFS)
360 degree feedback:
The hierarchical structures, organograms and orthodox ways of functioning hinder an
important aspect of leadership development in most of our corporate organizations .ie., helping
the leader to get feedback about his/her own leadership style from the people she/he closely
interacts with. Feedback is one of the most powerful processes available to understand how
one’s behavior and actions impact others in the organization. The literal meaning of the word
feedback is getting feedback from others how they see you, your actions, your behavior, your
ways of working. While feedback is not a new word in corporate lexicon it has traditionally
been used in hierarchical one way process where the boss is the person always “giving” the
feedback whereas the subordinate always is on the “receiving side” of feedback. As mangers
rise in the organizational hierarchy, they do not often get opportunities to receive genuine
feedback about their own leadership skills for others. Even if they are eager to receive feedback
from the juniors and peers, often there is hesitation from the other party about being totally
honest. There is a fear of reappraisal, fear of displeasing the boss, feeling of not wanting to
“rock the boat” and “letting things be”. Our culture traits of low assertiveness, low risk taking,
being happy in the patriarchal and hierarchical organizational structure add to this the net
result is that the leaders in the organisation never get to hear “honest” and “true” feedback
about themselves. This leads them to blindly continue with the behaviour and actions that
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impede their effectiveness, that of the team and the organisation. Similarly, the positive aspects
of the leader’s behavior also do not get reinforced and strengthened.
The 360 degree appraisal is fundamentally a Multi-Rater Appraisal and Feedback system.
Every fortune 500 company is using this in some form or other based on their context.
According to this system, the employee is assessed periodically by a number of assessors
including his boss, immediate subordinates, colleagues, Internal customers and external
customer. This assessment is made on a questionnaire specially designed to measure behaviors
considered as critical for performance. The appraisal is done anonymously by others and the
assessment is collected by an external consultant or specially designated internal agent (for
example the HRD Department). The assessment is consolidated; feedback profiles are prepared
and given to the participant in a performance review discussion session.
360 degree feedback requires strong and committed people not fragile minds, a desire to
build leadership competencies, top management commitment to change, courage, conviction,
and customer sensitivity. Its success depends both on individual courage to face feedback and
an organizational culture that supports change and learning.
There was a story on ‘feedback’. A couple just entered into their middle age. The wife gets
up one morning and asks her husband if she has any traces of white hair. The husband, with
diplomacy born out of experience, vehemently replies that she has none. But the wife does not
give up. She coaxes him into telling the truth by saying that they have known each other for
such long time and so he can be perfectly honest. The husband, after giving this a great deal of
thought, reluctantly says that she has one or two white hairs. The wife bursts into tears and
accuses her husband of always finding fault with her and criticizing her for the smallest of
things. One can imagine the husband, completely bewildered, pulling out his own hair, white or
otherwise. The moral of the story is simple: feedback is dangerous business.
When most people ask for feedback, they want a positive reassurance and do not really
know how to respond when it is otherwise. This has tremendous relevance to the concept of a
360 degree feedback process.
Origin of 360 feedback:
The German military first began gathering feedback from multiple sources in order to
evaluate performance during World War II. Others also explored the use of multi-rater
feedback during this time period via the concept of T-groups. One of the earliest recorded uses
of surveys to gather information about employees occurred in the 1950s at Esso Research and
Engineering Company.
Though 360 degree feedback was started in the mid-eighties at the Indian Institute of
Management, Ahmadabad by TV Rao and his teams it was not branded till 1998 as 360 degree
appraisal. Once it was branded in US as 360 degree appraisal, it caught the attention of many
corporations and today a large percentage of fortune 500 companies use it in some form or the
other. From there, the idea of 360-degree feedback gained momentum, and most human
resources and organizational development professionals understood the concept. The problem
was that collecting and collating the feedback demanded a paper-based effort including either
complex manual calculations or lengthy delays. The first led to despair on the part of
practitioners; the second to a gradual erosion of commitment by recipients.
Objectives of 360 degree feedback
It is possible to aim at the following objectives through 360 degree feedback
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Insight into the strong and weak areas of the candidate in terms of the effective performance
of roles, activities,styles,traits,qualities,competencies(Knowledge,attitudes and skills), impact
on others and the like.
Identification of developmental needs and preparing developmental plans more objectively
in relation to current or future roles and performance improvements for an individual or a
group of individuals.
Data generation to serve as a more objective basis for rewards and other personnel decisions.
Reinforcement of other change management efforts and organization effectiveness directed
interventions. These may Include: TQM efforts, customer focused, or internal customer
satisfaction enhancing interventions, flat structures, quality enhancing and cost reducing
interventions, decision process changes etc.
Basis for performance linked pay or performance rewards.
Alignment of individual and group goals with organizational vision, values and goals.
It also aid in culture building, leadership development, career planning and development,
succession planning and development, team building, planning internal customer satisfaction
improvement measures, role clarity and increased accountabilities.
360 feedback- Advantages:
It is not surprising that roughly 70% of executives believe they are in top 25% of their
profession in terms of performance. Many of them are truly unaware of the way in which their
behavior impedes functioning – their own and others’- in their organization.The result is the
serious gap between what they say they do and what they really do. Properly designed 360
degree feedback questioners can help by providing a tool to help leaders comparing their self
perceptions with the observations of other colleagues
360 degree feedback provides an excellent insight into the individual’s leadership skills
and abilities. It is a good eye opener of how leadership style is perceived by the individual
himself. The feedback may not be the entire truth in itself. It is a question of better
communication. The individual will have to introspect and find the truth of the feedback
360 degree appraisal systems have certain advantages which are not substitutes for
traditional appraisal but are in addition to them. Normally MAFS should be viewed as
supplements to the regular KPA or KRA based appraisal systems rather than as replacements of
the same. Additional advantages offered by MAFS are:
It is more objective than one person assessments of traits and qualities.
It adds objectivity and supplements the traditional appraisal system.
It provides a normally more acceptable feedback to the employee.
It can meet all purposes served by the traditional appraisal system like identifying
developmental needs, reward management, performance development etc.
It helps focus on internal customer satisfaction.
It has the potential of pointing out supervisory biases in the traditional appraisal systems.
It is a good tool for enhancing customer service and quality of inputs and service and quality
of inputs and service to internal customers.
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It provides scope for the candidate to get multiple inputs to improve his role, performance,
styles and ideas and enhances the acceptability of the individual.
It is more participative and enhances the quality of HR decisions.
It is suitable for new organizational cultures being promoted by most word class
organizations (participative culture, learning culture, quality culture, competency based
performance culture, teamwork, empowering culture, leadership culture, etc).
Prerequisites of 360 degree feedback:
360 degree feedback should be used as a developmental tool prior to its use as an appraisal
technique. Even when used as a part of performance management system, the objective should
be to provide useful in sights to the person with respect to his/her overall organisational
effectiveness and not as a basis for deciding promotions and rewards. The positive
changes/improvements seen after receiving 360 degree feedback,specially on leadership
competencies,could certainly be used as an additional input in taking promotional decisions.
The 360 degree feedback system can be very sensitive in nature. A person not well
prepared for it could be thrown out of balance. It can also create some new issues in an
organization. If not designed and conducted well, it posses the potential danger of a candidate
developing wrong perceptions or nations about one or more of his assessors and developing
new attitudes towards them. It is, therefore, necessary and important to manage the process
well and make it foolproof. The first important step is to determine whether the organisation is
ready for it or not. The second important step is to determine if the candidate is ready for it.
1. Readiness of the organisation :
The top management of the organisation should be committed to develop the competencies
of employees on a continuous basis. If there are other HRD systems operating in the
organisation, they need to be implemented seriously. The top management should be serious
about creating opportunities for employees to learn from each other and learn from their
mistakes and willing to invest its time and effort in giving feedback to its own subordinates. The
organization also should take the current appraisal system seriously and do
all that is
needed to ensure its effective implementation and senior managers need to conduct their
performance review and counseling sessions regularly.
2. Readiness of the individual
The individuals should be desirous of knowing themselves through the eyes of others. They
should be willing to receive feedback from others and does not become over-defensive. The
individuals should desire to get better and be open to respect the view of others. They should
be learning oriented and have an attitude of healthy competition. The individual should have
direct working relations with at least six individuals who can rate him and should not have
history of any previous psychological or psychiatric problems.
The 360 degree feedback process is a powerful one in that it helps an individual to get
viewpoints from different sources relating to his competencies, strengths and ares of
improvement. This multi-source feedback gives a comprehensive perspective since role bias is
reduced. A part from individual development, the very fact that leaders in the organisation are
seeking feedback helps to improve team behavior. For the 360 degree feedback process to
work, confidentiality of data and anonymity of responses is critical. People will give honest
feedback only if they know that they will not be identified and singled out for reprisal. 360
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degree a process should not be seen as a onetime event, i.e.,get your report once and sit on it for
the rest of your life! If the purpose is to develop your leadership skills and change, then it has to
be seen as a continuous process of assessment, evaluation, discussion and action
Issues associated with 360 degree feedback:
One dominant school of thought is that the use of 360 degree for performance and
leadership style is very risky, particularly as it seems to be dangerously immature about human
preoccupation to create hierarchies, protect status and retaliate. In other words, those who rate
a boss or a peer may feel highly uncomfortable about giving candid feedback. It therefore takes
a lot of preparation before an organisation can progress from using 360 degree strictly for
development purposes to using it for taking decisions on promotions and rewards.
Trust: Trust is a paramount issue in 360 degree feedback. If we have not been able to bring
down the level of threat that senior managers are likely to face, the process is not going to work
over a period of time. It therefore takes a lot of trust and preparation in an organisation before
we can move towards using it for promotions and rewards.
Integrity: Integrity is another major issue. Now how do the CEO and other senior management
get feedback about their behavior which crosses the line of integrity? People who work with
such kind of leaders are privy to information on how contracts are distributed, how employees
are recruited, promoted and rewarded. While they stay on in the company for various reasons,
they do get demoralized. And ultimately what happens is that shareholders watch a gradual
decline of the company in the marketplace in terms of shareholder returns. No one feels like
sticking his neck out and giving feedback on such a sensitive issue. Now here is an instrument
that allows employees to provide feedback very often on issues of unethical leadership put into
the larger context of the canvas of integrity.
Conclusion:
The process of 360 feedback should never be used to substitute the performance
management system, rather it should be introduced only in a strong PMS already exists. 360
degree feedback should only be used for developmental purpose of an individual and his
commitment and sincerity is absolutely essential for the process to be beneficial. The
environment has to be congenial for the people to give and receive feedback. The individual
must take ownership and responsibility of his or her own development and must share his
developmental plans with people who gave him feedback to receive feedback in future. This
process is like a reflection in the mirror and it helps people to appreciate the support and help
of others in their development, thus creating an atmosphere of trust and mutual support.
References:
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A COLLABORATIVE STUDY OF SECONDARY STUDENTS’ ATTITUDE TOWARDS
EMERGING CHALLENGES IN ESSENTIAL LIFE- SKILLS
* DR. SAVITA SABLE ** DR MADHUR GUPTA
Excellence is a drive from inside, not outside. Excellence is not for someone else to notice
but to our own satisfaction and efficiency. If we look at our education system, where do we
stand? It is not enough to provide access to education but it should be the concern of all to look
to the quality aspects. The quality of any nation depends upon the quality of its students and
quality of students depends upon the quality of education. Life-skill education aims to provide
students with strategies to make healthy choices that contribute to a meaningful life. The
present research paper is a collaborative study which finds out the attitude of secondary
students towards Emerging challenges in essential life skills.
Life skills are abilities that help promote mental well-being and competence in young
people as they face realities of life. Life-skills are essential to lead a happy and productive life. A
skill is a learned ability to do something well. Life-Skills are abilities the individuals can learn
that will help them to live a fruitful life. These are abilities for adaptive and positive behavior
that enable individual to deal effectively with demands and challenges everyday life (WHO). It
further encompasses thinking skill, social skill and negotiation skill. It also helps the young
people to develop and grow into well behaved Adults.
There are ten core life skills laid down by WHO. Out of these ten values the researchers
have chosen only 5 life skills and those are Interpersonal Relationship, Empathy, Creative
Thinking, Effective Communication and Coping with Stress.
Rationale of the study:
Life-skill Education is a value addition program me for the students to understand self and
able to access their skills, abilities interests and areas of development which also able them to
analyze their capacity to enhance the function in the most productive way. Life-Skill education
allows students to get along with all genres of people, able to adjust with their environment and
making responsible decision, which also incorporate to build up their values and to
communicate effectively. The main rationale of Life-Skill education is to enable the learner to
develop a concept of oneself as a person of worth and dignity, so it helps one to understand
oneself and lead to growth in personal responsibility. Developing life-Skills helps the
adolescence to translate knowledge, attitude and their health behavior such as acquiring the
ability to reduce the specific risk behavior and adopt healthy behaviors that improve their lives
in general.
Life-Skills have produced the following effects:
 Lessened violent behavior
 Increased pro-social behavior and decreased negative self destructive behavior
 Increased the abilities to plan ahead and choose effective solutions to problems, improved
self-image, self – awareness, social and emotional adjustment , increased acquisition of
knowledge , improved classroom behavior, gains in self control and sociability, better
handling of interpersonal problems and coping with anxiety and improved constructive
conflict resolution with peers, impulse control and popularity.
As there is increasing concern about Adolescent students which experience the difficulties
facing challenges of development and who succumb to the adverse effects of emotional
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disturbances , we all in educational set up need to deal not only with the intellectual health of
students but also with the physical, mental , emotional as well as social health which is
necessary for overall development of these students. Hence students should develop the
positive attitude towards life-skills to improve quality of their life and they should be able to
identify the emerging challenges in the field of life-skills to combat the challenges and skilled
essential life-skills for their own family, society and national development.
Objectives of the study:
1. To study the attitude of students towards Emerging challenges in essential life-skills.
2. To study the emerging challenges amongst students pertaining to Life-Skills.
3. To suggest measures to strengthen student’s attitude towards essential Life-Skills.
Key Terms:
Collaborative Study: The dictionary definition of Collaboration suggest the working together
of individuals to achieve a common goal thus a research collaboration is the working together
of researcher’s to achieve the common goal of producing new scientific knowledge.
Attitude: Attitude is a tendency to respond positively or negatively towards a certain idea,
object, person or situation. It influences the individual’s choice of action, and responses to
challenges, incentives and rewards.
Essential Life Skills: Life skills help to promote mental well-being and competence in young
people as they face the realities of life. It helps the young people to take positive actions to
protect themselves and to promote health and meaningful social relationships. Life-Skills
facilitate a complete and integrated development of individuals to function effectively as a
social being. The following life-skills are taken into account for the study.
1. Interpersonal Relationship: An Interpersonal Relationship is an association between two
or more people that may range in duration from brief and enduring. This essential skill
involved in dealing with and relating to other people, largely on a one to one basis. These
relations are formed in the context of social, cultural and other influences.
2. Empathy: Empathy is an ability to understand others feelings who are different in terms of
sex, age, education, religion, socio-economic status and health. The feeling of empathy helps
us to improve our behavior towards people in need of care and assistance or tolerance,
people with mental disorders, learning disabilities, poor socio-economic background,
different mannerisms, different languages and religion etc.
3. Creative Thinking: Creative Thinking involves creating something new or original. It
includes the skills of flexibility, originality, fluency, elaboration, brainstorming,
modification, imagery, associative thinking, attribute listening, metaphorical thinking and
forced relationships.
4. Effective Communication: Effective Communication combines a set of skills including non
verbal communication, attentive listening, the ability to manage stress in the moment, and
the capacity to recognize and understand our own emotions and those of the persons were
communicating with. It is a learned skill and need efforts to develop it.
5. Coping with stress: Stress is a physical and psychological reaction to issues and events;
emerging from one’s environment. Coping with stress or stress management encompasses
techniques intended to equip a person with effective coping mechanisms for dealing with
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psychological stress. Coping with stress is the ability to maintain control when situations,
people and events make excessive demands.
Methodology of study – Collaborative Research: To collect data from the secondary CBSE
students, the two researchers divided the components of Life-Skills and with the help of few
B. Ed. trainees; data collection was done in 5 groups of 100 students each. Later the data and
findings were collaborated to proceed in this project further.
Sample:. The student participants were 500 CBSE Secondary schools students (Boys and Girls
both).
Tools of data collection: In the present study, five different attitudinal scales of three point
rating scale Viz. Positive, Neutral and Negative was prepared to study the attitude of students
and the emerging challenges in essential life-skills. The tools prepared were Five in number
pertaining to different chosen Life-Skills. Each tool was administered on 100 different set of
CBSE secondary students (both boys and girls).
Sampling Technique: - Descriptive survey with simple Random sampling.
Technique of analysis: Percentage technique. Categorizing three point rating scale and
considering the Positive, Neutral and Negative attitudes of Students.
Data Analysis and Interpretation
TableNo.1 Showing students attitude towards Life-Skill - Interpersonal Relationship
(n=100)

1.

Life skill

Positive

Neutral

Negative

Interpersonal Relationship

60%

12%

28%

Analysis: The above table no. 1 shows that the 60% students possess a positive attitude
towards Interpersonal Relationship. 28% students had negative attitude whereas only 12%
were neutral in their attitude towards Interpersonal Relationship.
Fig1: Showing students attitude towards Life-Skill - Interpersonal Relationship
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Interpretation : The above figure indicates that more than half (60%) of the CBSE students feel
that Interpersonal Relationship are important for them as these students believe in
maintaining good personal relations with their family and friends. Almost 40% of the students
are either negative or neutral in their attitude for interpersonal relationship. This may be
because these students does not give importance to maintaining good relations as they are
happy alone and don’t want any restrictions due to personal relations.
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Table No.2 Showing students attitude towards Life-Skill – Empathy (n=100)
Sr.No.

Life skill

Positive

Neutral

Negative

1.

Empathy

82%

2%

16%

Analysis: It is evident from the data given in table no. 2, that 82% students are positive in their
attitude towards Empathy whereas 16% students possess negative attitude and only 2%
students are neutral in their attitude toward sympathy
Fig. 2 Showing students attitude towards Life-Skill - Empathy.
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Interpretation : The above figure indicates that most of the CBSE students are in favor of the
essential life skill i.e. Empathy as they are kind hearted, can feel others problems and
empathetic to needy ones, these students like to help others even with their own pocket-money
and materials. They feel bad when someone is in pain or is unhappy, while few students are not
empathetic towards others feelings may be because they never had unfavorable experiences in
their life.
Table No.3 Showing students attitude towards Life-Skill - Creative Thinking (n=100)
Sr.No.
1.

Life skill

Positive

Neutral

Negative

Creative Thinking

45%

20%

35%

Analysis: It is clearly analyzed from the data given in table no. 3 that only 45% of students are
positive about the essential life skill of Creative Thinking. Whereas remaining 55% students are
either negative or neutral towards the skill of Creative Thinking.
Fig.3 Showing students attitude towards Life-Skill - Creative Thinking.
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Interpretation: Most of the students does not have positive attitude for the essential life skill of
Creative Thinking. This is May be due to over burdening of syllabus and very less opportunity
for students’ own novel thinking and ideas in today’s school curriculum. Curriculum is fixed and
monotonous, mostly no room for innovative activities based on students’ own creative thinking.
Students those are positive towards creative thinking use their ideas in craft, fine arts and
performing arts.
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Table No.4 Showing students attitude towards Life-Skill - Effective Communication
(n=100)
Sr.No.
1.

Life skill

Positive

Neutral

Negative

Effective Communication

76%

10%

14%

Analysis: Above table no. 4 shows that 76% students possess positive attitude towards the
Life-Skill of Effective Communication. 14% students showed negative whereas 10% were on
the neutral side for the skill of Effective Communication.
Fig.4 Showing students attitude towards Life-Skill - Effective Communication
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Interpretation: Majority of students (76%) believe in the power of effective communication
skills and feel that strong and polished communicative skills are needed to get success in any
field or profession. So effective communication is one of the most important life skill as per
students’ views. Only few students (24%), who are introvert or not fluent in language showed
neutral or negative attitude towards this skill.
Table No.5 Showing students attitude towards Life-Skill - Coping with Stress (n=100)
Sr.No.
1.

Life skill

Positive

Neutral

Negative

Coping with Stress

43%

20%

37%

Analysis: It is evident from table no. 5 that 43% of students got positive attitude for Life-Skill of
Coping with Stress. 20% students were neutral and 37% students were negative towards the
Life-Skill of Coping with Stress.
Fig.5 Showing students attitude towards Life-Skill - Coping with Stress
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Interpretation: Most of the students were unable to cope up with the stress as lots of pressure
they feel in their life. Academic stress, peer pressure, future anxiety, high expectations from
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parents and their own physical and psychological changes poses great stress on these
teenagers. 43% students believe that Stress management or coping with stress is necessary for
these students.
The level of Challenges was identified on the basis of the following categories:
Levels of Challenges

Total of Students attitude in Neutral or Negative Responses

1.

High Challenge

Above 50%

2.

Moderate Challenge

Between 50% to 20%

3.

Low Challenge

Below 20%

Table No.6 Showing Overall Analysis of Life- Skills (n=500)
Sr.No.

Life-Skills

Positive
Attitude

Neutral or
Negative Attitude

Level of
Challenge

1

Interpersonal
Relationship

60%

40%

Moderate
Challenge

1.

Empathy

82%

18%

Low Challenge

2.

Creative Thinking

45%

55%

High Challenge

3.

Effective Communication

76%

24%

Moderate
Challenge

4.

Coping with Stress

43%

57%

High Challenge

Analysis:
60% students possess a positive attitude towards Interpersonal Relationship, whereas
40% students had either negative or neutral attitude towards Interpersonal Relationship. So
this life skill lies in the category of moderate challenge.
82% students are positive in their attitude towards Empathy whereas 18% students
possess negative or neutral attitude toward sympathy. So this life skill lies in the category of
low challenge.
45% of students are positive about the essential life skill of Creative Thinking. Whereas
remaining 55% students are either negative or neutral towards the skill of Creative Thinking.
That is why this life skill lies in the category of high challenge.
76% students possess positive attitude towards the Life-Skill of Effective Communication
and 24 % students were on the negative or neutral side for the skill of Effective Communication.
So this life skill lies in the category of moderate challenge.
43% of students got positive attitude for Life-Skill of Coping with Stress but 57% students
were neutral or negative towards the Life-Skill of Coping with Stress. So this life skill lies in the
category of high challenge.
Main Findings of the study:
1. The attitude of most of the CBSE students towards Life-skill Empathy is highly positive
therefore this skill appears in the category of Low Challenge.
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2. As many CBSE students showed either neutral or negative attitude towards Life-skill of Interpersonal Relationship and Effective Communication, therefore these skills lies in the
category of Moderate Challenge.
3. The attitude of most of the CBSE students are either neutral or negative for the Life-skills
Coping with Stress and Creative thinking , therefore these two skills appear in the category of
High Challenge.
Suggestive measures to develop five listed life-skills amongst students:
Life Skills instructions and training enhance affective and cognitive Life Skills in students
which lead to better social behavior. Specific instructional components shown to be related to
these desirable outcomes include :
Empathy:
1. Modeling of empathetic behavior by teachers, experimenters and other adults with whom the
child comes in contact. Training in interpersonal perception and empathetic responding what
empathy is, how it develops, how to recognize and respond to other’s emotive states etc
2. Sustained practice in imagining, perceiving another’s perspective and problems.
3. Activities which focus on similarities between oneself and one’s feelings and themselves and
feelings of others. Activities that focus on the lives of famous empathetic people like Mother
Teresa, Martin Luther King and Nelson Mandela.
4. Exposure to emotionally arousing stimuli such as portrayal of misfortune , deprivation or
distress for instance a visit to mentally challenged and orphanage, old age home or chawl
schools.
Inter-personal Relationship:
1. Students should work more in groups to communicate openly and encourage each other for
truthfulness, admitting their mistakes or being wrong and accepting responsibility for oneself
this can bring Honesty and Accountability in a relationship.
2. Good relations are flexible and can adapt to change , different group or peer projects,
excursions and activities can make student flexible in each other’s view and they learn
compromises and others changed behavior.
Coping with Stress
1. Students should learn time management and multi-tasking to combat with stress
2. They should be helped to know their learning styles whether they are visual, kinesthetic or
auditory learner.
3. Teachers need to help students in developing optimism as optimist are healthier , less
stressed and more successful.
4. Yoga should be essential part of daily activity to distress students.
Creative Thinking:
1. Questioning is the heart of creative thinking so teachers should create an environment where
intellectual curiosity is fostered and questions are encouraged , for this teachers can pose a
provocative question to build an argument around and students help to break it down.
2. Students require tools to enter upon the conversation like asking the students reply for
statements which will guide their thought process in analyzing the argument.
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3. Need a set up for Socratic discussions where participants ask one another questions that test
the logic with the goal of gaining greater understanding or clarity.
Effective Communication:
1. Activities like role-play and Dramatics help in developing confidence and refining skill thus
making a person more extrovert, this is the best way to have good command over oral
communication skills . The students need a defined situation and a group of three to four
minimum. For E.g selling a product, taking an interview, making an advertisement.
2. Written skills also have equal weight age with oral communication skills as students need to
develop both . Dairy writing and creative writing for. E.g Poetry, Drama, Prose are the most
effective activities that would improve the written skills of students as there are no rules to
write a dairy or constructive writing so students can follow their heart and need to jot down
what they feel about anything.
Conclusion:
Everyone accepts that Life Skills are vital skills for successful living and relationship. On the
basis of the study and results it is concluded that every Life-skill is a challenge till all the
students develop a positive attitude towards it and to do so the students need help from their
parents , teachers and schools adopting proper interventions. Students also require regular
counseling to improve their attitude and to master life-Skill as this will help students to think
logically, solve various problems, generate positive attitude, cope up with stress, generate new
thoughts creatively, maintaining good relations etc in their real life situations. Hence to
empower the students in challenging situations , we need to create life skill education as a
corner stone of our curriculum as an effective implementation strategy which will help the
students to internalize these effective life-skills and to grow better in all directions.
References:
 http://www.business dictionary.com/definition/creative thinking .html
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HUMAN RIGHTS AND CLIMATE CHANGE
* POOJA RANI
Human Rights and Climate Change is a conceptual and legal framework under which
international human rights and their relationship to climate change are studied, analyzed, and
addressed. The framework has been employed by governments, United Nations organs,
intergovernmental and non-governmental organizations, human rights and environmental
advocates, and academics to guide national and international policy on climate change under
the United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change (UNFCCC) and the core
international human rights instruments.
Human rights and climate change analysis focuses on the anticipated consequences to
humans associated with global environmental phenomena including sea level rise,
desertification, temperature increases, extreme weather events, and changes in precipitation,
as well as adaptation and mitigation measures taken by governments in response to those
phenomena that may involve human rights or related legal protections. 1
Climate change represents an enormous threat to a whole host of human rights: the right to
food, the right to water and sanitation, the right to development. There is therefore huge scope
for human rights courts and non-judicial human rights bodies to treat climate change as the
immediate threat to human rights. Fossil fuel mining, deforestation, the disturbance of carbon
sinks, and the degradation of the oceans are developments that can be blocked on human rights
grounds.2
Climate change amplifies existing social, environmental, demographic, economic and
political stresses. Its multiplier effect pushes some of the world’s poorest and most vulnerable
people deeper into poverty. A large proportion of the planet’s population already lives in
conditions where they are denied many basic human rights. There is no doubt that, without
urgent action, deteriorating environmental conditions associated with climate change will see
this increase as food and water security declines, communities are damaged or destroyed by
extreme weather events and more lives are threatened.3
In 2005, Inuit activist Sheila Watt-Cloutier filed a petition to the Inter-American
Commission on Human Rights seeking relief "from human rights violations resulting from the
impacts of global warming and climate change caused by acts and omissions of the United
States." The petition was rejected, but the Commission invited and heard testimony on the
relationship between human rights and climate change from representatives for the Inuit in
2007. That same year, the Malé Declaration on the Human Dimension of Global Climate Change
"stated explicitly (and for the first time in an international agreement) that 'climate change has
clear and immediate implications for the full enjoyment of human rights' and called on the
United Nations human rights system to address the issue as a matter of urgency." 4
The following year, the UN Human Rights Council (HRC) unanimously adopted Resolution
7/23, recognizing that "climate change poses an immediate and far-reaching threat to people
and communities around the world and has implications for the full enjoyment of human
rights," and citing the Charter of the United Nations, the Universal Declaration of Human Rights,
the International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights, and the International
Covenant on Civil and Political Rights. The HRC reaffirmed and expanded these statements with
resolutions 10/4 of 25 March 2009 and 18/22 of 30 September 2011.5
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In 2009, the Office of the United Nations High Commissioner for Human Rights (OHCHR)
released an analytical study identifying specific rights and people groups likely to be adversely
affected by climate disruptions. The report drew on the submissions of some 30 nations as well
as ten United Nations Agencies and dozens of other organizations. The report identified
displaced persons, conflict and security risks as well as impaired rights of indigenous peoples,
women, and children as major concerns. In 2010, the Conference of Parties to the UNFCCC
reproduced the HRC's language identifying the relationship between human rights and climate
change in its report on the Cancun Conference on climate change. The report on the outcome of
the Conference emphasized that "Parties should, in all climate change related actions, fully
respect human rights."6
The Fourth Assessment Report of the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC)
(2007) put it beyond doubt that the global climate system is warming and doing so mainly
because of man-made greenhouse gas emissions. IPCC reports and other studies document how
global warming will affect, and already is affecting, the basic elements of life for millions of
people around the world. The report said that effects include an increasing frequency of
extreme weather events, rising sea levels, droughts, increasing water shortages, and the spread
of tropical and vector born diseases.7
On 28 March 2008, the Human Rights Council adopted its first resolution on “human rights
and climate change” (res. 7/23). In implementation of that resolution, OHCHR prepared and
submitted a study on the relationship between climate change and human rights
(A/HRC/10/61) to the tenth session of the Council held in March 2009. On 25 March 2009, the
Council adopted resolution 10/4 “Human rights and climate change” in which it, notes that
“climate change-related impacts have a range of implications, both direct and indirect, for the
effective enjoyment of human rights …”; recognizes that the effects of climate change “will be
felt most acutely by those segments of the population who are already in a vulnerable situation
…”, recognizes that “effective international cooperation to enable the full, effective and
sustained implementation of the United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change …
is important in order to support national efforts for the realization of human rights implicated
by climate change-related impacts”, and affirms that “human rights obligations and
commitments have the potential to inform and strengthen international and national policymaking in the area of climate change”.8
According to resolution 18/22 OHCHR will convened a seminar to address the adverse
impacts of climate change on the full enjoyment of human rights, with a view to following up on
the call for respecting human rights in all climate change-related actions and policies and
forging stronger cooperation between the human rights and climate change communities. 9
Most international statements on human rights and climate change have emphasized the
potential adverse impacts of climate change on the rights to life, health, food, water, housing,
development, and self-determination. These rights are enumerated in the core conventions of
international human rights law, though not all HRC members or UNFCCC parties are signatories
of these conventions.10
Viewing the data through a human rights lens, it is clear that projected climate changerelated effects threaten the effective enjoyment of a range of human rights, such as the right to
safe and adequate water and food, the right to health and adequate housing. Equally, the human
rights perspective brings into focus that climate change is set to hit the poorest countries and
communities the hardest. The international human rights standards serve as a guide for
measures to tackle climate change, underscoring the fundamental moral and legal obligations
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to protect and promote full enjoyment of the rights enshrined in the Universal Declaration of
Human Rights and in the core universal human rights treaties.11
The impact of climate change would be most acutely felt by those whose rights protections
were already precarious, including the poor, migrants, the disabled, indigenous people and
women. Experts warned that natural disasters are already causing millions of people to leave
their homes, a trend expected to increase dramatically in coming years. “Migrants who are
compelled to leave their homes as a coping strategy will often remain in a precarious position
throughout the cycle of their journey; they will be vulnerable to human rights violations as they
move across borders, and will frequently be in an irregular situation,”
Greenpeace executive director Kumi Naidoo said that by 2050, there would be about 200
million “climate migrants” around the world, including 20 million displaced by rising sea levels
and resulting salinity, as well as storm surges and cyclones, in Bangladesh alone. 12 According to
HRC Report
 By 2080, climate change could result in an additional 35 million to 170 million
undernourished people in developing countries;
 With under 2°C warming by 2050, undernourishment is projected to increase by 25-90
percent in sub-Saharan Africa;
 Between now and 2025, the number of people living in regions facing absolute water scarcity
will rise by 1.2 billion;
 At the end of the century, climate change and population growth will have decimated water
availability in food-producing areas of sub-Saharan Africa, South Asia and Southeast Asia by
up to 50 percent;
 46 countries – home to 2.7 billion people – are considered to be at high risk of violent conflict
due to the combined effects of climate change and ongoing socioeconomic and political
problems;
 By 2050, climate change could cause interpersonal violence and intergroup conflict to
increase by 8-16 and 28-56 percent respectively.13
The UH study finds that on average, by 2047, under a “business-as-usual" scenario, the
world will be experiencing a “radically different climate." The study pays special attention to
tropical regions. Frazier points out that while the largest absolute changes in climate do not
occur in the tropics, because they are, by nature, climatically stable, it takes less change to
exceed historic norms. As a result, the tropics are expected to experience climate departure
first with Indonesia, Nigeria, Kenya, Egypt, Mexico, India, Colombia and Iraq forecast to see
climate departure as soon as 2020 and no later than 2036. “There’s no doubt that those early
changes in the tropics will be felt at higher latitude even if the temperature is not getting hotter
as fast," Longman said. Frazier noted that climate change puts additional stresses on countries
already facing extreme environmental degradation, burgeoning young populations and growing
political instability. These countries have lower GDPs and less economic capacity to respond to
climate change than those that have had the biggest role in producing carbon emissions. “While
developed countries are benefitting from [carbon] emissions, developing countries are the ones
that are going to pay the most consequences from this climate change as having a massive
impact on “a vast range of civil and political rights".14
Bangladesh is a prime example of how climate change impacts impoverished fishing
villages along the Bay of Bengal with more frequent, more powerful cyclones and flooding
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which drives villagers to migrate to other places like Hazaribagh. There, out of desperation, the
rural poor live in slums where the air, water and earth are so polluted by chemicals, tin roofing
corrodes in months rather than years and severe health afflictions are the norm. Far from the
toxic tanneries of Bangladesh, indigenous peoples across Russia’s far north face new and
increasing threats to their basic human rights as resource extraction, development, industrial
pollution and climate change converge at the top of the world.15
Rodion Sulyandziga represents the interests of RAIPON (Russian Association of Indigenous
Peoples of the North) with the Arctic Council, an intergovernmental forum promoting
cooperation among Arctic states and indigenous communities. Speaking from Moscow,
Sulyandziga described how the loss of sea ice, decline in snow levels and permafrost and
general warming all impact the most basic human rights of the 41 indigenous groups in Siberia
and the Russian far north and Far East: the right to live. Increasingly unpredictable weather and
unreliable sea ice directly impacts animal migration, which affects subsistence hunting for
traditional food sources like reindeer and sea mammals. Warmer temperatures, also hasten the
introduction of plant and animal diseases as southern species of fish and birds move north. The
lack of a clear normative and institutional framework could create problems for states seeking
to address human rights violations induced by environmental degradation and climate
change.16
International negotiations on climate change have so far failed to adequately address the
humanitarian and human rights impacts of climate change. It is now time for the Human Rights
Council to take positive action to safeguard these rights under threat and support the
governments of the first and worst affected countries. 17
It could include identification and awareness-raising of best practices and make
recommendations to governments and the international community about how we can best
safeguard human rights in our changing world.18 Human rights bodies can, and must,
increasingly play active role at the local level, in order to ward off the multitude of
developments that simultaneously violate human rights and aggravate climate change. Where
human rights deficits are detected, governments are required to put monitoring systems in
place. They must also improve coordination within government, encourage the participation of
all stakeholders – especially the most vulnerable – and define the responsibilities of institutions
and set deadlines by which the human right in question must be met. In short, they must adopt
multi-year strategies towards the fulfillment of human rights and increase the political cost of
not moving fast enough.19
Nothing less than a huge effort mobilizing public investment and, through appropriate
incentives, private funds, will be needed. This will not happen by chance. It can only happen by
design. It requires a sustained effort across a number of years, to promote new, cleaner
technologies in industry, to develop renewable sources of energy, and to shift to more
sustainable consumption patterns. Human rights bodies must now invoke this approach and
apply it directly to climate change, obliging governments to present them with long-term
strategies that can achieve significant reductions in carbon emissions and move towards lowcarbon societies. By working in this direction, human rights bodies would help overcome the
problems of delivering collective action that are currently an obstacle to the progress of the
global warming negotiations held under the UNFCCC. They would move towards imposing a
duty to cooperate, on the basis of the universal declaration of human rights. 20
Climate change is an issue of both human rights and fundamental justice. Considering
climate change from a human rights and justice perspective compels us to recognize our own
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responsibility to support poorer populations in their efforts to adapt and become resilient. It
lends greater urgency to the need for a true partnership of nations to limit global warming.
More recently, the U.N. High-Level Panel charged with advising the secretary-general on an
agenda for global development beyond 2015, the original target date for the U.N.’s Millennium
Development Goals, released its report, “A New Global Partnership: Eradicate Poverty and
Transform Economies through Sustainable Development.” The report clearly links human
rights and development, as well as development and the environment. 21
The climate agenda must be achieved by 2015. This agenda can only be truly effective if it’s
seen to be fair and equitable, recognizing the legitimate development aspirations of developing
countries and supporting the transition to a low-carbon, climate-resilient economy. In order to
achieve the climate agenda, we need to focus on the poor and most vulnerable, and recognize
the importance of a rights-based approach. People’s rights must be protected. We must make
sure nobody is left behind.22
Greenpeace International’s executive director, Dr. Kumi Naidoo, argues the same point.
Naidoo recently said, “The struggle to avert catastrophic climate change and the struggles for
human rights, poverty and gender equity are and should be seen as two sides of the same coin."
Climate change can only be dealt with through cooperation by all members of the international
community. Equally, international assistance is required to ensure sustainable development
pathways in developing countries and enable them to adapt to now unavoidable climate
change. International human rights law complements the United Nations Framework
Convention on Climate Change by underlining that international cooperation is not only
expedient but also a human rights obligation and that its central objective is the realization of
human rights.23
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ROLE OF VOLUNTARY SECTOR IN DEVELOPMENT
* DR.A.CHANDRAIAH
Introduction:
India has great history of local government Lord Ripon is considered as the father of local
bodies in Modern India. After Independence Indian Government given importance to
democratic decentralization by appointing Balwanth Ray Mehtha Committee to suggest
institutional set up to secure people’s participation for the effective implementation of
community development programme. In 1992 Government of India granted constitutional
status to local bodies by 73 rd and 74th Amendment acts. Many change has taken place in the
History of Panchayati Raj institutions after 1992. Parallel bodies and voluntary Organizations
playing significant role in development and welfare programmes. Self Help Groups, Water
users associations, Vidya Committees, Joint Forest Management Committees, Vane Sampak
Shana Samithis formed as parallel bodies. Voluntary Organizations like Naandi Foundation,
Action aid, care also taking part is poverty reduction, Educational Development, Child labour
eradication etc.,
Voluntary Organiztions:
Voluntary organizations play greater role in development process particularly in
developing countries like India. Voluntary agency is group organized by some persons on their
own initiative to pursuer a common interest. Voluntary means hot for profit even employees
also hot taking salaries it is purely service oriented. There is slight difference between
voluntary organization and non-governmental organizations, Non government means other
than government and employment also provided but in voluntary organizations there is no
particular employees and everybody should work voluntarily.
Voluntary organizations Characteristics:
NGOs are defined here as nonmembership development-oriented organizations. Our
concern here is with the stronger of the south-based NGOs that provide services either directly
to the rural poor or to grass-roots membership organizations, and with the local branches of
international NGOs that enjoy varying degrees of autonomy. They are therefore distinct from
(but, as discussed below, often linked with) formal and informal membership organizations
such as farmers' associations. But even within this definition, there exists wide diversity of
origins and philosophy. Some NGOs were set up by left-leaning professionals or academics in
opposition to the politics of government or its support for or indifference to the prevailing
patterns of corruption, patronage, or authoritarianism. Some are based on religious principles,
others on a broadly humanitarian ethos, and yet others were set up as quasi-consultancy
concerns in response to recent donor-funding initiatives. Some NGOs reject existing social and
political structures and see themselves as engines for radical change; others focus on more
gradual change through development of human resources (usually through group formation) to
meet their own needs or to make claims on government services; yet others focus more simply
on the provision of services (e.g., advice, input supply) largely within existing structures. Their
ideological orientations also differ widely in relation to agricultural technology: many are
concerned with low external input agriculture, 1 others pursue fundamentally organic
approaches, 2 and, especially in the case of Andean societies, some are concerned to strengthen
or reinstate traditional agricultural practices which formed the basis of social organization
(CAAP, 1991).
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Of crucial importance when considering NGO-GO links is that NGOs are independent: they
are not mandated to collaborate with research and extension services in the way that
government departments might be. They will therefore collaborate only if GOs have something
useful to offer.
Functions of voluntary organizations:
Voluntary Organizations engaged in various welfare and development programmes in India
particularly after Globalization era.
Voluntary organization actively participating in poverty reduction programme,
Environments protection, child labour eradication, Human right, Women Empowerment and
also Relief progress responding to natural calamities like floods, drought, earth quacks, etc.
Voluntary Action bringing socio-economic development of urban, ura and also Tribal areas.
Role of voluntary organiztion in the development:
After Globalization and new economic policy adoption, Government trying to with draw
from welfare activities, the role of state decreasing at the some time voluntary organization
s(or) Non Governmental organization filling the gap and more actively participating in welfare
and developmental progrmmes.
Voluntary Organization play an important role in undertaking socio-economic programmes
for the welfare of the poor and others voluntary organization playing crucial role in protgection
of Human rights, lonsumer rights and also bringing social change. Today Government of India
and Andhra Pradesh Government giving priority for voluntary organizations in the
implementation of developmental programmes and ensuring people participation.
The essence of nongovernmental organizations remains the same: to provide basic services
to those who need them. Many NGOs have demonstrated an ability to reach poor people, work
in inaccessible areas, innovate, or in other ways achieve things better than by official agencies.
Many NGOs have close links with poor communities. Some are membership organizations of
poor or vulnerable people; others are skilled at participatory approaches. Their resources are
largely additional; they complement the development effort of others, and they can help to
make the development process more accountable, transparent and participatory. They not
only "fill in the gaps" but they also act as a response to failures in the public and private sectors
in providing basic services.
Mirroring the support given to northern NGOs, official funding of southern NGOs has taken
two forms: the funding of initiatives put forward by southern NGOs, and the utilization of the
services of southern NGOs to help donors achieve their own aid objectives.
Donor funding of southern NGOs has received a mixed reception from recipient
governments. Clear hostility from many non-democratic regimes has been part of more general
opposition to any initiatives to support organizations beyond the control of the state. But even
in democratic countries, governments have often resisted moves seen as diverting significant
amounts of official aid to non-state controlled initiatives, especially where NGO projects have
not been integrated with particular line ministry programs.
The common ground between donors and NGOs can be expected to grow, especially as
donors seek to make more explicit their stated objectives of enhancing democratic processes
and strengthening marginal groups in civil society. However, and in spite of a likely expansion
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and deepening of the reverse agenda, NGOs are likely to maintain their wariness of too close
and extensive an alignment with donors.
Role of NGOs in Development Cooperation:
NGOs, through community education, can awaken latent local champions that would act as
representatives of a community, take over the leadership role and push through the
partnership. NGOs can ensure that the goals of the major stakeholders are mutually compatible
and understood by the sides. They can provide capacity building of all stakeholders.
The community and its representatives and intermediaries such as NGOs can play a major
role in awareness-raising, advocacy, decision making, implementing and of course in operations
and maintenance of the infrastructure facilities.
NGOs can ensure the quality of services provided by either public or private sector and
monitor the price. NGOs may ensure transparency and that the interests of all the major
stakeholders are reflected in project development. There is especially important since they
usually pay special attention to meeting the needs of the poor.
NGOs are by their nature very flexible. This quality is extremely important for long-term,
capital intensive projects, changes in investment plans, technology choices and priority actions.
NGOs have a system that will quickly respond to unforeseen circumstances.
Partnerships with NGOs involvement can reduce construction costs, increase cost recovery,
promote sustainability and respond more to the need of the users.
Non-governmental organizations (NGOs) have played a major role in pushing for
sustainable development at the international level. Campaigning groups have been key drivers
of inter-governmental negotiations, ranging from the regulation of hazardous wastes to a global
ban on land mines and the elimination of slavery.
But NGOs are not only focusing their energies on governments and inter-governmental
processes. With the retreat of the state from a number of public functions and regulatory
activities, NGOs have begun to fix their sights on powerful corporations - many of which can
rival entire nations in terms of their resources and influence.
Aided by advances in information and communications technology, NGOs have helped to
focus attention on the social and environmental externalities of business activity. Multinational
brands have been acutely susceptible to pressure from activists and from NGOs eager to
challenge a company's labour, environmental or human rights record. Even those businesses
that do not specialize in highly visible branded goods are feeling the pressure, as campaigners
develop techniques to target downstream customers and shareholders.
In response to such pressures, many businesses are abandoning their narrow Milton
Friedmanite shareholder theory of value in favour of a broader, stakeholder approach which
not only seeks increased share value, but cares about how this increased value is to be attained.
Such a stakeholder approach takes into account the effects of business activity - not just on
shareholders, but on customers, employees, communities and other interested groups.
There are many visible manifestations of this shift. One has been the devotion of energy
and resources by companies to environmental and social affairs. Companies are taking
responsibility for their externalities and reporting on the impact of their activities on a range of
stakeholders.
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Nor are companies merely reporting; many are striving to design new management
structures which integrate sustainable development concerns into the decision-making
process.
NGO Strengths:
The majority of NGOs are small and horizontally structured with short lines of
communication and are therefore capable of responding flexibly and rapidly to clients' needs
and to changing circumstances. They are also characterized by a work ethic conducive to
generating sustainable processes and impacts.
NGOs' concern with the rural poor means that they often maintain a field presence in
remote locations, where it is difficult to keep government staff in post.
One of NGOs' main concerns has been to identify the needs of the rural poor in sustainable
agricultural development. They have therefore pioneered a wide range of participatory
methods for diagnosis3 and, in some contexts, have developed and introduced systems
approaches for testing new technology, for example in Chile (Sotomayor, 1991). In some cases,
these approaches have extended beyond fanning systems into processing and marketing, as
with soya in Bangladesh (Buckland & Graham, 1990), sesame in the Gambia (Gilbert, 1990), and
cocoa in Bolivia (Trujillo, 1991).
NGOs' rapport with farmers has allowed them to draw on local knowledge systems in the
design of technology options and to strengthen such systems by ensuring that the technologies
developed are reintegrated into them (Chaguma & Gumbo, 1993).
NGOs have also developed innovative dissemination methods, relying on farmer-to-farmer
contact, whether on a group or individual basis (e.g., Sollows, Thongpan, & Leelapatra, 1993).
In some cases, NGOs have developed new technologies such as soya production in
Bangladesh (Buckland & Graham, 1990) or management practices such as the sloping
agricultural land technology in the Philippines (Watson & Laquihon, 1993), but more often they
have sought to adapt existing technologies, such as PRADAN's efforts in India to scale down
technologies developed by government for mushroom and raw silk production and so make
them accessible to small-scale farmers.
Undoubtedly, one of the main strengths of NGOs has been their work in group formation.
This has been in response to perceived needs at several levels: (1) To meet the technical
requirements of certain types of innovation. Thus, Action for World Solidarity in India worked
with grass-roots organizations to achieve simultaneous action in an integrated pest
management programme (Satish & Vardhan, 1993). In the Gambia and Ethiopia, NGOs helped
farmers to organize local informal seed production in ways to avoid undesirable crosspollination (Henderson & Singh, 1990). (2) To manage "lumpy" assets. In Bangladesh, NGOs
have helped to organize landless labourers to acquire and operate water-pumping technology
(Mustafa, Rahman, & Sattar, 1993). (3) To manage common property resources. Many examples
exist of formal and informal associations, often supported by NGOs, which manage irrigation
water. In other cases, NGOs have supported group efforts in soil and water conservation,
whether on private land or on a micro-watershed basis involving both private and common
land (Fernandez, 1993a). They have also helped in managing common grazing and forest land
in a sustainable fashion in relation both to technology and the creation of a capacity to make
demands on government over, for example, access issues.
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Problems of voluntary organizations:
Today voluntary organization facing two kind of problems 1.Interval, 2. External Internal.
Internal problem like finding and finance employees salaries, political influence and non cooperation governing body members.
External problem like grant in aid from government and other Agencies, and Lord, Money
Lender, Local dada’s etc.,
In recent years, many observers have suggested that agricultural and rural development
strategies would benefit from increased collaboration between government research and
extension organizations and nongovernmental development organizations, hereafter called GOs
and NGOs, respectively (Can-oil, 1992; de Janvry et al., 1989; Jordan, 1989; Korten, 1987).
Donors in particular have begun to call for more NGO involvement in programmes that have
traditionally been implemented through the public sector, and there has been a recent upsurge
of donor interest in direct-funding south-based NGOs (World Bank, 1991.)
These advocates of closer NGO-GO collaboration have tended to underemphasize:
The wide range of interaction that currently exists, not all of it collaborative; much involves
pressure by one side or the other.
The limitations facing efforts to work together. The preconditions for successful
collaboration; in particular, the prior informal contacts necessary to build up mutual
trust.Limitations as well as successes of NGO action. The extent to which certain functions
relating to, for example, "public goods" will remain more cost-effectively performed by the
public sector than by NGOs. Analysis of how GOs might work with NGOs must be accompanied
by continuing attention to ways of improving public sector management, an area in which
structural adjustment reforms have not had the success expected.
Conclusions:
Today voluntary organization playing significant role in development and welfare
particularly in third world countries. Post globalization and adoption of Now economic policies
in India, the role of voluntary organization has been increased in Development programmes
like Health, education and poverty reduction.
Non-governmental organizations play an increasingly important role in the development
cooperation. They can bridge the gap between government and the community. Communitybased organizations are essential in organizing poor people, taking collective action, fighting for
their rights, and representing the interests of their members in dialogue with NGOs and
government. NGOs, on the other hand, are better at facilitating the supply of inputs into the
management process, mediating between people and the wider political party, networking,
information dissemination and policy reform.
By creating an enabling framework of laws, economic and political conditions, the State can
play a fundamental role in helping NGOs and CBOs to play their roles more effectively and as a
result increase the access to infrastructure services for the urban poor. Partnerships between
all groups should be achieved without ignoring each other as strengths but make use of each
others comparative advantage.
The strength of NGOs, particularly those operating at the field level, is their ability to form
close linkages to local communities, and to engender community ownership and participation
in development efforts. NGOs often can respond quickly to new circumstances and can
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experiment with innovative approaches. NGOs can identify emerging issues, and through their
consultative and participatory approaches can identify and express beneficiary views that
otherwise might not be heard.
NGOs often are successful intermediaries between actors in the development arena,
building bridges between people and communities on one side, and governments, development
institutions, and donors and development agencies on the other. In an advocacy role, NGOs
frequently represent issues and views important in the dynamics of the development process.
At the same time, limited technical capacities and relatively small resource bases may
characterize some NGOs. NGOs sometimes may have limited strategic perspectives and weak
linkages with other actors in development. NGOs may have limited managerial and
organizational capacities. In some countries, the relationship between NGOs and government
may involve political, legal, ideological, and administrative constraints. Because of their
voluntary nature, there may be questions regarding the legitimacy, accountability, and
credibility of NGOs and their claims as to mandate and constituencies represented. Questions
sometimes arise concerning the motivations and objectives of NGOs, and the degree of
accountability NGOs accept for the ultimate impact of policies and positions they advocate
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PHILOSOPHY AS A VALUE BASED EDUCATION: A NEED
* DR. BANDI VIJAYA KUMAR
Man’s life has to possess some meaning beyond mere self preservation or physical
existence. Man is the only unique creation who under certain parameters is free to make his
own destiny i.e., strive to know and realise the real meaning of life. To attain this goal man has
to seek the means of values to guide his life processes. These value forms of man are
motivating force for his thought, emotion and action; the socio-cultural life of man has to be
such that it brings about peace, harmony and welfare to both the individual and society. But in
the modern society with advanced industrialisation and scientific technological base, the
resultant materialism has opened up new vistas to fulfill the unending desires of man for
wealth and power. This has resulted in intense competitive struggle, exploitation and power
politics; thereby dehumanising the whole society and making it bereft of all moral values.
To check this deterioration of values we have to work both on the subjective and objective
levels of man. At the subjective level, we have to develop such socio-moral-spiritual values of
life which are acceptable to man, who claims to be rational and scientific in his approach. The
new emerging values should be based on the proven human values such as the values of 1
Depth of Life: it leads to a spiritual pursuit of life which includes a socio ethical approach in the
primary stages of man’s development. 2) Totality and Interdependence implies taking an all
comprehensive view of life; 3) Tolerance and Integration having the capacity to understand
and respect others views and rights; 4) Receptivity to learn: absence of one’s ego and ever
ready to change on acquiring new knowledge; 5) Avoiding the extremes and self-restraint
which implies developing maturity in thought and self discipline; 6) Harmony between means
and ends, have to be practiced by both the individual and society. Depth and tolerance implies
scientific temper which aims at the development of scientific temper. Tolerance or generosity
leads to egalitarianism, economic justice, freedom and secularism. Ego-centric self has
developed from the material aspirations of man have made him cold, isolated and independent.
Man has forgotten that inter-dependence of man on others for his existence is the reality. This
needs that man should shift his focus and develop the need for humanism that attends to the
skill of knowledge and attitudes of collective and co-operative working. Man has to learn how
to work, live, share decision-making, create and produce together, if man has to live in peace
without destroying himself.
Further, the harmony between the means and ends in man strives to fulfill his aspiration
are necessary. The present chemical and environmental pollution and their control measures
have to be reassessed and reconstructed. Pollution is one of the greatest falls out of man’s
exploitation of nature to satisfy his greed. Perhaps the greatest evil of modern civilization is
pollution, the automobiles, the great dams, the mills, and many other heavy industries have
changed the entire patterns of living for people bringing improvement in their life and yet have
been polluting the air, having serious effects upon human health, plant life and animal life. The
great damage to the environment caused by these developments in technology and industries
in terms of pollution is now so well known that, it is considered to be most serious problem of
the twentieth century.
Of course, they have caused the enrichment of economy and, therefore, there is always a
justification of economic necessity for heavy industrialisation, but it is now realised that a long
term concern for the total environment of man must take equal place in planning with short
term economic objective. Desmann rightly points out:
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It is now obvious that any important modification of the environment brought about by man’s
industry and activities must be evaluated in terms of its long range effects upon human lives ands
upon the air, water and land upon which human life depends. The narrow pursuit of limited
objectives, tolerable when human numbers were very few and human powers limited, has now
become intolerable.1
The urge towards economic growth no doubt has helped to raise the GNP on one hand ands
“Comfort Level” for the people on the other hand; yet the new problems generated by these
comforts are striking at the very base of survival and progress. The wave of indignation about
the problems of the air and the water pollution has led us to discover that we are part and
parcel of a closed eco-system in which all things need to be recycled and reused to support the
life process and must not be destroyed. By in discriminated discharge of gaseous pollutants,
liquid waste ends solid dumping, etc., all biological processes are almost at the “brink” of
threshold level. We have, therefore, come to understand that individually we have certain very
important social responsibilities to keep our environment clean.
Relationship to Creatures and Nature:
The importance of the ecological idea of diversity and the principle of variety are now well
recognised and people have come to believe that the world becomes better as it contains more
things and more variety. A wide spread movement to protect and restore the natural
environment, the establishment of natural parks and reserves, the institution of rational
management of wild life and vegetation, restoring, restocking and replanting devastated areas
etc., are of recent origin.
There is a growing concern for the survival of threatened species and the relationship of
man to other living creatures. There are growing movements protesting against cruelty
towards animals and advocating that we must not ruthlessly destroy animals, that animals are
sentient creatures, and that the useless infliction of pain tends to develop cruelty in us. The new
emerging values may be termed as ‘Values of Restraints’ identifying and appreciating values
like population control, refraining from polluting the environment, working for moderate levels
of comforts, protecting life and refraining from polluting the environment, working for
moderate levels of comforts, protecting life and refraining from causing unnecessary damage to
various resources. The major value, “good life”, is that of having controls over population,
pollution, consumption and destruction.
Tolerance & Integration:
Another value of importance, particularly in India today, is that of imbibing a feeling of
pride in national and cultural heritage. Tolerance and integration are fundamental and basic
values of democratic order. Concern for this value has been shown by thinkers, educators and
leaders alike in countless seminars and conferences and through articles and papers. These
values are also reflected in the syllabus of both school and higher education. Yet, how is it then
that we frequently find feelings and actions of disintegration, communalism and fanaticism
reflected in communal riots and increasing violence. It has been rightly said that the values are
caught rather than taught. It is not sufficient to tell people what is good and what is bad. The
right values are to be practiced and demonstrated and not only preached.
In the name of secularism we in India, in spite of the richest cultural and spiritual heritage,
have denied to the youth of this country even the barest opportunity to imbibe simple basic
values by imposing a taboo on all moral and spiritual teaching in the educational institutions.
Justice V.B. Eradi, Judge of the Supreme Court of India, observed:
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There cannot be a greater misunderstanding of the import of secularism. The secularism of
the import of secularism. The secularism of the Indian Constitution is intended only to secure that
no discrimination is practiced by the state against any citizen on ground of religion or faith and
that people belonging to all faiths and religions persuasions are enabled to enjoy equal freedom in
the matter of practicing and propagating their religion. Thus there is nothing in the principle
which prescribes the inclusion or property broad-based moral and spiritual instruction geared to
the cultivation and development of a proper sense of values in the minds of the students in the
educational programmes of the country.2
Gandhi was a strong votary for the practice of self-restraint in all spheres of life. For him:
“civilization in the real sense of the term consists not in multiplication, but in the deliberate a
voluntary restriction of wants. This alone promotes real happiness and contentment and
increases the capacity for service”. Plain living and high thinking should be the dictum for
social life.3 The modern man is the most self centered and the same is the philosophy of the
nation. The foreign policies or postures of peace and war in the most advanced countries are
based on this concept of self interest. There is a need, not only for self love but of self
transcendence; both the individuals and the nation have to think beyond one self and think
about others. Self transcendence or more appropriately renunciation is not a state of poverty
but is a state of the mind. Hence, the realisation of the truth of interdependence of the entire
mankind is for peace and harmony in life.
The present emphasis of man on economic welfare ignoring the need for all round
development of human personality and removing the dross that might be his psychological
inheritance has resulted in untold self-inflicted miseries and its consequent suffering on the
entire mankind. Emphasis should be placed for the development of the curriculum around the
philosophy of life. The contents should be such that man does not feel physically, mentally and
spiritually displaced in the very society that he derives the meaning of his existence.
Fundamental freedoms and human right have to be protected. All people should realise, feel
and act in a manner wherein the concept of interdependence, tolerance, generosity and others
form the foundation of his thinking. The need to train the mind to develop and practice human
values life in the united interest of the entire mankind, eschewing the evil traits of selfishness,
distrust, greed, exploitation, violence and other similar vicious attitudes and activities is the
task of philosophy. Philosophy has to help man re-establish a correlation between body, mind
and the environment if man wants to survive and lead a harmonious and meaningful life.
The time and need has come to bring about a drastic change in personal philosophy, to
reject the philosophy of greed, over consumerism and practice a philosophy of restraint and self
control. This is possible when we educate the future citizens for a new emerging ethics – the
ethics of universal brotherhood and joint responsibility-cum-accountability towards
environmental exploitation and safe guard.
References:
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ROLE OF SCHOOL MANAGEMENT COMMITTEE IN IMPLEMENTATION OF RTE ACT
* R.KARUNAKAR
Abstract:
India has made progress in many aspects which is being acknowledged worldwide. Today,
India’s economy is among the fastest growing economies of the world even when the developed
world is faced with severe recession, leading to unprecedented unemployment. India’s IT
industry boom and its technical knowhow in this area have placed India in a unique position in
the world. Its citizens are being viewed with respect and admiration. However it’s progress on
basic education leaves a lot to be desired.
Introduction:
In 1990, at the World Conference on Education for All, in Jomtien, Thailand, 155 countries
including India took a pledge to ensure education for all by the year 2000. The pledge
promised:
 Care for development and early education of children in the age-group 0-6 years.
 Spreading awareness about primary education for all.
 Motivating youngsters to learn more.
 Bringing down the illiteracy rate, with a special focus on female literacy.
 Life skills for youngsters.
 Education to improve overall quality of life.
However in 1998, when UNESCO and other agencies reviewed India’s position in achieving
these goals, it was found that very little progress had been made. The country was among those
at the bottom of the list.
Right to Free and Compulsory Education Act:
The Act promises free and compulsory education to any child in the age-group 6-14. The
Act says that schools should be within a radius of 1-3 km from where the child lives. All
government-aided schools have to reserve 25% of their seats for students from economically
weak sections (EWS). Private schools that are not government-aided also have to reserve 25%
of their seats in Class 1 for EWS students; the government will compensate them. All
government schools will have school management committees, 75% of whose members will be
parents or guardians of the children. Fifty per cent of these have to be women.
State child rights commissions will monitor implementation of the RTE Act in their
respective states. All states have to set up state education advisory bodies. School management
committees will maintain the records of all children in the age-group 6-14 years and ensure
that they are in school.
The Right to Free and Compulsory Education Act (RTE Act) 2009 was passed by the
Parliament
in August 2009. After receiving Presidential assent, it was notified for implementation from
April 1, 2010. The RTE Act 2009 has generated a lot of debate. While on the one end, it has been
opposed and condemned as a design of the neo-liberal state to sabotage school education
further, on the other end it has been sighted as the most revolutionary Act. However, both
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positions are far from reality. While the first position leads to an all out opposition of the Act
and confrontation with the Government, the second position may also lead to inaction and
illusion about the real intention and capacity of the current Indian state. Either of the two
positions can cause harm to the cause of mass education.
We are of the view that in spite of its limitations, some provisions of the RTE Act like
provision for better infrastructure, improved Pupil Teacher Ratio and the enhanced role of
School Management Committee (SMC), if utilized properly, have the potential of revitalizing the
almost defunct government schools that cater to the common people in the country. These
provisions can be realized through concerted civil society interventions and constructive
engagement with the governments at the centre and the state levels.
It is in this context that the Right of Children to Free and Compulsory Education, 2009 (RTE
Act) is a landmark legislation. Many provisions have been made in the Act to ensure quality
education for all children in the age group of 6-14 years. Specific provisions have been made for
democratization of schools and for parents and local communities to play their due roles in
shaping and running of the schools in the form of School Management Committees (SMC) and
preparation of School Development Plan. For communities to be able to effectively play that
role , they need to be oriented/ trained and supported. To engage with the school system,
members of community need to develop technical skills like collection of relevant information,
analyzing it and finally designing appropriate interventions, basing on norms set in the RTE Act.
The quality and relevance of education remains problematic. Irregular attendance of the
teachers, overcrowded classrooms, ineffective teaching-learning processes, an inappropriate
curriculum and dilapidated school buildings are some key issues in education. The absence of
basic facilities and school infrastructure (e.g. separate toilets for girls, availability of water) can
be problematic. In addition, teachers tend to come from areas distant from their place of work.
Poor teacher motivation and absenteeism, harsh/disinterested teaching styles, lack of
appropriate training and follow-up support for teachers, irrelevant curriculum and little to no
connection between teachers and the parents/community who live around the school, are all
critical underlying issues and often combined to the detriment of the educational system
Community Participation:
The school has to be viewed as a social organization, organically linked to the community.
Community must have an effective say in the management of the school. Over the years, an
almost complete disappearance of this space for the local community in managing schools, has
significantly contributed towards the decline in the school system. Under the RTE Act 2009,
there is an attempt to restore this legitimate space, to the community. This is an opportunity,
we must not lose. It is necessary that parents be made aware of the age wise /grade curricular
targets, which are more or less universal in nature, so that parents can begin to monitor
whether their child’s learning levels are appropriate to his / her age or not. Specifying learning
outcomes beforehand is important. In addition, parents and community could contribute in the
process of assessing learning outcomes. It is quite possible to see how well children are able to
write texts, or do mathematical calculations as well as note any improvement in their overall
articulation and behaviour.
Section 28 asserts that no teacher should engage in private tuition or private teaching
activity and Section 21 mandates the State government, local bodies and government aided
private schools to constitute School Management Committees (SMCs) consisting of
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representatives of the local authority, parents or guardians of children admitted in such
schools, and others, for performing various duties.
"The SMCs are supposed to ensure enrolment and continued attendance of all children
from the neighborhood of the school. But these obligations remain only on paper as we
continue to see children either begging on the roads or involved in child labour.
Awareness among parents:
Of great importance in this situation is increased awareness among parents, especially poor
parents, about whether they are being short-changed. A climate is slowly developing in which
parents feel that they can demand accountability from the system that promises to educate
their children, and can have a say in what and how their children are taught. The Act mandates
75% membership of parents in the school management committee. This is the most hopeful
sign of change and needs to be taken up in a big way by community-based organisations and
NGOs. Of course, community involvement can also serve to perpetuate existing casteist and
patriarchal attitudes. It is not enough to put control of education in the hands of existing local
hierarchies; it must be truly in the hands of the people.
Primary education, as all basic necessities for the poor in India, is inextricably bound up
with the existing political and economic climate. The impact of globalization is being acutely
felt, with the World Bank dictating the forms that the so-called ‘social safety net’ should take.
Enormous externally-funded primary education programmes with dubious benefits are
generating a huge amount of research and information, but are only helping to obfuscate the
main issues of relevance and accountability. Large-scale projects targeting girls, backward
classes, etc, may disguise the fact that public spending on education is stagnant. Public-private
partnerships are increasingly drawing private players into the provision of this basic social
service, bringing with it fears that quality education will go out of the reach of the poor family,
as it will fall into private hands where the profitability of a school will be its major raison d’être.
Priorities:
In light of the situation described above, what are the priorities before organizations
seeking to improve the opportunities for and quality of education for all children in India?
 Greater transparency
The first priority is to place before the public a clearer picture of the situation, ensuring
better critical analysis of the reams of reassuring data that is constantly being generated by the
government’s new Educational Management Information Systems machinery. Claims of the
phenomenal success of various schemes for improving enrolment and attendance, of amazing
improvements in learner achievement, and of increased involvement of the ‘community’ rarely
stand up to even the most cursory critical study.
 Involvement of those directly affected
The involvement of those sections of the community that have a stake in a better education
for their children, that is, the rural and urban poor, and dalits, needs to be mobilised. This may
be supportive or confrontational as the local situation demands. In a democracy that has come
of age, there can surely be more instances like the one in a remote village in Maharashtra where
villagers put a lock on the school and refused to let the teacher enter to sign the muster until
their demands for a better school were met.
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But community involvement should not be used as an excuse for the State shrugging off
responsibility in an area that, along with health, is the most important social responsibility of
an elected government. The role of the community and community-based non-government
organisations should be that of demanding the best possible education for their children, and
ensuring that they get it. They should support government efforts by ensuring enrolment and
attendance, providing assistance to teachers, contributing to the maintenance of school
buildings, and keeping a close watch on the quality of education being provided to their
children.
 Creative inputs in curriculum design
The third area where the involvement of non-government agencies will prove critical is in
evolving a curriculum and pedagogy suitable for local needs and demands, while keeping in
mind the important issue of equity in educational opportunities. The old established State
institutions for educational research have repeatedly shown themselves to be incapable of
genuine innovation, being by and large content with periodically bringing out further batches of
‘old wine in new bottles’. Community-based organizations and people’s movements may not on
their own be equipped with the technical expertise and the broader national and international
perspectives needed to develop an appropriate curriculum and pedagogy for local needs within
the larger mainstream. Specialist technical support organizations, along with colleges and
departments of education and social work in universities, have a crucial role to play in this area.
National Council for Protection of Child Rights (NCPCR) has been entrusted the task of
monitoring the progress of implementation of RTE and submit an annual report to the
Parliament on the same. The composition and role of SMC is an important aspect of the RTE.
Civil society organizations, working at different levels, have a role to ensure that SMC occupies
an important place in monitoring of the RTE. Another important step towards equity is the
reservation of 25% seats in the private schools for underprivileged children. This has been
probably the most contentious issue in the RTE Act. Though the matter is subjudice but there
has been no stay on its implementation. State Councils for Protection of Child Rights (SCPCR)
can also be contacted for ensuring that this provision is not made irrelevant by the private
providers. But more important is to mobilize public opinion in favour of this provision.
Conclusion:
SMC has a very crucial role in actualizing the goals of RTE. It has tremendous potential to
transform the existing system of education, characterized by cynicism and a defeatist outlook of
the system functionaries and stakeholders, including teachers and parents. Through its positive
action and a constructive dialogue with other stakeholders the SMC can work towards
reinstating a well functioning school system. Consistency of positive actions by SMC will change
the dynamics and solutions will begin to take shape, first at local levels and then at the larger
systemic levels. School management committees should take it upon themselves to spread
awareness about the Act at the community level, in panchayats, so that people are encouraged
to send their children to school. School management committees should be provided the
necessary financial and other support by the state to go about their duties.
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CONCEPT OF CAPITALISM : A VIEW OF POLITICAL ECONOMICS
* DR.A.SATYAVATHI
Introduction :
Capitalism is an economic system based upon private ownership of the means of
production and their operation for profit. Characteristics central to capitalism include private
property, capital
accumulation, wage
labor, voluntary
exchange,
a price
system,
and competitive markets. In a capitalist market economy, decision-making and investment are
determined by every owner of wealth, property or production ability in financial and capital
markets, whereas prices and the distribution of goods and services are mainly determined by
competition
in
goods
and
services
markets.
Economists, political
economists, sociologists and historians have adopted different perspectives in their analyses of
capitalism and have recognized various forms of it in practice. These include laissez-faire or free
market capitalism, welfare capitalism and state capitalism. Different forms of capitalism feature
varying degrees of free markets, public ownership, obstacles to free competition and statesanctioned social policies. The degree of competition in markets, the role of intervention and
regulation, and the scope of state ownership vary across different models of capitalism. The
extent to which different markets are free as well as the rules defining private property are
matters of politics and policy. Most existing capitalist economies are mixed economies, which
combine elements of free markets with state intervention and in some cases economic
planning.
Market economies have existed under many forms of governmentand in many different
times, places and cultures. Modern capitalist societies marked by a universalization of moneybased social relations, a consistently large and system-wide class of workers who must work
for wages, and a capitalist class which owns the means of production developed in Western
Europe in a process that led to the Industrial Revolution. Capitalist systems with varying
degrees of direct government interventionhave since become dominant in the Western
world and continue to spread. Over time, capitalist countries have experienced
consistent economic growth and an increase in the standard of living. Critics of capitalism argue
that it establishes power in the hands of a minority capitalist class that exists through the
exploitation of the majority working class; prioritizes profit over social good, natural resources
and the environment; and is an engine of inequality and economic instabilities. Supporters
argue that it provides better products through competition, creates strong economic growth,
yields productivity and prosperity that greatly benefits society as well as being the most
efficient system known for allocation of resources. The term "capitalist", meaning an owner
of capital, appears earlier than the term "capitalism" and it dates back to the mid-17th century.
"Capitalism" is derived from capital, which evolved from capitale, a late Latin word based
on caput, meaning "head" also the origin of "chattel" and "cattle" in the sense of movable
property (only much later to refer only to livestock). Capitale emerged in the 12th to 13th
centuries in the sense of referring to funds, stock of merchandise, sum of money or money
carrying interest. By 1283, it was used in the sense of the capital assets of a trading firm and it
was frequently interchanged with a number of other words wealth, money, funds, goods, assets,
property and so on.
Key Terms : Economics, Political Economics, Capitalism, wage labor, voluntary exchange, capital
markets, social policies.
The Hollandische Mercurius uses "capitalists" in 1633 and 1654 to refer to owners of
capital. In French, Étienne Clavier referred to capitalistes in 1788, six years before its first
recorded English usage by Arthur Young in his work Travels in France (1792). In his Principles
of Political Economy and Taxation (1817), David Ricardo referred to "the capitalist" many
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times. Samuel Taylor Coleridge, an English poet, used "capitalist" in his work Table
Talk (1823). Pierre-Joseph Proudhon used the term "capitalist" in his first work, What is
Property? (1840), to refer to the owners of capital. Benjamin Disraeli used the term "capitalist"
in his 1845 work Sybil. The initial usage of the term "capitalism" in its modern sense has been
attributed to Louis Blanc in 1850 ("What I call 'capitalism' that is to say the appropriation of
capital by some to the exclusion of others") and Pierre-Joseph Proudhon in 1861 ("Economic
and social regime in which capital, the source of income, does not generally belong to those who
make it work through their labour").Karl Marx and Friedrich Engels referred to the "capitalistic
system" and to the "capitalist mode of production" in Capital (1867). The use of the word
"capitalism" in reference to an economic system appears twice in Volume I of Capital, p. 124
(German edition) and in Theories of Surplus Value, tome II, p. 493 (German edition). Marx did
not extensively use the form capitalism, but instead those of capitalist and capitalist mode of
production, which appear more than 2,600 times in the trilogy The Capital. According to
the Oxford English Dictionary (OED), the term "capitalism" first appeared in English in 1854 in
the novel The Newcomes by novelist William Makepeace Thackeray, where he meant "having
ownership of capital". Also according to the OED, Carl Adolph Douai, a German
American socialistand abolitionist, used the phrase "private capitalism" in 1863.
Background :
Capital has existed incipiently on a small scale for centuries [34] in the form of merchant,
renting and lending activities and occasionally as small-scale industry with some wage labour.
Simple commodity exchange and consequently simple commodity production, which are the
initial basis for the growth of capital from trade, have a very long history. The "capitalistic era"
according to Karl Marx dates from 16th century merchants and small urban workshops. Marx
knew that wage labour existed on a modest scale for centuries before capitalist industry. Early
Islam promulgated capitalist economic policies, which migrated to Europe through trade
partners from cities such as Venice. Capitalism in its modern form can be traced to the
emergence of agrarian capitalism and mercantilism in the Renaissance. Capital and commercial
trade thus existed for much of history, but it did not lead to industrialisation or dominate the
production process of society. That required a set of conditions, including specific technologies
of mass production, the ability to independently and privately own and trade in means of
production, a class of workers willing to sell their labour power for a living, a legal framework
promoting commerce, a physical infrastructure allowing the circulation of goods on a large
scale and security for private accumulation. Many of these conditions do not currently exist in
many Third World countries, although there is plenty of capital and labour. The obstacles for
the development of capitalist markets are therefore less technical and more social, cultural and
political.
Agrarian capitalism
The economic foundations of the feudal agricultural system began to shift substantially
in 16th-century England as the manorial system had broken down and land began to become
concentrated in the hands of fewer landlords with increasingly large estates. Instead of a serfbased system of labor, workers were increasingly employed as part of a broader and expanding
money-based economy. The system put pressure on both landlords and tenants to increase the
productivity of agriculture to make profit; the weakened coercive power of the aristocracy to
extract peasant surpluses encouraged them to try better methods; and the tenants also had
incentive to improve their methods in order to flourish in a competitive labor market. Terms of
rent for land were becoming subject to economic market forces rather than to the previous
stagnant system of custom and feudal obligation. By the early 17th-century, England was a
centralized state in which much of the feudal order of Medieval Europehad been swept away.
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This centralization was strengthened by a good system of roads and by a disproportionately
large capital city, London. The capital acted as a central market hub for the entire country,
creating a very large internal market for goods, contrasting with the fragmented feudal
holdings that prevailed in most parts of the Continent.
Mercantilism
The economic doctrine prevailing from the 16th to the 18th centuries is commonly
called mercantilism. This period, the Age of Discovery, was associated with the geographic
exploration of the foreign lands by merchant traders, especially from England and the Low
Countries. Mercantilism was a system of trade for profit, although commodities were still
largely produced by non-capitalist methods. Most scholars consider the era of merchant
capitalism and mercantilism as the origin of modern capitalism, although Karl Polanyi argued
that the hallmark of capitalism is the establishment of generalized markets for what he called
the "fictitious commodities", i.e. land, labor and money. Accordingly, he argued that "not until
1834 was a competitive labor market established in England, hence industrial capitalism as a
social system cannot be said to have existed before that date". England began a large-scale and
integrative approach to mercantilism during the Elizabethan Era (1558–1603). A systematic
and coherent explanation of balance of trade was made public through Thomas Mun's
argument England's Treasure by Forraign Trade, or the Balance of our Forraign Trade is The Rule
of Our Treasure. It was written in the 1620s and published in 1664. European merchants,
backed by state controls, subsidies and monopolies, made most of their profits by buying and
selling goods. In the words of Francis Bacon, the purpose of mercantilism was "the opening and
well-balancing of trade; the cherishing of manufacturers; the banishing of idleness; the
repressing of waste and excess by sumptuary laws; the improvement and husbanding of the
soil; the regulation of prices. The British East India Company and the Dutch East India
Company inaugurated an expansive era of commerce and trade. These companies were
characterized by their colonial and expansionary powers given to them by nation-states. During
this era, merchants, who had traded under the previous stage of mercantilism, invested capital
in the East India Companies and other colonies, seeking a return on investment.
Industrial capitalism
In the mid-18th century, a new group of economic theorists, led by David Hume
and Adam Smith, challenged fundamental mercantilist doctrines such as the belief that the
world's wealth remained constant and that a state could only increase its wealth at the expense
of another state.During the Industrial Revolution, industrialists replaced merchants as a
dominant factor in the capitalist system and affected the decline of the traditional handicraft
skills of artisans, guilds and journeymen. Also during this period, the surplus generated by the
rise of commercial agriculture encouraged increased mechanization of agriculture. Industrial
capitalism marked the development of the factory system of manufacturing, characterized by a
complex division of labor between and within work process and the routine of work tasks; and
finally established the global domination of the capitalist mode of production. Britain also
abandoned its protectionist policy as embraced by mercantilism. In the 19th century, Richard
Cobden and John Bright, who based their beliefs on the Manchester School, initiated a
movement to lower tariffs. In the 1840s, Britain adopted a less protectionist policy, with the
repeal of the Corn Laws and the Navigation Acts. Britain reduced tariffs and quotas, in line with
David Ricardo's advocacy for free trade.
Modern capitalism
Capitalism was carried across the world by broader processes of globalizationand by
the end of the 18th century became the dominant global economic system, in turn intensifying
processes of economic and other globalization. Later in the 20th century, capitalism overcame a
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challenge by centrally-planned economies and is now the encompassing system
worldwide, with the mixed economy being its dominant form in the industrialized Western
world. Industrialization allowed cheap production of household items using economies of
scale while rapid population growth created sustained demand for commodities. Globalization
in this period was decisively shaped by 18th-century imperialism. After the First and Second
Opium Wars and the completion of British conquest of India, vast populations of these regions
became ready consumers of European exports. Also in this period, areas of sub-Saharan Africa
and the Pacific islands were incorporated into the world system. Meanwhile, the conquest of
new parts of the globe, notably sub-Saharan Africa, by Europeans yielded valuable natural
resources such as rubber, diamonds and coal and helped fuel trade and investment between the
European imperial powers, their colonies and the United States: The inhabitant of London could
order by telephone, sipping his morning tea, the various products of the whole earth, and
reasonably expect their early delivery upon his doorstep. Militarism and imperialism of racial
and cultural rivalries were little more than the amusements of his daily newspaper. What an
extraordinary episode in the economic progress of man was that age which came to an end in
August 1914.
In this period, the global financial system was mainly tied to the gold standard.
The United Kingdom first formally adopted this standard in 1821. Soon to follow
were Canada in 1853, Newfoundland in 1865, the United Statesand Germany (de jure) in 1873.
New technologies, such as the telegraph, the transatlantic cable, the radiotelephone,
the steamship and railway allowed goods and information to move around the world at an
unprecedented degree. In the period following the global depression of the 1930s, the state
played an increasingly prominent role in the capitalistic system throughout much of the world.
The postwar boom ended in the late 1960s and early 1970s and the situation was worsened by
the rise of stagflation.[57] Monetarism, a modification of Keynesianism that is more compatible
with laissez-faire, gained increasing prominence in the capitalist world, especially under the
leadership of Ronald Reagan in the United States and Margaret Thatcher in the United Kingdom
in the 1980s. Public and political interest began shifting away from the socalled collectivist concerns of Keynes's managed capitalism to a focus on individual choice,
called "remarketized capitalism". According to Harvard academic Shoshana Zuboff, a new genus
of capitalism, surveillance capitalism, monetizes data acquired through surveillance. She states
it was first discovered and consolidated at Google, emerged due to the "coupling of the vast
powers of the digital with the radical indifference and intrinsic narcissism of the financial
capitalism and its neoliberal vision that have dominated commerce for at least three decades,
especially in the Anglo economies" and depends on the global architecture of computer
mediation which produces a distributed and largely uncontested new expression of power she
calls "Big Other".
Relationship to democracy
The relationship between democracy and capitalism is a contentious area in theory and
in popular political movements. The extension of universal adult male suffrage in 19th century
Britain occurred along with the development of industrial capitalism and democracy became
widespread at the same time as capitalism, leading capitalists to posit a causal or mutual
relationship between them. However, according to some authors in the 20th century capitalism
also accompanied a variety of political formations quite distinct from liberal democracies,
including fascist regimes, absolute monarchies and single-party states. Democratic peace
theory asserts that democracies seldom fight other democracies, but critics of that theory
suggest that this may be because of political similarity or stability rather than because they are
democratic or capitalist. Moderate critics argue that though economic growth under capitalism
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has led to democracy in the past, it may not do so in the future as authoritarian regimes have
been able to manage economic growth without making concessions to greater political
freedom.
One of the biggest supporters of the idea that capitalism promotes political
freedom, Milton Friedman, argued that competitive capitalism allows economic and political
power to be separate, ensuring that they do not clash with one another. Moderate critics have
recently challenged this, stating that the current influence lobbying groups have had on policy
in the United States is a contradiction, given the approval of Citizens United. This has led people
to question the idea that competitive capitalism promotes political freedom. The ruling on
Citizens United allows corporations to spend undisclosed and unregulated amounts of money
on political campaigns, shifting outcomes to the interests and undermining true democracy. As
explained in Robin Hahnel’s writings, the centerpiece of the ideological defense of the free
market system is the concept of economic freedom and that supporters equate economic
democracy with economic freedom and claim that only the free market system can provide
economic freedom. According to Hahnel, there are a few objections to the premise that
capitalism offers freedom through economic freedom. These objections are guided by critical
questions about who or what decides whose freedoms are more protected. Often, the question
of inequality is brought up when discussing how well capitalism promotes democracy. An
argument that could stand is that economic growth can lead to inequality given that capital can
be acquired at different rates by different people. In Capital in the Twenty-First Century, Thomas
Piketty of the Paris School of Economics asserts that inequality is the inevitable consequence of
economic growth in a capitalist economy and the resulting concentration of wealth can
destabilize democratic societies and undermine the ideals of social justice upon which they are
built. Marxists, anarchists (except for anarcho-capitalists) and other leftists argue that
capitalism is incompatible with democracy since capitalism according to Marx entails
"dictatorship of the bourgeoisie" (owners of the means of production) while democracy entails
rule by the people. States with capitalistic economic systems have thrived under political
regimes deemed to be authoritarian or oppressive. Singapore has a successful open market
economy as a result of its competitive, business-friendly climate and robust rule of law.
Nonetheless, it often comes under fire for (1) its brand of government, which though
democratic and consistently one of the least corrupt, it also operates largely under a one-party
rule; and (2) not vigorously defending freedom of expression, given its government-regulated
press as well as penchant for upholding laws protecting ethnic and religious harmony, judicial
dignity and personal reputation. The private (capitalist) sector in the People's Republic of China
has grown exponentially and thrived since its inception, despite having an authoritarian
government. Augusto Pinochet's rule in Chile led to economic growth and high levels of
inequality by using authoritarian means to create a safe environment for investment and
capitalism.
Varieties of capitalism
Peter A. Hall and David Soskice argued that modern economies have developed two
different forms of capitalism: liberal market economies (or LME) (e.g. the United States, the
United Kingdom, Canada, New Zealand and Ireland) and coordinated market economies (CME)
(e.g. Germany, Japan, Sweden and Austria). Those two types can be distinguished by the
primary way in which firms coordinate with each other and other actors, such as trade unions.
In LMEs, firms primarily coordinate their endeavors by way of hierarchies and market
mechanisms. Coordinated market economies more heavily rely on non-market forms of
interaction in the coordination of their relationship with other actors. These two forms of
capitalisms developed different industrial relations, vocational raining and education, corporat
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e governance, inter-firm relations and relations with employees. The existence of these
different forms of capitalism has important societal effects, especially in periods of crisis and
instability. Since the early 2000s, the number of labor market outsiders has rapidly grown in
Europe, especially among the youth, potentially influencing social and political participation.
Using varieties of capitalism theory, it is possible to disentangle the different effects on social
and political participation that an increase of labor market outsiders has in liberal and
coordinated market economies. The social and political disaffection, especially among the
youth, seems to be more pronounced in liberal than coordinated market economies. This
signals an important problem for liberal market economies in a period of crisis. If the market
does not provide consistent job opportunities (as it has in previous decades), the shortcomings
of liberal social security systems may depress social and political participation even further
than in other capitalist economies.
Characteristics
In general, capitalism as an economic system and mode of production can be summarized by
the following:
 Capital accumulation: production for profit and accumulation as the implicit purpose of
all or most of production, constriction or elimination of production formerly carried out
on a common social or private household basis.
 Commodity production: production for exchange on a market; to maximize exchangevalue instead of use-value.
 Private ownership of the means of production:
 High levels of wage labour.
 The investment of money to make a profit.
 The use of the price mechanism to allocate resources between competing uses.
 Freedom of capitalists to act in their self-interest in managing their business and
investments.
The market

The price (P) of a product is determined by a balance between production at each price
(supply, S) and the desires of those with purchasing power at each price (demand, D): this
results in a market equilibrium, with a given quantity (Q) sold of the product, whereas a rise in
demand would result in an increase in price and an increase in output
In free market and laissez-faire forms of capitalism, markets are used most extensively
with minimal or no regulation over the pricing mechanism. In mixed economies, which are
almost universal today, markets continue to play a dominant role, but they are regulated to
some extent by government in order to correct market failures, promote social welfare,
conserve natural resources, fund defense and public safety or for other reasons. In state
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capitalistsystems, markets are relied upon the least, with the state relying heavily on stateowned enterprises or indirect economic planning to accumulate capital. Supply is the amount of
a good or service produced by a firm and which is available for sale. Demand is the amount that
people are willing to buy at a specific price. Prices tend to rise when demand exceeds supply
and fall when supply exceeds demand. In theory, the market is able to coordinate itself when a
new equilibrium price and quantity is reached. Competition arises when more than one
producer is trying to sell the same or similar products to the same buyers. In capitalist theory,
competition leads to innovation and more affordable prices. Without competition,
a monopoly or cartel may develop. A monopoly occurs when a firm supplies the total output in
the market, hence the firm can engage in rent seeking behaviors such as limiting output and
raising prices because it has no fear of competition. A cartel is a group of firms that act together
in a monopolistic manner to control output and prices. Efforts are made by government to
prevent the creation of monopolies and cartels. In 1890, the Sherman Anti-Trust Act became
the first legislation passed by the United States Congress to limit monopolies.
Profit motive
The profit motive is a theory in capitalism which posits that the ultimate goal of a
business is to make money. Stated differently, the reason for a business's existence is to turn a
profit. The profit motive functions on the rational choice theory, or the theory that individuals
tend to pursue what is in their own best interests. Accordingly, businesses seek to benefit
themselves and/or their shareholders by maximizing profits. In capitalist theoretics, the profit
motive is said to ensure that resources are being allocated efficiently. For instance, Austrian
economist Henry Hazlitt explains: "If there is no profit in making an article, it is a sign that the
labor and capital devoted to its production are misdirected: the value of the resources that
must be used up in making the article is greater than the value of the article itself". In other
words, profits let companies know whether an item is worth producing. Theoretically, in free
and competitive markets maximising profits ensures that resources are not wasted.
Private property
The relationship between the state, its formal mechanisms and capitalist societies has
been debated in many fields of social and political theory, with active discussion since the 19th
century. Hernando de Soto is a contemporary economist who has argued that an important
characteristic of capitalism is the functioning state protection of property rights in a formal
property system where ownership and transactions are clearly recorded. According to de Soto,
this is the process by which physical assets are transformed into capital, which in turn may be
used in many more ways and much more efficiently in the market economy. A number of
Marxian economists have argued that the Enclosure Acts in England and similar legislation
elsewhere were an integral part of capitalist primitive accumulation and that specific legal
frameworks of private land ownership have been integral to the development of capitalism.
Market competition
In capitalist economics, market competition is the rivalry among sellers trying to
achieve such goals as increasing profits, market share and sales volume by varying the elements
of the marketing mix: price, product, distribution and promotion. Merriam-Webster defines
competition in business as "the effort of two or more parties acting independently to secure the
business of a third party by offering the most favourable terms". It was described by Adam
Smith in The Wealth of Nations (1776) and
later
economists as allocating
productive resources to their most highly valued uses and encouraging efficiency. Smith and
other classical economistsbefore Antoine Augustine Cournot were referring to price and nonprice rivalry among producers to sell their goods on best terms by bidding of buyers, not
necessarily to a large number of sellers nor to a market in final equilibrium. Competition is
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widespread throughout the market process. It is a condition where "buyers tend to compete
with other buyers, and sellers tend to compete with other sellers". In offering goods for
exchange, buyers competitively bid to purchase specific quantities of specific goods which are
available, or might be available if sellers were to choose to offer such goods. Similarly, sellers
bid against other sellers in offering goods on the market, competing for the attention and
exchange resources of buyers. Competition results from scarcity there is never enough to
satisfy all conceivable human wants and occurs "when people strive to meet the criteria that
are being used to determine who gets what".
Economic growth
Historically, capitalism has an ability to promote economic growth as measured
by gross domestic product (GDP), capacity utilization or standard of living. This argument was
central, for example, to Adam Smith's advocacy of letting a free market control production and
price and allocate resources. Many theorists have noted that this increase in global GDP over
time coincides with the emergence of the modern world capitalist system. Between 1000 and
1820, the world economy grew sixfold, a faster rate than the population growth, so individuals
enjoyed, on average, a 50% increase in income. Between 1820 and 1998, world economy grew
50-fold, a much faster rate than the population growth, so individuals enjoyed on average a 9fold increase in income. Over this period, in Europe, North America and Australasia the
economy grew 19-fold per person, even though these regions already had a higher starting
level; and in Japan, which was poor in 1820, the increase per person was 31-fold. In the Third
World, there was an increase, but only 5-fold per person.
Reserve army of labour
The reserve army of labour refers to the unemployed and under-employed. It is
synonymous with "industrial reserve army" or "relative surplus population", except that the
unemployed can be defined as those actually looking for work and that the relative surplus
population also includes people unable to work. The use of the word "army" refers to the
workers being conscripted and regimented in the workplace in a hierarchy, under
the commanding heights of the economy. Prior to the start of the capitalist era in human history
(i.e. before the 1500s), structural unemployment on a mass scale rarely existed, other than that
caused by natural disasters and wars.[91] In ancient societies, all people who could work
necessarily had to work, otherwise they would starve; and therefore a slave or a serf by
definition could not become "unemployed". There was normally very little possibility of
"earning a crust" without working at all and the usual attitude toward beggars and idlers was
harsh. Children began to work already at a very early age. Indeed, the word "employment" is
linguistically a product of the capitalist era. A permanent level of unemployment presupposes a
working population which is to a large extent dependent on a wage or salary for a living,
without having other means of livelihood as well as the right of enterprises to hire and fire
employees in accordance with commercial or economic conditions. The expression
"unemployed" in English in the sense of "temporarily out of work" dates back to the 1660s;
reference to "the unemployed" as a group was first made in 1782; and reference to
"unemployment" as a general condition is first attested in 1888.
The first recorded discussion of the reserve army of labour is in a manuscript written
by Karl Marx: Big industry constantly requires a reserve army of unemployed workers for times
of overproduction. The main purpose of the bourgeois in relation to the worker is, of course, to
have the commodity labour as cheaply as possible, which is only possible when the supply of
this commodity is as large as possible in relation to the demand for it, i.e., when the
overpopulation is the greatest. Overpopulation is therefore in the interest of the bourgeoisie,
and it gives the workers good advice which it knows to be impossible to carry out. Since capital
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only increases when it employs workers, the increase of capital involves an increase of the
proletariat, and, as we have seen, according to the nature of the relation of capital and labour,
the increase of the proletariat must proceed relatively even faster. The... theory... which is also
expressed as a law of nature, that population grows faster than the means of subsistence, is the
more welcome to the bourgeois as it silences his conscience, makes hard-heartedness into a
moral duty and the consequences of society into the consequences of nature, and finally gives
him the opportunity to watch the destruction of the proletariat by starvation as calmly as other
natural event without bestirring himself, and, on the other hand, to regard the misery of the
proletariat as its own fault and to punish it. To be sure, the proletarian can restrain his natural
instinct by reason, and so, by moral supervision, halt the law of nature in its injurious course of
development. - Karl Marx, Wages, December 1847
Marx introduced the concept in chapter 25 of the first volume of Das Kapital, which
states: Capitalistic accumulation itself... constantly produces, and produces in the direct ratio of
its own energy and extent, a relatively redundant population of workers, i.e., a population of
greater extent than suffices for the average needs of the valorisation of capital, and therefore a
surplus-population... It is the absolute interest of every capitalist to press a given quantity of
labour out of a smaller, rather than a greater number of labourers, if the cost is about the same...
The more extended the scale of production, the stronger this motive. Its force increases with
the accumulation of capital. His argument is that as capitalism develops, the organic
composition of capital will increase, which means that the mass of constant capital grows faster
than the mass of variable capital. Fewer workers can produce all that is necessary for society's
requirements. In addition, capital will become more concentrated and centralised in fewer
hands. This being the absolute historical tendency, part of the working population will tend to
become surplus to the requirements of capital accumulation over time. Paradoxically, the larger
the wealth of society, the larger the industrial reserve army will become. Marx called it "the
antagonism of capital accumulation" and he cites his The Poverty of Philosophy (Chapter 2,
Section 1) to explain this phenomenon in relation with relations of production. One could add
that the larger the wealth of society, the more people it can support who do not work. However,
as Marx develops the argument further, it also becomes clear that depending on the state of the
economy the reserve army of labour will either expand or contract, alternately being absorbed
or expelled from the employed workforce.
Taking them as a whole, the general movements of wages are exclusively regulated by
the expansion and contraction of the industrial reserve army, and these again correspond to the
periodic changes of the industrial cycle. They are, therefore, not determined by the variations of
the absolute number of the working population, but by the varying proportions in which the
working-class is divided into active and reserve army, by the increase or diminution in the
relative amount of the surplus-population, by the extent to which it is now absorbed, now set
free. In recent years, there has been growing research on the concept of "the precariat" to
describe a growing reliance on temporary, part-time workers with precarious status, who share
aspects of the proletariat and the reserve army of labor. Precarious workers do work part-time
or full-time in temporary jobs, but they cannot really earn enough to live on and depend partly
on friends or family, or on state benefits, to survive. Typically, they do not become truly
"unemployed", but they do not have a stable job to go to either. The rise of the precariat has
been attributed to the emergence of global neoliberalism. Although non-employed people who
are unable or uninterested in performing legal paid work are not considered among the
"unemployed", the concept of "conjunctural unemployment" is used in economics nowadays.
Economists often distinguish between short-term "frictional" or "cyclical" unemployment and
longer-term "structural unemployment". Sometimes there is a short-term mismatch between
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the demand and supply of labour, at other times there is much less total demand for labour
than supply for a long-time. If no possibility for getting a job at all in the foreseeable future
exists, many younger people decide to migrate or emigrate to a place where they can find work.
Composition of the relative surplus population
Marx discusses the army of labor and the reserve army in Capital, Chapter 25, Section IV.
The army of labor consists in those working class people employed in average or better than
average jobs. Not everyone in the working class gets one of these jobs. There are then four
other categories where members of the working class might find themselves: the "stagnant
pool", the floating reserves, the latent reserve and pauperdom. Finally, people may leave the
army and the reserve army by turning to criminality and Marx refers to such people as
"lumpenproletariat".
 The stagnant part consists of marginalised people with "extremely irregular
employment". Stagnant pool jobs are characterized by below average pay, dangerous
working conditions, they may be temporary. Those caught in the stagnant pool have jobs,
so the modern definition of the employed would include both the army of labor plus the
stagnant pool. However, they are constantly on the lookout for something better.
 The modern unemployed would refer primarily to the floating reserve, people who used
to have good jobs, but are now out of work. They certainly hope that their unemployment
is temporary ("conjunctural unemployment"), but they are well aware that they could fall
into the stagnant pool or the pauper class.
 The latent part consists of that segment of the population not yet fully integrated into
capitalist production. In Marx' day, he was referring to people living off of subsistence
agriculture who were looking for monetary employment in industry. In modern times,
people coming from slums in developing countries where they survive largely by nonmonetary means to developed cities where they work for pay might form the latent.
Housewives who move from unpaid to paid employment for a business could also form a
part of the latent reserve. They are not unemployed because they are not necessarily
actively looking for a job, but if capital needs extra workers, it can pull them out of the
latent reserve. In this sense, the latent forms a reservoir of potential workers for
industries.
 Pauperdom is where one might end up. The homeless is the modern term for paupers.
Marx calls them people who cannot adapt to capital's never ending change. For Marx,
"the sphere of pauperism", including those still able to work, orphans and pauper
children; and the "demoralised and ragged" or "unable to work".
As a mode of production
The capitalist mode of production refers to the systems of organising production and
distribution within capitalist societies. Private money-making in various forms (renting,
banking, merchant trade, production for profit and so on) preceded the development of the
capitalist mode of production as such. The capitalist mode of production proper based on wagelabour and private ownership of the means of production and on industrial technology began to
grow rapidly in Western Europe from the Industrial Revolution, later extending to most of the
world. The term capitalist mode of production is defined by private ownership of the means of
production, extraction of surplus value by the owning class for the purpose of capital
accumulation, wage-based labour and at least as far as commodities are concerned
being market-based. Capitalism in the form of money-making activity has existed in the shape
of merchants and money-lenders who acted as intermediaries between consumers and
producers engaging in simple commodity production (hence the reference to "merchant
capitalism") since the beginnings of civilisation. What is specific about the "capitalist mode of
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production" is that most of the inputs and outputs of production are supplied through the
market (i.e. they are commodities) and essentially all production is in this mode. [9] For example,
in flourishing feudalism most or all of the factors of production including labour are owned by
the feudal ruling class outright and the products may also be consumed without a market of any
kind, it is production for use within the feudal social unit and for limited trade. [71] This has the
important consequence that the whole organisation of the production process is reshaped and
re-organised to conform with economic rationality as bounded by capitalism, which is
expressed in price relationships between inputs and outputs (wages, non-labour factor costs,
sales and profits) rather than the larger rational context faced by society overall—that is, the
whole process is organised and re-shaped in order to conform to "commercial logic".
Essentially, capital accumulation comes to define economic rationality in capitalist production.
A society, region or nation is capitalist if the predominant source of incomes and products being
distributed is capitalist activity, but even so this does not yet mean necessarily that the
capitalist mode of production is dominant in that society.
Supply and demand
In capitalist economic structures, supply and demand is an economic model of price
determination in a market. It concludes that in a competitive market, the unit price for a
particular good will vary until it settles at a point where the quantity demanded by consumers
(at the current price) will equal the quantity supplied by producers (at the current price),
resulting in an economic equilibrium for price and quantity.
The four basic laws of supply and demand are:
1. If demand increases (demand curve shifts to the right) and supply remains unchanged,
then a shortage occurs, leading to a higher equilibrium price.
2. If demand decreases (demand curve shifts to the left) and supply remains unchanged,
then a surplus occurs, leading to a lower equilibrium price.
3. If demand remains unchanged and supply increases (supply curve shifts to the right),
then a surplus occurs, leading to a lower equilibrium price.
4. If demand remains unchanged and supply decreases (supply curve shifts to the left),
then a shortage occurs, leading to a higher equilibrium price.
Graphical representation of supply and demand
Although it is normal to regard the quantity demanded and the quantity supplied
as functions of the price of the goods, the standard graphical representation, usually attributed
to Alfred Marshall, has price on the vertical axis and quantity on the horizontal axis, the
opposite of the standard convention for the representation of a mathematical function. Since
determinants of supply and demand other than the price of the goods in question are not
explicitly represented in the supply-demand diagram, changes in the values of these variables
are represented by moving the supply and demand curves (often described as "shifts" in the
curves). By contrast, responses to changes in the price of the good are represented as
movements along unchanged supply and demand curves.
Supply schedule
A supply schedule is a table that shows the relationship between the price of a good and the
quantity supplied. Under the assumption of perfect competition, supply is determined
by marginal cost. That is: firms will produce additional output while the cost of producing an
extra unit of output is less than the price they would receive. A hike in the cost of raw goods
would decrease supply and shifting costs up while a discount would increase supply, shifting
costs down and hurting producers as producer surplus decreases. By its very nature,
conceptualising a supply curve requires the firm to be a perfect competitor (i.e. to have no
influence over the market price). This is true because each point on the supply curve is the
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answer to the question "If this firm is faced with this potential price, how much output will it be
able to and willing to sell?". If a firm has market power, its decision of how much output to
provide to the market influences the market price, therefore the firm is not "faced with" any
price and the question becomes less relevant.
Economists distinguish between the supply curve of an individual firm and between the market
supply curve. The market supply curve is obtained by summing the quantities supplied by all
suppliers at each potential price, thus in the graph of the supply curve individual firms' supply
curves are added horizontally to obtain the market supply curve. Economists also distinguish
the short-run market supply curve from the long-run market supply curve. In this context, two
things are assumed constant by definition of the short run: the availability of one or more fixed
inputs (typically physical capital) and the number of firms in the industry. In the long-run, firms
can adjust their holdings of physical capital, enabling them to better adjust their quantity
supplied at any given price. Furthermore, in the long-run potential competitors can enter or
exit the industry in response to market conditions. For both of these reasons, long-run market
supply curves are generally flatter than their short-run counterparts.
The determinants of supply are:
1. Production costs: how much a goods costs to be produced. Production costs are the
cost of the inputs; primarily labor, capital, energy and materials. They depend on the
technology used in production and/or technological advances. See productivity.
2. Firms' expectations about future prices.
3. Number of suppliers.
Demand schedule
A demand schedule, depicted graphically as the demand curve, represents the amount of
some goods that buyers are willing and able to purchase at various prices, assuming all
determinants of demand other than the price of the good in question, such as income, tastes
and preferences, the price of substitute goods and the price of complementary goods, remain
the same. Following the law of demand, the demand curve is almost always represented as
downward-sloping, meaning that as price decreases, consumers will buy more of the good. Just
like the supply curves reflect marginal cost curves, demand curves are determined by marginal
utility curves. Consumers will be willing to buy a given quantity of a good at a given price, if the
marginal utility of additional consumption is equal to the opportunity cost determined by the
price that is, the marginal utility of alternative consumption choices. The demand schedule is
defined as the willingness and ability of a consumer to purchase a given product in a given
frame of time. While the aforementioned demand curve is generally downward-sloping, there
may be rare examples of goods that have upward-sloping demand curves. Two different
hypothetical types of goods with upward-sloping demand curves are Giffen goods (an inferior,
but staple good) and Veblen goods (goods made more fashionable by a higher price).
By its very nature, conceptualising a demand curve requires that the purchaser be a perfect
competitor that is, that the purchaser has no influence over the market price. This is true
because each point on the demand curve is the answer to the question "If this buyer is faced
with this potential price, how much of the product will it purchase?". If a buyer has market
power, so its decision of how much to buy influences the market price, then the buyer is not
"faced with" any price and the question is meaningless. Like with supply curves, economists
distinguish between the demand curve of an individual and the market demand curve. The
market demand curve is obtained by summing the quantities demanded by all consumers at
each potential price, thus in the graph of the demand curve individuals' demand curves are
added horizontally to obtain the market demand curve.
The determinants of demand are:
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1. Income.
2. Tastes and preferences.
3. Prices of related goods and services.
4. Consumers' expectations about future prices and incomes that can be checked.
5. Number of potential consumers.
Equilibrium
In the context of supply and demand, economic equilibrium refers to a state where
economic forces such as supply and demand are balanced and in the absence of external
influences the (equilibrium) values of economic variables will not change. For example, in the
standard text-book model of perfect competition equilibrium occurs at the point at which
quantity demanded and quantity supplied are equal. Market equilibrium in this case refers to a
condition where a market price is established through competition such that the amount of
goods or services sought by buyers is equal to the amount of goods or services produced
by sellers. This price is often called the competitive price or market clearing price and will tend
not to change unless demand or supply changes and the quantity is called "competitive
quantity" or market clearing quantity.
Partial equilibrium
Partial equilibrium, as the name suggests, takes into consideration only a part of the
market to attain equilibrium. Jain proposes (attributed to George Stigler): "A partial equilibrium
is one which is based on only a restricted range of data, a standard example is price of a single
product, the prices of all other products being held fixed during the analysis". The supply and
demand model is a partial equilibrium model of economic equilibrium, where the clearance on
the market of some specific goods is obtained independently from prices and quantities in
other markets. In other words, the prices of all substitutes and complements as well
as income levels of consumers are constant. This makes analysis much simpler than in a general
equilibrium model which includes an entire economy. Here the dynamic process is that prices
adjust until supply equals demand. It is a powerfully simple technique that allows one to
study equilibrium, efficiency and comparative statics. The stringency of the simplifying
assumptions inherent in this approach make the model considerably more tractable, but it may
produce results which while seemingly precise do not effectively model real world economic
phenomena. Partial equilibrium analysis examines the effects of policy action in creating
equilibrium only in that particular sector or market which is directly affected, ignoring its effect
in any other market or industry assuming that they being small will have little impact if any.
Hence this analysis is considered to be useful in constricted markets. Léon Walras first
formalised the idea of a one-period economic equilibrium of the general economic system, but
it was French economist Antoine Augustin Cournot and English political economist Alfred
Marshall who developed tractable models to analyse an economic system.
Empirical estimation
Demand and supply relations in a market can be statistically estimated from price,
quantity and other data with sufficient information in the model. This can be done
with simultaneous-equation methods of estimation in econometrics. Such methods allow
solving for the model-relevant "structural coefficients", the estimated algebraic counterparts of
the theory. The parameter identification problem is a common issue in "structural estimation".
Typically, data on exogenous variables (that is, variables other than price and quantity, both of
which are endogenous variables) are needed to perform such an estimation. An alternative to
"structural estimation" is reduced-form estimation, which regresses each of the endogenous
variables on the respective exogenous variables.
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QUALITY IN HIGHER EDUCATION IN INDIA: ISSUES, CHALLENGES AND SUGGESTIONS
* SUNITA ACHARYA
Abstract:
India is one of the prestigious nations of higher learning as revealed from its history. Now it
has become third largest educational system in the world after USA and China. In the context of
global economy quality in higher education is now the need of the hour. India has the advantage
approximately 11 per cent of its youth in higher education as compared to 20 per cent in China.
Higher education has been facing great challenges. They are related to finance, accessibility,
equality, enhancement and preservation of quality in teaching, research extension and
governance of institutions. Therefore, higher education is usually meant for developing the
professional excellence and intellectual integrity of every institution. As a result of which every
institution will get a boost for creating and sustaining quality relevance in respect of all the
emerging needs. Through GATT and WTO agreements, institutes of higher education required
assessment and accreditation process which has been done through external agencies like
NAAC. NAAC through its policies and programmes has made tremendous efforts to bring
qualitative improvement of higher education in India. This paper highlights the current
challenges and issues faced by higher education in India and suggestions can be taken to solve
these issues.
Introduction:
India is one of the prestigious nations of higher learning as revealed from its history. Now it
has become third largest educational system in the world after USA and China. In the context of
global economy quality in higher education is now the need of the hour. India has the advantage
approximately 11 per cent of its youth in higher education as compared t 20 per cent in China.
Through GATT and WTO agreements, institutes of higher education required assessment and
accreditation process which has been done through external agencies like NAAC. NAAC through
its policies and programmes has made tremendous efforts to bring qualitative improvement of
higher education in India.
In the increasingly competitive global context, knowledge is gaining prominence in all
aspects of life probing the maxim, “knowledge is power”. The information communication
technology, globalization, market oriented-education, and knowledge revolution are the crux of
quality education that brings prosperity and progress of the nation in the socio-economic,
scientific and cultural scenario of the world.
Higher education institution, as the centre of learning, finding and research is fetched with
a number of emerging issues, challenges and opportunities. This is one of the most important
areas of education where the topic high lights and shares some common contributions in the
quality of higher education in this present information age.
India is proud of being one of the prestigious nations of higher education during the past
centuries. The centres of higher learning like Nalanda and Takhyasila during Buddhist era
flourished abundantly from east to west where scholars came from all over the world for higher
learning. During medieval period, Muslims rulers provided higher education through Madrasas
aiming at materialistic prosperity and propagation of Islamic culture and religion. India, under
British rule, received education through the instruction laid down by the company from time to
time. As a result, many differences occurred among anglicists and orientalists in India about the
structural and cultural development of education. But after the declaration of Wood’s
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dispatched in 1854, it is created a land mark revolution in the educational panorama of India
and a consequence the universities of Calcutta, Bombay and Madras came into existence.
At present there are 659 registered universities and university level institutions which
include public (National, State owned and autonomous) and private universities and 33,023
colleges in India. The students enrolment has 1,84,96,800(77,49,000) in 2011-2012. In higher
education the present student-teacher ratio is almost 21:1. It is estimated that the total number
of teachers in universities and colleges is abut 8,48,750. India has the third largest education
system in the world after the United States of America and China.
Concept of Quality Education:
Education without substantive quality can be judged as a man without mind. In the
contexts of global policy, global society and global economy each and every nation is seriously
thinking of heightening the degree of quality in the system of education.
The quality in terms of “Conference requirements of the customers” (Crosby, 1979),
define “fitness of use” (Juran,1988).
The Oxford American dictionary defines quality as “a degree of excellence”.
According to American Society for Quality Control (ASQC): “Quality is the totality of
features and characteristics of a product or service that bear on its ability to satisfy given
needs”.
Similarly Barry define “quality is the process of continuous improvement and is not
something absolute but relative. The key to quality improvement is to focus on process and not
the product or the outcome”(1996).
 In terms of exceptional,
 In terms of consistency(zero defect)
 Getting right the first time,
 Making quality a culture,
 As fitness far purpose (Green and Harvey,1993).
Every element in education and higher education implies complexities as input process and
human beings as its output (Product) process. So, education is the means to achieve higher
living standards for personal and social development through the application of new
techniques and technologies to overcome the complexities which individual faces in real life.
Higher education has special value in the emerging knowledge society. Therefore, the future of
the country depends on the massive expansion of education having best quality particularly at
higher education level.
In the context of education quality can be defined in terms of satisfaction level of
stakeholders i;e; students, parents, government and society at large by developing appropriate
knowledge and skills.
Competent and honest teachers need-based curriculum, adequate infrastructure and idea
student-teacher ratio to strive towards quality education. Through we have grown
quantitatively in the educational field; the quality of education has deteriorated to a vast extent.
In the face of emerging economy based on liberalization, Privatization and Globalization (LPG),
the problem has become more serious.
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Quality Gap:
A survey conducted by the UGC(2007) reveals that on almost all indicators i;e; faculty
standard, library facilities, computer availability, and student teacher ratio, higher education is
in need of help. 90% of colleges and 68% of universities across the country are of poor quality.
There is only one computer for 229 students.
For uplift of higher education, the following questions need to be pondered over.
 What are the indicators of quality in higher education?
 How can we measure the quality and relevance of higher education?
 How can we assure and control quality in higher education?
 What are issues and challenges of higher education?
 What strategies can be adopted to enhance the quality of higher education?
Indicators of quality:In the field of education, quality may be understood in terms of input, output and process
variables.
A.Input Indicators:They are related to the resources and factors employed to produce institutional output. The
inputs provided to system are of three types.
1. Intellectual Resources;-It refers to quality of
 Teachers
 Entering students
 Curriculum
2. Administrative Support: Timely framing of rules and regulations
 Fixing the responsibilities
 Providing academic infrastructure
 Security and medical aid activities
 Registration and admission of students
 Examination and post examination services
 Disbursing of staff salary and financial management
 Providing technological support like e-governance
 Providing physical facilities
3. Academic Infrastructure: Properly lighted and ventilated classroom
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 Well-equipped laboratories
 Well-stocked library
 Computer and Internet facilities
B. Process Indicators: Whether the activity of teaching learning is effective?
 Whether the faculty members and students are utilizing books and journals available in
the library?
 Are the students being assessed consciously for their academic performance through
internal tests/seminars/assignments?
 Whether the students are getting research guidance from their supervisor?
C. Output Indicators: Number of graduates and post-graduates who passed out.
 Levels of academic achievement
 Nature f skill and capabilities with which the students are equipped
 Research output in terms of number of research papers/projects
 Extension service provided to community
It is an after-the event process which is concerned with the detection and elimination of the
final products that are not of expected standard. Following two modes are adopted to look into
quality control NET is one f the ways t screen the product as being used by UGC for selection of
JRF/Lecturer’s eligibility
 Agencies like NAAC and NBA
Quality Assurance:
It is before and during the process. It is proactive and anticipatory. Standards and procedures
are clearly defined in advance. It means lay down the –
 Curriculum of high quality
 Faculty for quality teaching
 Labs/libraries for quality teaching
 Administrative set up for quality support
 Managerial system for providing quality culture.
Assessment of quality:
 Self-assessment
 External Assessment
Self-assessment- It refers to –
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 Self-appraisal of teachers
 Self-appraisal of departments
 Internal review of work f Heads of departments and Deans of schools
 Internal review of work of top level administrators like Registrar, Controllers,VCs etc.
External Assessment- There are three academic bodies that evaluate institutional quality
through accreditation process in Indian higher education The National Assessment and Accreditation Council (NAAC) established by the UGC in 1994
to accredit higher education institutions
 The National Board of Accreditation (NBA) established by AICTE in 1994 to accredit
management and engineering programs.
 The Accreditation Board (AB) established by the Indian Council of Agricultural Research in
1996 for accrediting agricultural institutions.
Critical Issues in Indian Education:
1. The present system of higher education does not serve the purpose for which it has been
started. In general education itself has become so profitable a business that quality is lost in
the increase of quantity of professional institutions with quota system and politicization
adding fuel to the fire of spoil system, thereby increasing unemployment of graduates
without relief to migrate their sufferings in the job market of the country. So, the drawbacks
of the higher education system underscore the need for reforms to make it worthwhile and
beneficial to all concern.
2. In the “Report to the Nation 2006”of the National Knowledge Commission which concludes
that there is a quiet crisis in higher education in India that runs deep and that has to do with
both the quantity and the quality of higher education in India. The Indian Prime Minister
Manmohan Singh, severely criticized the serious qualitative deficiencies in Indian higher
education while at the same time announcing plans for a major expansion of the system.
Reflecting on the findings of a confidential report by the National Assessment and
Accreditation Council, which is affiliated to the University Grants Commission (UGC), he
expressed his concern over the fact that two thirds (68%) of country’s universities and 90 per
cent are “of middling or poor quality” and half of the faculty in India’s colleges do not have the
appropriate degree qualifications.
3. There are many basic problems facing higher education in India today. These include
inadequate infrastructure and facilities, large vacancies in faculty positions and poor faculty
thereof, low student enrolment rate, outmoded teaching methods, declining research
standards, unmotivated students, overcrowded classrooms and widespread geographic,
income, gender and ethnic imbalance.
4. Quality of higher education has been disrupted by commercialization of education, coming of
poor quality of students for general education, low salary, service insecurity, lack of scope for
professional growth of faculty and healthy practices.
Suggestions for Improving Quality of Higher Education:
 Towards a Leaning Society- As we have move towards a learning society, every human
activity will require contributions from experts, and this will place the entire sector of higher
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education in sharp focus. Although the priorities, which are being assigned today to the task
of Education for All, will continue to be preponderant, the country will have to prepare itself
to invest more and more on higher education and simultaneously, measures will have to be
taken to refine, diversify and upgrade higher education and research programmes.
 Industry and Academia Connection- Industry and academia connect necessary to ensure
curriculum and skills in line with requirements. Skill building is really very crucial to ensure
employability of academia to understand and make sure good jobs (keeping in view
Knowledge+ skill + global professional skills= good jobs).
 Incentives to Teachers and Researchers- Students are expecting specialized courses to be
offered so that they get the latest and best in education and employable. Vocational and
diploma courses need to be more attractive to facilitate specialized programs being offered to
students. Incentive should be provided to teachers and researcher to make these professions
more attractive for the younger generation.
 Innovative Practices- The new technologies offer vast opportunities for progress in all
walks of life. It offers opportunities for economic growth, improved health, better service
delivery, improved learning and socio-cultural advances. Though efforts are required to
improve the country’s innovative capacity, yet the efforts should be to build on the existing
strengths in light of new understanding of the research-innovation-growth linkage.
 To Mobilize Resources- Effective measures will have to be adopted to mobilize resources
for higher education. There is also a need to relate the fee structure to the student’s capacity
to pay for the cost. So, that student at lower economic levels can be given highly subsidised
and fully subsidised education.
 Coming of Information Age- The world is entering into an information age and
developments in communication, information and technology will open up new and costeffective approaches for providing the reach of higher education to the youth as well as to
those who need continuing education for meeting the demands of explosion of information,
fast-changing nature of occupations, and lifelong education. Knowledge, which is at the heart
of higher education, is a crucial resource in the development of political democracy, the
struggle for social justice and progress towards individual enlightment.
 Students-Centred Education and Dynamic Methods- Methods of higher education also
have to be appropriate to the needs of learning to learn, learning to do, learning to do and
learning to become. Student-centred education and employment of dynamic methods of
education will require from teachers new attitudes and new skills. Methods of teaching
through lectures will have to subordinate to the methods that will lay stress on self-study,
personal consultation between teachers and pupils, and dynamic sessions of seminars and
workshops. Methods of distance education will have to be employed on a vast scale.
 Public Private Partnership- PPP is most essential to bring in the higher education system.
Governments can ensure PPP through an appropriate policy. UGC and MHRD should play a
major role in developing a purposeful interface between the universities, industries and
National Research Laboratories (NRLs) as a step towards PPP. Funding to NRLs by the
government should ensure the involvement of institutions of higher education engaged in
research activities to facilitate availability of latest sophisticated equipment.
 To Provide Need Based Job-Oriented Courses- All round development of personality is the
purpose of education. So need based curriculum should be introduced.
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 International Cooperation- Universities in India have been a primary conduit for the
advancement and transmission of knowledge through traditional functions such as research,
innovation, teaching, human resource development and continuing education. With the
increased development of transport and communication, the global village is witnessing a
growing emphasis on international cooperation and action to find satisfactory solutions to
problems that have global dimensions and higher education is one of them.
 Towards a New Vision- India realizes, like other nations of the world, that humanity stands
today at head of a new age of a large synthesis of knowledge , and that the East and the west
have to collaborate in bringing about concerted action for universal upliftment, and lasting
peace and unity. In this new age, great cultural achievements of the past have to be recovered
and enriched in the context of the contemporary advancement so that humanity can
successfully meet the evolutionary challenges and bring about a new type of humanity and
society marked by integrated powers of physical, emotional, dynamic, intellectual, ethical,
aesthetic and spiritual potentialities.
 Cross Culture Programmes- After education, tour to all the places in India and world as far
as possible with the cooperation f government is necessary so that one can understand about
people, culture, arts, literature, religions, technological developments and progress of human
society in the world.
 Action Plan for Improving Quality- Academic and administrative audit should be conducted
once in three years in colleges by external experts for ensuring quality in all aspects f
academic activities. The self-finance colleges should come forward for accreditation and fulfil
the requirements of accreditation. Universities and colleges should realise the need for
quality education and come forward with action plan for improving quality in higher
educational institutions.
 Individuality –Higher education is necessary for one to achieve excellence in the line one is
best. But one should be selected for higher education on the basis of merit only. Further, fees
for education in general should not be high; especially, the fees for higher education should
be within the reach of every class of people in the nation.
 Privatization of Higher Education- In any nation education is the basic necessity for the
socio-economic development of the individuals and the society. In reality only 20% of the
population is educated in India. So, improved standard of education as first priority should be
offered to the majority by the government authorities with sincere political will. Also,
privatization of higher education is absolutely necessary in a vast country like India as
government alone is helpless to do so.
 Quality Development- Quality depends on its all functions and activities: teaching and
academic programs, research and scholarship, staffing, students, building, facilities,
equipments, services to the community and the economic environment. It also requires that
higher education should be characterised by its international dimensions: exchange of
knowledge, interactive networking, mobility of teachers and students and international
research projects, while taking into account the national cultural values and circumstances.
The level of education and knowledge being imparted by many colleges is not up to the mark.
Instead of concentrating on quantity, these institutions should concentrate on quality. A
study conducted n Social Science Research Capacity in South Asia (2002) showed that the
share of the Indian universities in the special articles published in the Economic and Political
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Weekly was only about a 25 per cent. This too was dominated by only three universities,
namely-Jawaharlal Nehru University, University of Mumbai and University of Delhi.
 World Class Education- Indian government is not giving priority to the development of
standard in education. India should aspire for the international standard in education. Many
national universities like in the USA, UK, Australia, etc, allows studies in higher education for
foreign students in their countries and through correspondence courses as well. In the same
way India Universities of world class education can also offer courses studies to foreign
students taking advantage of the globalization process. To achieve that goal it should adopt
uniform international syllabus in its educational institutions.
 Personality Development- Education should be for the flowering of personality but not for
the suppression of creativity or natural skill. In the globalized world opportunities for the
educated people are naturally ample in scope. As a result Business Process Outsourcing
(BPO) activities have increased competition in the world trade leading towards the
production of quality goods and their easy availability everywhere in the world market. That
is the way the world can be developed for peace, prosperity and progress by able and skilful
men.
 Status of Academic Research Studies- Number of researcher in India is much smaller
compared to US, China, Japan, Russia, and Germany.
 Stipends to Research Fellows- The number of Ph.Ds from Indian Universities should
increase with proper standards. This should be seen in the context of extremely low fraction
of Ph.Ds in India in relation to M.Sc./B.Tech., as compared what is in USA,UK, Germany, Japan
etc. Meritorious doctoral students should be recognized through teaching assistantships with
stipends over and above the research fellowship Identifying talented, meritorious students
and encouraging them through recognition is very important to attract students into research
and teaching.
 Quality Assurance System- Colleges and Private institutes should set up Internal Quality
Assurance Cell and must follow a minimum standard to give institutional interaction and it
must be independent of political and institutional interaction and it must have a basis in
legislation. There should be operational, financial and academic autonomy coupled with
accountability. There is a need of an independent accreditation agency with a conglomerate
of government, industry, academia; society etc. means all stakeholders of the education to
ensure that the stake holders particularly the students are not taken for a ride. They should
be able to know whether a particular institution delivers value or not, then things can be
under control to some extent. It is also important that all institutes of higher learning must
make public the acceptability of their courses and degrees (i.e. the status, recognition and
acceptability of their courses by other institutions).
 To increase Quantity of Universities- we need more universities because we are more in
number and present number of universities is too less. On 13 th June, 2005 Government of
India constituted a high level advisory body known as National Knowledge Commission
(NKC) to advise the PM about the state of education in India and measures needed to reform
this sector. It was headed by Sam Pitroda and submitted its report in November 2007. NKC
has recommended setting up of 1500 universities by 2015 so that gross enrolment ratio
increases to 15 per cent. It has also called for establishing an Independent Regulatory
Authority for Higher Education (IRAHE) monitor the quality of overall higher education in
India.
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 Examination reforms- Examination reforms, gradually shifting from the terminal, annual
and semester examinations to regular and continuous assessment of student’s performance
in learning should be implemented.
 High-tech Libraries- Indian universities should concentrate more on providing quality
education which is comparable to that of international standards.
Conclusion:
After independence, there has been tremendous increase in institutions of higher learning
in all disciplines. But with the quantitative growth has it been able to attend to the core issue of
quality. India is today one of the fastest developing countries of the world with annual growth
rate going above 9%. In order to sustain that rate of growth, there is need to increase the
number of institutes and also the quality of higher education in India. To reach and achieve the
future requirements there is an urgent need to relook at the Financial Resources, Access and
Equity, Quality Standards Relevance and at the end the Responsiveness.
To attain and sustain national, regional or international quality, certain components are
particularly relevant, notably careful selection and continuous staff development, in particular
through the promotion of appropriate programs for academic development, including
teaching/learning methodology and mobility between countries, between higher education
institutions and the world of work, as well as student mobility within an between country.
Internal self-evaluation and external review must be conducted openly by independent
specialists, if possible with international experts.
Report of National Knowledge Commission if implemented can help boost education sector
in India. India in order to become a developed nation by 2020 knowledge power by 2015. The
decisions that are going to be taken on these are likely to hold the key to India’s future as a
centre of knowledge production. In the words of Prime Minister of India Dr. Manmohan Singh
“The time has come to create a second wave of institution building and of excellence in the fields of
education, research and capability building”. We need an educational system that is modern,
liberal and can adapt to the changing needs of a changing society, a changing economy and a
changing world. The thrust of public policy for higher education in India has to be addressing
these challenges. If the government welcomes more such initiatives, the future will be ours. We
will be able to match and compete with other countries and the dream to is the world’s greatest
economy won’t be difficult to achieve.
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A STUDY ON RECURSIVE MEDIAN AND TRI-STATE MEDIAN FILTERS FOR
REMOVAL OF IMPULSE NOISE IN GRAY-LEVEL IMAGES
* RONANKI SRIDHAR
Abstract:
Impulse noise is characterized by replacing a portion of an image’s pixel values with
random values, leaving the remainder unchanged. Such noise is usually introduced during
image transmission. The most noticeable and least acceptable pixels in the image are then those
whose intensities are much different from their neighbors.It was studied that median filter is an
optimization process in which a two-term cost function is minimized. Based on this functional
optimization property of the median filtering process, a new approach for designing the
recursive median (RM) filter for image processing applications is studied and the new method
is applied to process a real image corrupted by impulsive noise.A nonlinear filter, called tristate median (TSM) filter, is also studied for preserving image details while effectively
suppressing impulse noise. We incorporate the standard median(SM) filter and the center
weighted median (CWM) filter into a noise detection frame work to determine whether a pixel
is corrupted, before applying filtering unconditionally. Extensive simulation results
demonstrate that the studied filter consistently outperforms other median filters by balancing
the tradeoff between noise reduction and detail preservation.The performance of various
modified median filters has been studied and the results compared by using peak signal-tonoise ratio (PSNR).
Problem Introduction:
Median filtering is a nonlinear filtering technique that is known for preserving sharp
changes in signal and for being particularly effective in removing impulsive noise. One effective
use of median filters has been the reduction of high-frequency and impulsive noise in digital
images without the extensive blurring and edge destruction associated with linear filters.
Because the median filter is nonlinear, spectral analysis gives little insight into the filtering
process. By associating the nonlinear operation of median filtering with a linear cost function, it
is shown that median filtering is an optimization process that minimizes a two-term cost
function, where one component measures the smoothness between the filter output and its
neighborhood points within the filtering window and the other measures the discrepancy
between the filter output and the original signal at that particular point. It has been shown that
this functional optimization property of the median filtering process can be used to explain why
median-related filters have the essential properties of smoothing without extensive blurring of
the signal [1].
The output of the median filter y(n) is given by y(n) = median[a(n - N), . . . , a(n), . . . , a(n +
N)], where the window contains 2N + 1 points. This is known as a non recursive median filter. If
we first replace the point a(n) with the output of the median filter before shifting the window to
the next position, we have the recursive median filter. The output of the recursive filter is given
by y(n) = median[y(n - N);...,y(n-l),a(n),...,a(n + N)]. Recursive median filters have stronger noise
attenuating capability than their non recursivecounterparts and a faster convergence of
signals to roots [2].
There are a number of ways to extend the median operation to two dimensions. One way is
to pass a 2-D window, such as a square or cross-shaped window, over the 2-D signal. As with
the 1-D median filter, the points within the window are ranked and the median values taken as
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the output. Other methods such as the separable median filter scheme proposed in [3] can also
be used.
Two-dimensional median filters have been used with some success in image processing
applications. Although noise suppression is obtained, too much signal distortion is introduced,
and many features such as thin lines and sharp corners are lost. To overcome these problems,
researchers have recently developed several variations of median filters, such as max/median
[4] and multistage median [5] filters. In this work, we introduce a new recursive median
filtering scheme for image processing applications. This scheme is inspired by the functional
optimization properties of median-related filters introduced by the author in [l]. We prove that
the new scheme is guaranteed to converge within a finite number of passes and show that it
provides improved PSNR performance over the standard recursive median filtering scheme.
The image model containing impulse noise with probability of occurrence p can be
described as follows:

Where Sij denotes the noiseless image pixel and Nij the noise substituting for the original
pixel. Median filtering being a nonlinear Filtering technique, it is generally superior to linear
filtering on effectively suppressing impulse noise. Unfortunately, it tends to blur fine details or
destroy edges while filtering out impulses [7] and [8].
To trade off detail preservation against noise reduction, Ko and Lee [9] proposed the center
weighted median (CWM) filters, in which we applied a weight adjustment to the center or
origin pixel with in the Sliding window. Given a pixel X i j . the corresponding output using CWM
filters can be defined as

Block diagram of proposed tri-state median filtering scheme.
Note that the straight line is equivalent to the identity filter.
Where Wc is the center weight and operator

denotes repetition operation. In other

words,
means that there are Wc copies of X ijin total. Square window W is defined in
terms of the image co ordinates surrounding the origin X ij . Note that integer w is positive and
odd, and the CWM filter degenerates into standard median (SM) filter when Wc =1. On the
Other hand, when Wc is equal to or larger than the sliding window size (e.g.,9 for a 3 x 3
window), the CWM filter becomes an identity filter, which always takes the origin pixel value X
ij as the output. Based on these observations, the performance of CWM Filter with a larger
center weight is superior to the one with a smaller Center weight in detail preservation ,but
inferior in noise reduction [9]. Therefore, there exists a tradeoff between detail preservation
and Noise suppression in any median filter.
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In order to effectively remove impulse noise while preserving image details, ideally the
filtering should be applied only to the corrupted pixels, and the noise-free pixels should be kept
unchanged. This can be achieved by determining whether the current pixel is corrupted, prior
to possibly replacing it with a new value. In This work, we propose an impulse detection
scheme by successfully combining the SM filter with CWM filter.
Problem Statement And Solution :
The problem is to study different median filtering schemes for image denoising and the
results have been demonstrated that the new proposed filtering schems consistently
outperforms other median filters by balancing the tradeoff between noise reduction and detail
preservation.The results show that the new scheme provides improved peak signal-to-noise
ratio (PSNR) performance.
In this work we are comparing the performance of different types of median filters and
prepare a comparative study in terms of developing the test images,PSNR values and
Performance comparison.
Impulse Noise (Salt-And-Pepper Noise):
Another common form of noise is data drop-out noise (commonly referred to as intensity
spikes, speckle or salt and pepper noise). An image containing salt-and-pepper noise will have
dark pixels in bright regions and bright pixels in dark regions. This type of noise can be caused
by deadpixels, analog-to-digital convertererrors, bit errors in transmission, etc. Here, the noise
is caused by errors in the data transmission. The corrupted pixels are either set to the
maximum value (which looks like snow in the image) or have single bits flipped over. In some
cases, single pixels are set alternatively to zero or to the minimum value, giving the image a `salt
and pepper' like appearance. Unaffected pixels always remain unchanged. The noise is usually
quantified by the percentage of pixels which are corrupted. The probability density function of
(bipolar) impulse noise is given by

Plot of impulse pdf :
If b>a, gray level b will appear as a light dot in the image. Conversely level ‘a’ will appear
like a dark dot .if either
or
is 0,the impulse noise is called unipolar. If neither probability

is zero and especially if they are approximately equal, impulse noise will resemble salt-andpepper granules randomly distributed over image. For this reason bi-polar impulse noise also is
called salt-and-pepper noise. Shot and spike noise also are terms used to refer to this type of
noise.
Classification Of Filters :
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In the design of filter for each pixel in the window a weight will be assigned. Depending on
these weights filters are distinguished into two types [18].
1. Linear filter

2. Non-linear filter

Linear Smoothing Filtersm :
One method to remove noise is by convolving the original image with a mask that
represents a low-pass filter or smoothing operation. For example, the Gaussian mask [2]
comprises elements determined by a Gaussian function. This convolution brings the value of
each pixel into closer harmony with the values of its neighbors.
In general, a smoothing filter sets each pixel to the average value, or a weighted average, of
itself and its nearby neighbors; the Gaussian filter [2] is just one possible set of weights
An image A consists of pixels (𝑖, 𝑗), and the gray-value of a pixel (𝑖, 𝑗) will be denoted by A(𝑖, 𝑗);
1 ≤ 𝑖 ≤ 𝑀1 and 1 ≤ 𝑗 ≤ 𝑀2 𝑀1 , 𝑀2 ∈ 𝑁\ 0 . The corresponding filtered image will be denoted by
𝐴′ [9]
linear filter replaces the gray-value of a pixel (𝑖, 𝑗)by a linear combination of the grayvalues in a (2N+1) X (2N+1) neighborhood of that pixel:
𝑁

𝑁

𝐴′ 𝑖, 𝑗 =

𝑤 𝑘, 𝑙 . 𝐴 𝑖 − 𝑘, 𝑗 − 𝑙 .
𝑘=−𝑁 𝑡=−𝑁

The coefficients 𝑤(𝑘, 𝑙) are independent of the processed pixel (𝑖, 𝑗) , and satisfy the
condition
∑_(k=-N)^N▒∑_(t=-N)^N▒w(k,l) =



We give two well-known examples of liner filters [9]:
1
The 3 X 3 mean value filter is determined by 𝑤 𝑘, 𝑙 = , 𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑘, 𝑙 = −1,0,1;



The 3 X 3 Gaussian filter is determined by , for 𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑘, 𝑙 = −1,0,1;
𝑘 2 +𝑡 2
𝑤0 (𝑘, 𝑙)
−
𝑤 𝑘, 𝑙 = 1
, 𝑤𝑖𝑡𝑤0 𝑘, 𝑙 = 𝑒 2𝜎 2 ,
𝑘,𝑙=−1 𝑤0 (𝑘, 𝑙)

9

Where σ is a parameter. In the case of Gaussian noise, σ is given by the corresponding
standard deviation.
Drawbacks:
Linear smoothing filters tend to blur an image, because pixel intensity values that are
significantly higher or lower than the surrounding neighborhood would "smear" across the
area. Because of this blurring, linear filters are seldom used in practice for noise reduction; they
are, however, often used as the basis for nonlinear noise reduction filters[23]
Nonlinear Smoothing Filters :
Median filter A median filter is an example of a non-linear filter and, if properly designed, is
very good at preserving image detail. To run a median filter[1],[2],[4],[6]:
Drawbacks:
One of the drawbacks of the median filter is that the filtered image gets more blurred, and
that fine structures such as lines will disappear. Also in this case, fuzzy filers will be able to cope
with this drawback [1], [4],
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Median filter :
is windowed filter of nonlinear class, that easily removes destructive noise while
preserving edges. The basic idea behind filter is for any element of the signal (image) look at its
neighborhood and pick up the element most similar to others. Median filter in its properties
resembles mean filter, or average filter, but much better in treating “salt and pepper” noise and
edge preserving. On the other hand median filter is often used for speckle noise reduction but
there are more effective techniques like diffusion filter though more complicated. To
understand how to implement median filter in practice, let us start with window idea.
Different Types of Median Filters :
Standard Median Filter:
The standard median filter [1][15] attempts to remove impulse noise by replacing the
center pixel of the filtering window with the median of the pixels in the window. Although this
approach provides a reasonable noise removal performance, it removes thin lines, distorts
edges and blurs image details even at low noise densities.
Center-Weighted MedianFilter :
The weighted median filter [26] and the center-weighted median filter [9][26] are modified
median filters giving more weight to the selected pixels of the filtering window and are
proposed to avoid the inherent drawbacks of the standard median filter. These filters
demonstrate better edge and detail preservation performance than the median filter at the cost
of reduced noise removal performance. The standard and the weighted median filters are
spatially invariant operators that are in capable of making distinction between the corrupted
and the uncorrupted pixels of the noisy input image. Hence, these filters distort the
uncorrupted regions of the image while restoring the corrupted regions, causing undesirable
blurring effects in the output image.
Switching Median Filter :
In response to weighted median filter [26] and the center-weighted median filter [9] this
problem, the switching median filter [26], in which an impulse detector is employed to classify
the center pixel of the filtering window, is proposed. If the center pixel is classified as
corrupted, the window is filtered by the standard median filter (i.e. the center pixel is replaced
with the median of the pixels within the window). Otherwise, the window is not filtered (i.e.,
the center pixel is left unchanged). Although this approach provides considerable improvement
over the standard median filter, its performance naturally depends on the performance of the
impulse detector.
Progressive Switching Median Filter :
The progressive switching median filter[26] is also a different type of switching median
filter that iterativelyaccomplishes the detection and removal of impulse noisein two separate
stages. Although this filter provides improvedfiltering performance than many other medianbased filters, ithas a high computational complexity due to its iterative nature.
Partition Based Median Filter :
The partition based median filter[26] is an adaptive median filter that classifies the
observed sample vector at each pixel location into one of a number of mutually exclusive
partitions. The partitions are constructed by utilizing the differences between the current pixel
and the outputs of a number of center-weighted median filters with variable center weights.
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The estimate at each pixel location is calculated as a linear combination of the outputs of the
center-weighted median filters and the current pixel value. The weights are optimized using the
constrained LMS algorithm.The partition based median filter has been shown to be capable of
suppressing both impulse noise a Gaussian noise.
Filter Modeling & Design :
Filtering is the most fundamental operation of image processing in computer vision. In the
broadest sense of the term filtering, the value of filtered image at a given location is a function
of the values of input image in a small neighborhood of the same location. In the design of a
filter a window is the set of neighboring pixels used to restore a particular pixel. Generally this
is a square (this can be of dimension 3x3, 5x5 etc.) [18].
Median Filter :
Median filter is filter of nonlinear class, that easily removes impulse noise while
preserving edges. The basic idea behind this filter is for any element of the image look at its
neighborhood and pick up the element most similar to others. Median filter in its properties
resembles mean filter, or average filter, but much better in treating “salt and pepper” noise and
edge preserving.The median filter algorithm can be expressed as
 consider each pixel in the image
 sort the neighbouring pixels into order based upon their intensities
 replace the original value of the pixel with the median value from the list
Recursive Median Filter :
Although any 1-D signal will be reduced to a root after one pass of a recursive median filter,
this is not the case for 2-D signal such as image . In image processing applications, it is
necessary to apply the recursive median filter iteratively [14]. The process of repeated
applications of recursive median filtering can be expressed as follows:
Vi(t)(n=) median[Vi(t-l)(n - N ) , . . ., Vi(t-l)(n) ,. . . ,Vi(t-l)(n + N ) ]
where the superscript t is the iteration index and Vi(0)=bi(n)
This process can also be described by the following pseudo-C code. Here, we assume that
the total number of signal points is L and at both ends of the signal, N points are appended to
allow the filter to reach the edges of the signal.

That is, the output of the tth pass of the filter is obtained by of the (t - 1)th pass. The function
of recursive median filtering is composed of two elements: First, it smoothes the signal; second,
it encourages the filtered signal to resemble the signal to be filtered. So during the process
(repeated recursive median filtering),
will be smooth and at the same time it will be
encouraged to resemble the result of the previous pass. Because the output of the filter is
distorted by noise, the noise influence on the output of the filtering process will be
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accumulated. To alleviate such undesirable effects and to preserve such features as edges, it
may be desirable to encourage the filter output to resemble the original signal [14]. By
observing the functional optimization property, we propose the following repeated recursive
median filtering scheme

Where the superscript t is the iteration index and
Improved Recursive Median Filter :
The improved recursive median filter algorithm can also be expressed by pseudo-C code as
follows.

That is, we use the original signal in the middle of the operation window throughout the
whole process, instead of using the output of the previous pass. From the functional
optimization properties of recursive median filtering, it can be easily understood that this
operation has the properties of smoothing the signal and at the same time encourages the
outputs of each pass to resemble the original (noisy) signal, instead of resembling the output of
the previous pass that has been corrupted by the noise. Hopefully, in this way, such features as
thin lines and sharp edges can be better preserved [14].
Tri-State Median (Tsm) Filter :
A novel and effective median filter, called tri-state median (TSM) filter, is studied and
discussed. Noise detection is realized by an impulse detector, which takes the outputs from the
SM and CWM filters and compares them with the origin or center Pixel value in order to make a
tri-state decision [15]. The switching logic as shown in the below Figure is controlled by a
threshold T
for gray-scale images),

And the output of TSM filter is obtained by

Where
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The above definition follows the property that
The capabilities of preserving image details inherited by the identity filter, the CWM filter
and the SM filter descend in the above-mentioned order. On the aspect of noise suppression, in
contrast, they ascend in the same order. An attractive merit of the proposed TSM filtering
scheme is that it provides an adaptive decision to detect local noise simply based on the outputs
of these filters. As a result, impulse noise can be removed for those corrupted pixels through SM
or CWM [9] filtering. For those uncorrupted pixels identified, they remain unchanged in order
to preserve the local image details. Consequently, the tradeoff between suppressing noise and
preserving detail is well balanced.
Calculation of PSNR Values :
Once the visual clarity of the image is restored by the bilateral filter has been confirmed, we
concentrate on directly comparable, quantitative measures of signal restoration. Equation for
calculating PSNR values is as follows.
2
⅀𝑚,𝑛
𝑖,𝑗 =1 255
𝑃𝑆𝑁𝑅 𝑢′ = 10𝑙𝑜𝑔10 ( 𝑚 ,𝑛
)
⅀𝑖,𝑗 =1 (𝑢′ 𝑖,𝑗 − 𝑢0 𝑖,𝑗 )2

Where 𝑢′ is the restored image 𝑢0 is the original image
Here 𝑢′ is considered as both the image obtained during mean filtering as well as the image
obtained during the bilateral filtering.
Testing And Results :
In this paper I have extensively tested the noise removal capabilities of several different
median filters and compared the results
Noise (p=1%)

The original Lena image. Image Corrupted by Impulse Noise (p=1%)

Restored with median filterRestored with Recursive
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Restored with Tristate median filter
Original Lena Image Corrupted with Impulse noise and the results of applying several
filters
With window size 3 X 3
Noise (p=2%)

The original Lena image. Image Corrupted by Impulse Noise (p=2%)

Restored with median filterRestored with Recursive

Restored with Improved medianfilter Recursive median filter

Restored with Tristate median filter
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Original Lena Image Corrupted with Impulse noise and the results of applying several
filters
With window size 3 X 3
Noise (p=3%)

The original Lena image. Image Corrupted by Impulse Noise (p=3%)

Restored with median filterRestored with Recursive

Restored with Improved medianfilter Recursive median filter

Restored with Tristate median filter

Original Lena Image Corrupted with Impulse noise and the results of applying several
filters
With window size 3 X 3
Noise (p=5%)
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The original Lena image. Image Corrupted by Impulse Noise (p=5%)

Restored with median filterRestored with Recursive

Restored with Improved medianfilter Recursive median filter

Restored with Tristate median filter
Original Lena Image Corrupted with Impulse noise and the results of applying several
filters
With window size 3 X 3
Noise (p=1%)

The original Lena image. Image Corrupted by Impulse Noise (p=1%)
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Restored with median filterRestored with Recursive

Restored with Improved medianfilter Recursive median filter

Restored with Tristate median filter
Original Lena Image Corrupted with Impulse noise and the results of applying several
filters
With window size 5 X 5
Noise (p=3%)

The original Lena image. Image Corrupted by Impulse Noise (p=3%)

Restored with median filterRestored with Recursive
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Restored with Tristate median filter
Original Lena Image Corrupted with Impulse noise and the results of applying several
filters
With window size 5 X 5
Noise (p=5%)

The original Lena image. Image Corrupted by Impulse Noise (p=5%)

Restored with median filterRestored with Recursive

Restored with Improved medianfilter Recursive median filter

Restored with Tristate median filter
Original Lena Image Corrupted with Impulse noise and the results of applying several
filters
With window size 5 X 5
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Signal Restoration(PSNR)
The PSNR values are evaluated for the restored images with respect to the original images at
different levels of impulse noise and the results are obtained as shown below and these values
are compared with the results obtained by various filters.
Table 2
RESULTS AFTER APPLYING VARIOUS FILTERS OF SIZE 5 x 5 TO IMAGES CORRUPTED WITH IMPULSE NOISE
PSNR VALUES IN DECIBELS
Table 1
Lena Image
Method
RESULTS AFTER
APPLYING VARIOUS FILTERS OF SIZE 3 x 3 TO IMAGES CORRUPTED WITH IMPULSE
p = 1%
p = 2%
p = 3%
p = 5%
NOISE
PSNR
VALUES IN DECIBELS
Median Filter
Method
Recursive median Filter

25.146

25.135 Lena Image
24.904

24.529

p25.197
= 1%

p = 2%
25.191

p = 3%
24.964

p = 5%
24.593

Median Filter
Improved recursive median Filter
Recursive median Filter
Tristate median Filter
Improved recursive median Filter

28.8507
26.063
28.934
27.472
30.092

28.746
25.408
28.847
27.549
29.4206

28.663
24.825
28.775
27.258
28.627

28.272
23.766
28.3906
26.733
26.452

Tristate median Filter

31.015

30.835

30.692

30.039

Performance analysis &conclusions:
To assess the performance of the median filtering scheme, we applied the median,
recursive median, improved recursive median and tri-state median filters to a real image
corrupted by impulsive noise. The image considered contained 256 x 256 pixel values with
eight bits resolution per pixel. For all filters, the 3x3 and 5x5 windows were used. The
differences in visual quality of the filtered images are slight and the quantitative comparison of
the performance of the filtering schemes is calculated by using peak signal-to-ratio ( PSNR )

Where u0 is the original m×n image and 𝑢 is a restored image of u0
Larger PSNR values signify better signal restoration. We tested each method on impulse
noise levels for p = 1%,2%,3% and 5% . Tables 1 and 2 compares the PSNR values of the four
types median filters of sizes 3x3 and 5x5 on impulse noise levels for p = 1%, 2%,3% and 5%.In
both the tables the image “lena.gif” has been tested.
In this work the improved recursive median filtering scheme has been converges in a finite
number of iterations and provides a better performance over recursive median filtering
scheme. In tri-state median filter by incorporating the SM filter and the CWM filter [3] into an
impulse noise detection frame work, a tri-state switching or decision mechanism is formed for
effectively reducing impulse noise while preserving image details, and also this filter provides a
better performance over the two recursive median filtering schemes.That is the experimental
results shows that the tri-statemedian filter provides better results than the two recursive
median filtering schemes, with higher PSNR values than the other filters for both the images.
The median filter provides a low performance than the other filters.
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RETAIL BANKING: EMERGING ISSUES- STRATEGIES AND
CHALLENGES IN INDIAN SCENARIO
* DR. N. THYAGARAJU
Introduction:
To keep in pace with the ever changing customer needs and preferences, banking sector is
undergoing a rapid revolution in the recent past. New financial products are being innovated
day by day. The bankers being aware of the fact that the plain vanilla products cannot satisfy
the demanding customers. The retail banking portfolio encompasses deposits and asset-linked
products as well as other financial services offered to individuals for personal consumption.
Retail banking is increasingly viewed by banks as an attractive market segment with
opportunities for growth with profits. The growth in retail banking has been facilitated by
growth in banking technology and automation of banking processes to enable extension of
reach and rationalisation of costs. ATMs have emerged as an alternative banking channel which
facilitates low-cost transactions vis-a-vis traditional branches. It also has the advantage of
reducing the branch traffic and enables banks with small networks to offset the traditional
disadvantages by increasing their reach and spread. The increased use of ATMs by foreign
banks and private sector banks has helped these banks to compete with PSBs by enabling them
to expand their reach and to contain costs. The use of ATM technology is quite low in the case of
PSBs and the old private sector banks. Given the fact that the PSBs are in the process of
rationalisation of staff strength, introduction of ATMs would help facilitate improved customer
service by these banks. Some of the factors which inhibit the rapid growth of the ATMs are
absence of a shared payments network, the high cost of ATM cards and machines and poor
telecommunication infrastructure. On the other hand, the financial services market is highly
over-leveraged in India.
Concept of “retail banking”:
Retail banking is when a bank executes transactions directly with consumers, rather than
corporations or other banks. Services offered include savings and transactional accounts,
mortgages, personal loans, debit cards, and credit cards. The term is generally used to
distinguish these banking services from investment banking, commercial banking or wholesale
banking. It may also be used to refer to a division of a bank dealing with retail customers and
can also be termed as Personal Banking services.“Retail banking” is typical mass-market
banking where individual customers use local branches of larger commercial banks. Services
offered include: savings and checking accounts, mortgages, personal loans, debit cards, credit
cards, and so” “Retail banking” is a banking service that is geared primarily toward
individual consumers” .“Banking services for individual customers”.Retail banking focuses
strictly on consumer markets. Retail banking entities provide a wide range of personal banking
services, including offering savings and checking accounts, bill paying services, as well as debit
and credit cards. Through retail banking, consumers may also obtain mortgages and personal
loans. Although retail banking is, for the most part, mass-market driven, many retail banking
products may also extend to small and medium sized businesses. Today much of retail banking
is streamlined electronically via Automated Teller Machines (ATMs), or through virtual retail
banking known as online banking. The term ‘Retail Banking' encompasses various financial
products viz., different types of deposit accounts, housing, consumer, auto and other types of
loan accounts, demat facilities, insurance, mutual funds, Credit and Debit Cards, ATM and other
technology-based services, stock-broking, payment of utility bills, reservation of railway tickets,
etc., catering to diverse customer groups, offering a host of financial services, mostly to
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individuals. It takes care of the diverse banking needs of an individual. “ Retail banking” ,
however, quite broad in nature - it refers to the dealing of commercial banks with individual customers,
both on liabilities and assets sides of the balance sheet. Fixed, current / savings accounts on the
liabilities side; and mortgages, loans (e.g., personal, housing, auto, and educational) on the
assets side, are the more important of the products offered by banks. Related ancillary services
include credit cards, or depository services. Retail banking refers to provision of banking services to
individuals and small business where the financial institutions are dealing with large number of low value
transactions. This is in contrast to whole sale banking where the customers are large, often
multinational companies, governments and government enterprise, and the financial institution deal
in small numbers of high value transactions. Retail banking can be outlined as, the dealing of
commercial banks with individual customers, both on liabilities and assets sides of the balance
sheet with fixed, current / savings accounts on the liabilities side; and mortgages, loans (e.g.,
personal, housing, auto, and educational) on the assets side.
Today’s retail banking sector is characterized by three basic characteristics like
 Multiple products
 deposits, credit cards, insurance, investments and securities
 Multiple channels of distribution
 call centre, branch, internet
 Multiple customer groups
 consumer, small business, and corporate
Prospects of Retail Banking in India:
The conventional scenario of Banks is fast changing, Even in India, banks are raising the bar on
deposits. Some Banks have even increased the minimum balance in Savings accounts so that
they are out of reach of the small man.
 Customer Focus:
All along, the word "Customer" used to denote any person who is having an account with a
branch of a Bank or using the services of a Branch. Now, we are seeing a new, customer is no
more a customer of the Branch; he is the customer of the bank. With the advent of anytime,
anywhere anyhow banking the new definition of customer has become relevant. Technology
enables the customer to "help himself' through Internet Banking, ATM Banking, Telephone
Banking, Online Banking, Mobile Banking, or E-Banking, etc. The concept like Know Your
Customer (KYC) reinforced when Reserve Bank of India urged banks to improve customer
focus as a strategic initiative for effective management of profitability, risk and customer
satisfaction as well as customer delight.
 Segment focus:
Banks are finding that they too need to segment and target High Net worth Individuals
(HNIs) and companies if they have to satisfy the needs of their stakeholders. Therefore, Banks
are generally moving towards products that are focused on their targeted end customers. And
this target is specifically the high end customers; as they do not find any leverage from the
small accounts. But there is a strong trend in terms of consolidation in terms of the business
segmentation. The general pattern of the banks is to cater to all segments - from agriculturists
to high net worth individual to corporate banking to international banking. An analysis of the
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current scenario indicates that in future, each bank will decide on its core competency and
cater only to selected segment. For example, the Deutsche Bank in India operates only in the
corporate banking and it has turned as a market leader in this segment.
 Product focus:
Banks have been offering various products to satisfy the customers' general need, like
fixed amount loans or running Cash Credit / Overdraft accounts or Fixed Deposit or Cumulative
Deposit or Recurring Deposit as liability products. The time has come that when the customer
demand product that is not currently available in the Banker's kitty and the Bank has to literally
create customer-specific product. Here comes the Banker in the role of a Financial Engineer
with International Financial Markets as well. RTGS, as a settlement process will minimize
settlement risks by settling individual payments in real time in the books of accounts held by
the RBI RTGS will be a mode for large value Inter-Bank settlement, to be widely used, for
enhancing risk control measures, for faster and efficient settlement of liabilities for better
customer services for the ultimate users in the value chain RTGS would eliminate the time lag
between the debit to an account of customer and its corresponding credit to another customer
in a different b~ RTGS' requires implementation of a 2 Level Gateway- one at the individual
bank level and the other at the RBI level. Significant contribution made by Institute for
Development and Research in Banking Technology (IDRBT), Hyderabad in this regard is
commendable.
 Employee focus:
Earlier, there were premises where the branch of a Bank is located and there were three
categories of staff to attend to the customers' viz., supervisory, clerical and sub-ordinate staff.
The role of supervisory staff would increase and not in the sense of controlling the staff
working with them but in different areas of delivering-competitive services, awareness about
productivity, customer focus, competition, grievance/ complaint redressals, market surveys, etc
among the bank staff has gone up very high.The VRS scheme introduced in the year 2000 by the
Banks was to reduce the redundant staff consequent to computerization. It is felt that one more
VRS would be needed for the Banks to shed their excess flab and make them fit and trim.
Henceforth, the role for clerical staff would have to undergo a sitting under the roof in a branch
moving into the field and market various financial services offered by their Bank and attract
new customers and retain existing clientele but also retrieve the customers lost to competitors.
In a nutshell the trend is towards sophisticated well trained customer orientation.
 Opportunities:
Retail banking has immense opportunities in a growing economy like India. As the growth story get sun
folded in India, retail banking is going to emerge a major driver. The rise of Indian middle class is an important
contributory factor in this regard. The percentage of middle to high-income Indian households
isexpected to continue rising. The younger population not only wields increasing purchasing power, but as far
as acquiring personal debt is concerned, they are perhaps more comfortable than previous
generations. Improving consumer purchasing power, coupled with more liberal attitudes towards
personal debt, is contributing to India’ s retail banking segment. The combination of above factors promises
substantial growth in retail sector, which at present is in the nascent stage. Due to bundling of services
and delivery channels, the areas of potential conflicts of interest tend to increase in universal
banks and financial conglomerates. Some of the key policy issues relevant to the retail-banking
sector are: financial inclusion, responsible lending, and access to finance, long-term savings,
financial capability, consumer protection, regulation and financial crime prevention.
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 Challenges to retail banking in India:
The issue of money laundering is very important in retail banking. This compels all the
banks to consider seriously all the documents which they accept while approving the loans. The issue of
outsourcing has become very important in recent past because various core activities such as hardware and
software maintenance, entire ATM set up and operation (including cash, refilling) etc., are being
outsourced by Indian banks.
Banks are expected to take utmost care to retain the ongoing trust of the public. Customer service should
be at the end all in retail banking. Someone has rightly said, “It takes months to find a good customer but only
seconds to lose one.” Thus, strategy of Knowing Your Customer (KYC) is important. So the banks are
required to adopt innovative strategies to meet customer’s needs and requirements in terms of
services/products etc. The dependency on technology has brought IT departments’ additional
responsibilities and challenges in managing, maintaining and optimizing the performance of retail
banking networks. It is equally important that banks should maintain security to the advance level to keep the
faith of the customer. The efficiency of operations would provide the competitive edge for the
success in retail banking incoming years. The customer retention is of paramount important for
the profitability if retail banking business, so banks need to retain their customer in order to increase
the market share. One of the crucial impediments for the growth of this sector is the acute shortage of
manpower talent of this specific nature, a modern banking professional, for a modern banking sector. If all
these challenges are faced by the banks with utmost care and deliberation, the retail banking is
expected to play a very important role in coming years, as in case of other nations. Strategies for
Increasing Retail Banking business Constant product innovation to match the requirements of the
customer segments . The customer database available with the banks is the best source of their demographic
and financial information and can be used by the banks for targeting certain customer segments for new or
modified product. The banks should come out with new products in the area of securities, mutual funds and
insurance.
 Quality service and quickness in delivery:
As most of the banks are offering retail products of similar nature, the customers can easily
switchover to the one, which offers better service at comparatively lower costs. The quality of
service that banks offer and the experience that clients have, matter the most. Hence, to retain
the customers, banks have to come out with competitive products satisfying the desires of the
customers at the click of a button.
Introduction of new delivery channels:
Retail customers like to interface with their bank through multiple channels. Therefore,
banks should try to give high quality service across all service channels like branches, Internet, ATMs,
etc.Tapping of unexploited potential and increasing the volume of business This will compensate
for the thin margins. The Indian retail banking market still remains largely untapped giving a scope for
growth to the banks and financial institutions. With changing psyche of Indian consumers, who
are now comfortable with the idea of availing loans for their personal needs, banks have
tremendous potential lying in this segment. Marketing departments of the banks be geared up
and special training be imparted to them so that banks are successful in grabbing more and more of retail
business in the market.
 Infrastructure outsourcing:
This will help in lowering the cost of service channels combined with quality and quickness.
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 Detail market research:
Banks may go for detail market research, which will help them in knowing what their competitors are
offering to their clients. This will enable them to have an edge over their competitors and
increase their share in retail banking pie by offering better products and services.
 Business process outsourcing
Outsourcing of requirements would not only save cost and time but would help the banks in
concentrating on the core business area. Banks can devote more time for marketing, customer
service and brand building. For example, Management of ATMs can be outsourced. This will save the
banks from dealing with the intricacies of technology.
 Tie-up arrangements
In the present regime of falling interest and stiff competition, banks are aware that it is
finally the retail banking which will enable them to hold the head above water. Hence, banks
should make all out efforts to boost the retail banking by recognizing the needs of the customers. It is
essential that banks would be imaginative in predicting the customers' expectations in the everchanging tastes and environments. It is the innovative and competitive products coupled with
high quality care for clients will only hold the key to success in this area. In short, bankers have
to run very fast even to stay where they are now. It is the survival of the fastest now and not
only survival of the fittest.
 Special Features Of Retail Credit
One of the prominent features of Retail Banking products is that it is a volume driven
business. Further, Retail Credit ensures that the business is widely dispersed among a large
customer base unlike in the case of corporate lending, where the risk may be concentrated on a selected
few plans. Ability of a bank to administer a large portfolio of retail credit products depends upon such factors :
 Strong Credit Assessment Capability
Because of large volume good infrastructure is required. If the credit assessment itself is
qualitative, than the need for follow up in the future reduces considerably.
 Sound Documentation:
A latest system for credit documentation is necessary pre-requisite for healthy growth of
credit portfolio, as in the case of credit assessment, this will also minimize the need to follow up
at future point of time.
Strong Possessing Capability:
Since large volumes of transactions are involved, today transactions, maintenance of backups is
required.
 Regular Constant Follow- Up:
Ideally, follow up for loan repayments should be an ongoing process. It should start from
customer enquiry and last till the loan is repaid fully.
 Skilled Human Resource
This is one of the most important pre-requisite for the efficient management of large and
diverse retail credit portfolio. Only highly skilled and experienced man power can withstand
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the river of administrating a diverse and complex retail credit portfolio.
 Technological Support
This is yet another vital requirement. Retail credit is highly technological intensive in
nature, becauseof large volumes of business, the need to provide instantaneous service to the customer
large, fasterprocessing, maintaining database, etc.
PLANNING FOR THE FUTURE - EMERGING ISSUES, STRATEGIES AND CHALLENGES:
 "Generation Next" segment :(426 million young Indian between age group of 15-34 years
see life and life-style very differently)- This is going to be the target in immediate future. It is
currently urban phenomenon but it would not be too long when it will emerge in rural India
also. They are tech-savvy and prefer electronic channel. They seek financial information from
variety of sources and are very fickle shoppers. Banks will have to leverage technology and
develop E-based products to tap this segment.
 "Rural segment" is one from where fresh demand of retail loan is being generated. PSBs are in
real advantage as they have good network of rural and semi-branches where competition is less
and opportunities are more.
 Cross selling and up selling is a very successful way of improving volumes. As a strategy
existing customers should be offered products where profit margins are more e.g. offering car
loan, furnishing loan etc. to existing housing loan customers. Further based on contribution of
the customers to bank, differential-pricing strategies such as discount in interest, as relation
ship waiver has to be evolved.
 Housing loan has large potential - House today is better affordable through loan. Tax breaks
have spurred credit demand. RBI move to cover home loan up to Rs. 20 lakhs under priority
sector has made the banks to push harder the home loan product. The SARFAESI Act has
increased level of comfort as bank can now go for foreclosure of loan without intervention of
court. HDFC who is market leader has clocked 40% growth in 2003-04 whereas the industry is
growing by average 41% in past six years. ICICI Bank has clocked disbursement of Rs. 52,457
crores in housing finance during 2012-13. Fresh housing loan disbursed by banks during April
2013 to January 2014 amounted to Rs. 28,743 crores. Rural and Semi-Urban sector is almost
untapped. So far PSBs have attracted business by offering low rate of interest. But the situation
has now changed. The interest rates are now on rise. To meet competition focus will have to
shift on customer's convenience and tailor made products to garner larger share of housing
loan pie.
 Brand building: “Brand building" for wider reach and product affinity is a strategic tool.
Brand in broad term includes all means of identifying a product by way of log, or punch lines
or product name. Brands communicate a value proposition to the customer and consequently
strategy should be to strengthen the brand with appropriate investment Retail manager
should be trained to project brand value (competitive advantage in pricing, less paper work,
speedy sanction etc.) to the customers. They should avail of each and every opportunity to
explain products features to develop customer brand affinity. Remember that one satisfied
customer brings eleven new customers.
 Product innovation and renovation- Replication of product is very easy. Retail loan
managers will have to be market sensitive and they will have to seize each and every
opportunity to redesign a product as per market need or to introduce new one with minimum
of time. For this regular interaction of marketing team and corporate planner is essential so that
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 Educational Loan - Loan to students for pursuing based on feed back innovation and
renovation is done on regular basis. Remember that first mover will always have advantage
over followers. Freebies and add-ons like zero processing fees, free insurance with car or
housing loan, no prepayment penalty, concession in interest and charges to loyal customers etc. are
other innovative ways to captivate customers.higher education is fast emerging retail loan
segment. As per survey (Economic Times 20.09.2013) as much as 63% students- largely from
lower and middle class families-are now funding their education through loan. Easy
availability, collateral free, tax break on loan repayment and inclination to self-finance the
study are cited as reasons of the popularity of this product. For banks loan provide the
opportunity to catch customer when they are young and that too for the lifetime.
 IPO Loan- with capital market at its peak and number of IPOs on line, banks have started
aggressively selling IPO loan to retail customers. It is upcoming segment and has immense
potential.
 Bancassurance offer opportunities of cross selling of retail loan products by bundling with
insurance products. Banc assurance has started taking strong roots in our country and there
are expectations that average collection through banking channel will rise to 63% in next five
years. This product offers vast cross selling opportunity to banks by bundling with their own
financial products besides building fee-based income.
 RBI is repeatedly cautioning banks to exercise due diligence in appraisal and sanction of
retail loans. Instances of resorting to multiple financing by unscrupulous borrowers are very
common. Instances of housing loan on the basis of fake documents and impersonation have
also been reported. To safe guards from frauds, sanctioning/disbursing officials are required
to meticulously follow KYC policies of customer acceptance and identification and other systems
of internal control. It is interesting to learn that a PSB has recently unveiled its plan to use
credit verification agencies to improve due diligence of retail loans.
 'People with right soft skill' is the requirement of retail banking. They should have not only
complete knowledge of the products but must have pleasing attitude and genuine concern of
customers' problem. Regular training of retail people is essential to make them successful sales
person.
 PDC management-Banks to take recourse of Section 138 of Negotiable Instrument Act are
taking PDC in all retail loans. From timely presentation of cheques to timely and prompt legal
action, it is necessary that awareness in legal aspects be created among mangers so that
provisions of the act are fully harnessed for benefit of the bank. Physical handling of huge volume
of cheques is compelling banks to consider alternate like electronic fund transfer(EFT) facility
to receive monthly installments’. With amendment in Negotiable Instruments Act, 1882
enabling cheque truncation and E-cheque and with technology taking rapid strides, banks are
exploring to substitute paper Techniques with E-cheques to handle large volumes in timely and
effective manner.
 Consumer credit and fair practices code- With RBI insisting on banks to put in place antitying measures, there is growing demand that lender do not resort to unfair trade practices. It is,
therefore, essential that interest rate, method of compounding, penal interest, pre-payment
penalty, rebate for prompt payment, right of borrowers like copy of loan documents,
statement of account, right of privacy i.e. not sharing his personal profile to business
associate/other agencies should be explained to prospective customer and bank should put in
place a grievance redressal mechanism to sort out problem.
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 Sale of impaired assets- ARCs deal only with purchase of high value assets. The retail loan
portfolio, which consists of housing and car loan, necessitates setting up of ARCs to deal with
impaired assets of retail loans.
 Travel Loan or Holiday loan - Banks have now cashing on people's urge spurge on foreign
holidays by offering 'Travel loan'. Till now, it was prerogative of few foreign banks, but lately
public sector banks have also started granting such loan. Banks are tying up with travel
companies to tap potential travellers.
 “Entrprenuership development”: unemployment is a one of the social-economic problem
in Indian scenario, for generating employment opportunities to the unemployed youth
encourage entrepreneurial skills, abilities among them. To focus on this aspect the retail banking sector
must create necessary mechanism is mandatory.
 Women Entreprenuership:At present,there is a dominance of women forever in almost all
sectors of the economy and are compete with opposite genders. other side, women is
multidimensional role playing character for conducting affairs.
 Industrial development:financial ,developmental institutions like SIDBI, IDBI, IFC, ICICI, I,IC,
IRBI, Nationalised banks, occupies 67% dominant financial market In india.so it is the
relevance instrument for developing retail sector.
 Devolopment of industrial based products: promote agricultural based industries.
Suggestions to expand the indian retail market in india:
To enlist the "unbanked" segment of the society by the service providers is a method to
expand the retail market. It is this underserved segment that is now becoming the focus for
some of the large financial institutions.Rural Credit or Agricultural Credit is a segment to be
explored. It canbe considered as an unbanked segment. It has always been looked upon as
a charitable activity rather than a profitable activity.Now, the time has come for the Customer
to demand a product that is not currently available in the Banker's kitty and the Bank has to
literally create customer-specific products. Here comes the Banker in the role of a Financial
Engineer.Lowering the minimum deposit requirement for opening new accounts as announced
by RBI. To achieve greater financial inclusion, all banks need to make available a basic banking
‘no frills' account either with ‘nil' or very low minimum balances as well as charges that would
make such accounts accessible to vast sections of population. Banks should allow the earlier
facilities to sink into the culture of the customers before any new facilities are launched. Also,
the earlier facilities should be embedded with services so that customers not only appreciate
new technology, but are also in a position to operate. With the effective usage of the cell phone
technology, coupled with web developments service providers can innovate and offer featurerich, user-friendly mobile banking applications.
CONCLUSION:
With much scope in the avenues for operations, the true challenge for the banks in the
current scenario is to stand out in the midst of hard-hitting regulations of the apex body.
Globalization, consolidation and want of expertise are drastically redefining the banking
taxonomy. Thus the participants, be it a Indian financial player or a foreign entrant in the retail
sector have to adopt a different approach in everything viz., products, services to hold the
Indian market share, as a popular saying goes as variety is the spice of life. In the years to come,
customers will be more demanding, competition will be more intense and dealings need to be
more transparent. While the delivery is not going to be a major challenge, surely the quality
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maintenance will be. It is a great challenge for the banks. Managing service quality warrants a
perfect understanding of customer need, designing products which customer appreciates,
developing and monitoring the process that delivers the service or product, training sales people and
measuring customer satisfaction. This is possible only when day-to-day experiences are critically
analyzed and products and policies are aligned to market demand.
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SOCIOECONMIC AND EDUCATIONAL IMPOVERISHMENT
AMONG THE MARGINALIZED COMMUNITIES
* DR. SUDARSAN RAJU CHANDOLU
Abstract:
Education is an instrument through which society can be modified and perfected and social
regeneration can be achieved. The relation of education and society in contemporary changing
societies has become very complex, the relationship between educational system and society is
mutual. In order to become an agent of social change, it is essential that education must
determine the rate of socio-economic changes. The changes can take place if the communities
are developed. In this connection education places an important role in the development of the
communities particularly the women, minorities, scheduled castes and scheduled tribes. In the
context of marginalized communities, The Kothari Commission has recommended that for the
development of nation, there should be a well thought-out, dynamic and clear cut national
policy of education.
In compliance with this the government of India, adopted several programs for the social
development of marginalized communities i.e. Women, Minorities, Scheduled Castes, Scheduled
Tribes. For women empowerment there are several educational programs are launched by the
government of India. In the case of Muslims greater attention was paid to the education of
these groups in the interest of equality and social justice. In the case of scheduled castes and
scheduled tribes in the constitution of India, special attention was paid to these classes by
making special provision for their welfare.
In order to bring the marginalized communities to the main stream the education and
national policies should be redesigned for the all-round development of women, minorities,
scheduled castes and scheduled tribes.
Keywords: Socio-economic, Communities, Education, Development, Policies.
Introduction:
In the post-independence period in India, a major concern of central state government has
been to give increasing attention to education as a factor vital to national progress and security.
The Government of India, in its recent resolution on National Policy on Education, agrees with
the Report of Education Commission (1964-66) which sub-titles its report as “Education and
National Development” and states in its very first sentence that “the destiny of India is now
being shaped in its classrooms” and after discussing some of the changes that are required for
national development, concludes that “if this change on a grand scale is to be achieved without
violent revolution, there is one instrument, and one instrument only that can be used that is
‘education’. The Government resolution clearly states that “The Government of India is
convinced that a radical reconstruction of education on the broad lines recommended by the
Education Commission is essential for the education and socioeconomic development of the
country”.
The Government of India has also laid down in its resolution that “investment in education
should be gradually increased so as to reach a level of expenditure of six percent of the national
income as early as possible.” Thus, the goal of the present-day educational system in India is to
develop in the younger generation new technical and social skills and new values, attitudes and
behavior in consonance with a rational, democratic, equalitarian, secular, achievement and
change-oriented and participant society. Education is vital and necessary for developed as well
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as developing societies. Education does different things for different people but we consider
what it does for the society as whole. Different educational functions are particularly
important, these are: Socialization, Social-human understanding and adjustment, Axiological,
Economical, Political, Ontological, Internalization of social and moral values, International
understanding, Enculturation and Self-sufficiency.
Social Development and Education:
Thus the relation of education and society in contemporary changing societies has become
very complex. The changing society needs a different educational system and therefore forces
certain changes in its functions and structure; and as the society increases the quantum of
planned change it thinks desirable, it calls upon its educational system to help it to bring it
about in a peaceful manner through the socialization of the younger generation. Thus, the
relationship between educational system and society is mutual; sometime the society
influences changes in the educational system and sometimes the educational system influences
changes in society. In order to become an agent of social change, it is essential that education
must determine the rate of techno-economic changes and their direction in society and should
not get determined by them.
Instead of promoting social and national integration and making an active effort to promote
divisive tendencies; caste loyalties are encouraged in a number of private educational
institutions; the rich and the poor are segregated, the former attending the better type of
private schools which charge fees while the latter are forced by circumstances, to attend free
government local authority schools of poor quality. At a time when the need to cultivate a
sense of moral and social responsibility in the rising younger generation is paramount,
education does not emphasize character-formation and makes little or no effort to cultivate
moral and spiritual values, particularly the interests, attitudes and values needed for a
democratic and socialistic society.
National Policy of Education:
Kothari Commission (1964-66) has recommended that for the development of nation, there
should be a well thought out, dynamic and clear cut national policy of education. Hence our
national government, in 1968, declared its national policy of education, the salient features
which deals with social development of weaker sections are:
1. Free and Compulsory Education: According to article 45 of the Indian Constitution, provision
was made for free and compulsory education for all children up to the age of 14.
2. Equality of Educational Opportunities: To provide equality of educational opportunities,
following points are emphasized:
a. Removal of regional imbalance.
b. Rising of standards of schools, methods of teaching should be improved.
c. Special provision should be made for the education of girls.
d. Provision of education to the backward, aboriginal and poor children should be made in
right earnest.
e. Ample provision was made for the education of mentally retarded and physically
handicapped children.
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3. Part Time Education and Correspondence Courses. Universities should structure and work
out various types of part time courses. They should also be allowed to launch various types of
correspondence courses for specific degrees.
4. Eradication of Illiteracy and Provision of Adult Education. Nation wide schemes, help of all
teachers, students, factory workers, office clerks and other literate personnel should be
harnessed to achieve quick results. Such education should be economically self-sufficient and
capable to promote individual and social up-lift.
5. Education of Minorities. There should be adequate facilities for the education of the minority
and backward communities.
6. Pattern of Education. There should be some national pattern of education effective and
prevalent throughout the length and breadth of the country.
While discussing the national policy of education, the Central Government has pledged to
spend 6% of the national income on education. It has also pledged to support all states in their
educational plans and schemes. The national government will review after every five years the
educational state of affairs in the country and bring about the needed reforms in its policies and
programs.
Literacy rate in India according to 2011 census:
In compliance with the national objectives, the Government of India adopted several
programs for the eradication of illiteracy in the country. According to 2011 census the literacy
rate for the country as a whole in 2011 works out to 74.04 per cent for the population aged
seven years and over. The corresponding figures for males and females are 82.14 and 65.46
percent respectively.
Thus, the increase in literacy rates observed during 1991-2011 in respect of persons, males
as well as females have been the highest recorded in comparison to earlier decades since 1951
except in case of males during 1951-61. This improvement in literacy rate augurs well for the
country and needs not only to be sustained but requires acceleration particularly in the case of
the fairer sex. The gap in male-female literacy rates of 18.30 percentage points in 1951,
increased to 26.62 in 1981, but since then there are unmistakable signs of improvement. Thus,
in 1991 this gap was marginally reduced to 24.84 and in 2001 it has further gone down to 21.69
and in 2011 it was 16.68 percentage points. These declines are bound to be slow initially as a
result of the continuing past legacy of a large number of adult illiterate women.
Educating the Marginalized Communities:
Education for Women:
During the post-independence period the main strategy of achieving equalization of
educational opportunities has been the expansion of educational facilities on a massive scale.
So make school accessible to every child. It was thought that expansion of education facilities,
as a part of providing universal elementary education for all would make education available to
the marginalized communities of the society including women.
The progress of education was reviewed in 1985, and it was found that the gap between the
education of male and female populations was still very large. The government took note of the
situation and made specific proposals for development of women’s education in the National
Policy on Education, 1986. The NPE - 1986, which was launched the same year, stated:
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“Education will be used as an agent of basic change in the status of women. In order to
neutralize the accumulated distortions of the past, there will be well-conceived edge in favor of
women. The National System of Education will play a positive, interventionist role in the
empowerment of women. It will foster the development of new values through redesigned
curricula, textbooks, the training and orientation of teachers, decision-makers and
administrators, and the active involvement of educational institutions. This will be promoted
as a part of various courses and educational intuitions encouraged taking up active programs to
further women’s development... The removal of women's illiteracy and obstacles inhibiting
their access to, and retention in, elementary education will receive overriding priority, through
provision of special support services, setting of time targets, and effective monitoring. Major
emphasis will be laid on women's participation in vocational technical and professional
education at different levels. The policy of non-discrimination will be pursued vigorously to
eliminate sex stereotyping in vocational and professional courses and to promote women's
participation in non-traditional occupations, as well as in existing and emergent technologies.”
During the last 66 years since independence, the government has been striving hard to achieve
its targets in different aspects of education including that of women.
Education for Minorities:
As far as the education and social development of the minorities (Muslims) are concerned
greater attention was paid to the education of these groups in the interest of equality and social
justice. This enabled the constitutional guarantees given to them to establish and administer
their own educational institution, and protection to their languages and culture.
Simultaneously, objectivity will be reflected in the preparation of textbooks and in all school
activities and all possible measures will be taken to promote integration based on appreciation
of common national goals and ideals, in conformity with the core curriculum.
As far as education of Muslims the government of Indian launched the following programs
(Choudhary, 1996):
1. Setting up community polytechnics in the areas of predominantly minority concentration for
imparting technical skills;
2. Evaluation of text books through the NCERT from the standpoint of national integration;
3. Organization of training programs through the NCERT and SCERTs for Principals and
Teachers of minority managed institutions;
4. Providing financial assistance to the universities and colleges conducting coaching classes for
students belonging to educationally backward minorities;
5. Setting up of early childhood education centers in the traditional schools and in areas
predominantly inhabited by educationally backward minorities;
6. Promotion of teaching of English, science, and mathematics in traditional madarsas and other
Muslim minority schools, on voluntary basis; and
7. Asking the State governments to compile statistical information, make textbooks available in
minority languages, and provide for teacher-training facilities to teachers in the minority
languages.
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Education for Scheduled Castes, Scheduled Tribes and Backward Classes:
Article 46 of the Indian constitution has placed on the government the onus of promoting
with special care the educational and economic interest of the marginalized communities, and
in particular of scheduled casts and scheduled tribes, and protecting them from social injustice
and all forms of exploitation.
In addition to this the constitution has also safe guarded the interests of scheduled caste
and scheduled tribes against any kind of discrimination in matters related to establishment of
separate educational institutions, admissions in the existing institutions. The government has
also issued notifications and institutions to various state governments, Universities and the
administrations of Union Territories to reserve 20% seats in different educational and technical
institutions for students belonging to the scheduled caste and scheduled tribes sharing 15%
and 5% of the seats respectively.
The Draft National Policy on Education, 1979 expressed grave concern over the dismal
educational conditions of certain disadvantaged sections of the society including Scheduled
Castes and Scheduled Tribes. It stated: While there has been considerable expansion in all
sectors of education in our country, imbalances and inequalities still persist. Girls, Scheduled
Castes and Scheduled Tribes, land-less laborers, backward classes and urban slum poor
generally continue to lag behind in education. Special effort must be made to identify the
problems in these cases and to bring all such people into the fold of education.
The government of India reviewed the progress of education of scheduled castes in 1985
and published a discussion document, and subsequently, formulated the National Policy of
Education (NPE) – 1986 followed by a Program of Action (POA). In these documents, the
detailed proposals (NPE-1986) and schemes (POA-1986) to be pursued for the improvement of
educational status of Scheduled Castes and Scheduled Tribes were given. The central focus in
Scheduled Castes educational development is their equalization with the non-scheduled caste
population at all stages and levels of education, in all areas and in the entire four dimensionsrural male, rural female, urban male and urban female. The measures contemplated for this
purpose include:
a. Incentives to indigent families to send their children to school regularly till they reach the age
of 14;
b. Pre-metric scholarship scheme for children of families engaged in occupations such as
scavenging, flaying and tanning to be made applicable from class I onwards. All children of
such families, regardless of income, are covered by this scheme and time-bound programs
targeted on them are undertaken;
c. Constant micro-planning and verification to ensure that the enrollment, retention and
successful completion of courses by SC students do not fall at any stage, and provision of
remedial courses to improve their prospects for further education and employment;
d. Recruitment of teachers from Scheduled Castes;
e. Provision of facilities for SC students in students' hostels at district headquarters, according
to a phased program;
f. Location of school buildings, Balwadis and Adult Education centers in such a way as to
facilitate full participation of Scheduled Castes;
g. Utilization of NREP and RLEGP resources so as to make substantial educational facilities
available to Scheduled Castes; and
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h. Constant innovation in finding new methods to increase the participation of Scheduled Castes
in the educational process.
The scheduled tribes constitute another important section of the Indian society needing
special attention as far as educational and social development is concerned. The educational
and social problems are more series than any other section of the society because of their
special geographical and environmental constraints. Hence the following measures were taken
to bring the Scheduled Tribes on par with other communities:
a. Priority will be accorded to opening primary schools in tribal areas. The construction of
school buildings will be undertaken in these areas on a priority basis under the normal funds
for education, as well as under the NREP, RLEGP, Tribal Welfare schemes, etc.
b. The socio-cultural milieu of the STs has its distinctive characteristics including, in many
cases, their own spoken language. This underlines the curricula and devises the instructional
material in tribal languages at the initial stage, with arrangements for switching over to the
regional language.
c. Educated and promising Scheduled Tribe youths will be encouraged and trained to take up
teaching in tribal areas.
d. Residential schools, including Ashram Schools, will be established on a large scale.
e. Incentive schemes will be formulated for the Scheduled Tribes, keeping in view their special
needs and life styles. Scholarships for higher education will emphasize technical,
professional and para-technical courses. Special remedial courses and other programs to
remove psychosocial impediments will be provided to improve their performance in various
courses.
f. Anganwadis, Non-formal and Adult Education Centers will be opened on a priority basis in
areas predominantly inhabited by Scheduled Tribes.
g. The Curriculum at all stages of education will be designed to create an awareness of the rich
cultural identify of the tribal people as also of their enormous creative talent.
Conclusion:
The government of India has made earnest efforts, since independence to improve the
educational status of women, and met with the considerable success, yet there is much to be
done to bring them on par with men. There are certain factors, which the progress of girls of
school going are not enrolled because they have to assist their mothers in domestic work, early
marriage and mother hood, illiteracy among mothers, economic dependence of women on men.
The provisional census report of 2011 shows that while in 2001 the literacy rate of females in
India was 54.16%; in 2011 it has raisen to 65.46%. In the case of Muslim community despite
rapid educational development having taken place in India after independence, Muslim
community has remain educationally backward, being unable to take advantage of increased
educational facilities in the country. Therefore the national policy of education 1986 has stated
that some minority groups are deprived of education, and greater attention would pay to
ensure that the minorities properly avail of the existing provisions of the constitutions. The
government adopted the creation of schooling facilities in the areas which are densely
populated by minorities and other educationally deprived sections.
The literacy rate of scheduled caste and scheduled tribes when compared with the literacy
rate of non-scheduled communities indicate that the persons belonging to the scheduled groups
are far behind the persons belonging to non scheduled communities. It can be observed that
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there are wide disparities between the scheduled and non scheduled sections of the society in
India. The government of India has been making continuous efforts to equalize educational
opportunities between the privileged and disadvantaged sections of the society by way of
implementing the provisions of article 46 of the constitution. After independence, a number of
steps have been taken by the government to strengthen the educational base of the
marginalized communities. Though, there is satisfactory progress of scheduled caste in
education, yet, much work has to be done to remove the educational disparities, which exists on
various grounds.
We are still having all these problems to be solved. There is a need of collective discipline.
Education should be so designed that creation of a committed work force is created and work
culture to be revived. In our national perception the education should be designed for all round
development of the marginalized communities. It has an acculturating role. It is to be given to
all irrespective of Caste, Creed, Religion and Sex. So education should create a sense of equality.
Education should generate on aesthetic sense in the community so as to enable them to enjoy a
creative and accommodate life. When the marginalized communities are provided with
learning opportunity as well as effective pedagogy supports to acquire specific language,
numerical and other competencies, they are likely to be better able to academically cope with
the rigorous of the formal school which ultimately leads for the social and economic
development.
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MANAGING A LIBRARY IS A MULTI-TASKKING ACTIVITY
* DR. PILLI RENUKA
Introduction
Library management is a sub-discipline of institutional management that focuses on
specific issues faced by libraries. Library management encompasses normal management tasks
as well as intellectual freedom, anti-censorship. and fundraising tasks. Issues faced in library
management frequently overlap those faced in management of non-profit organizations.
Library Objectives Strategic planning and development of a library is guided mainly by the
goals and objectives of the parent institution of which the library is a part. In any given adult
education set-up, you could frame library objectives along the following lines.
Library management:
Library management is a sub-discipline of institutional management that focuses on
specific issues faced by libraries and library management professionals. Library management
encompasses normal managerial tasks, as well as intellectual freedom and fundraising
responsibilities. Issues faced in library management frequently overlap with those faced in
managing non-profit organizations. The basic functions of library management include, but are
not limited to: planning and negotiating the acquisition of materials, Interlibrary Loan (ILL)
requests, stacks maintenance, overseeing fee collection, event planning, fundraising, andhuman
resources.
Common library construct:
Most libraries that store physical media like books, periodicals, film, and other objects
adhere to some derivative of the Dewey Decimal System as their method for tagging, storing,
and retrieving materials based on unique identifiers. The uses of such systems have caused
librarians to develop and leverage common constructs that act as tools for both library
professionals and library users alike. These constructs include master catalogs, domain
catalogs, indexes, unique identifiers, unique identifier tokens, and artifacts. A master catalog
acts as a catalog of all domain or topic-specific catalogs and often directs the user to a more
specific area of a library, where the user can find a more specific domain catalog. For example,
upon entering a very large library, one may find a master catalog that will direct a patron to a
specific wing of the library that focuses on a specific subject, such as law, history, fiction, etc.
In contrast, domain catalogs are usually made up of a system of very large libraries, where a
master catalog cannot hold all of the system's information. As a result, the master catalog leads
the user to domain catalogs that contain homogeneous references to specific artifacts that fall
within the category or domain assigned to that catalog. For example, a very large library may
nave many domain catalogs one for law, one for history, one for fiction, etc. In the case of
smaller libraries where the uses of domain catalogs are unnecessary, the master catalog can
contain all of the information. Indexes represent a grouping of artifacts by some relevant
grouping constraint. The most common index groupings are "by title," "by subject," and "by
author."
Often referred to more simply as IDs, unique identifiers represent a means of assigning
and tagging an artifact with a readable string of characters that is unique to that single artifact.
Such identifiers usually include the address or location of the artifact within the library, and a
unique character set that helps to distinguish artifacts that have common traits like common
titles. Such unique identifiers are also broken into tokens and are usually placed somewhere on
the surface of the artifact being stored, such as on the binding of a book, to facilitate in easily
locating that item. Unique identification strings are broken into predefined and fixed position
segments or sub-strings. Each segment is called a token and represents a mapping to something
meaningful, hence the name unique identifier tokens. For example, one token may lead a user to
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a specific wing of a library; another might lead the user to a specific aisle within that wing,
another to a specific bookcase within that aisle, etc., all ultimately leading to the artifact itself.
Such tokens are often separated by a character that is often referred to as a tokenizer (e.g."."
or":"). Artifacts represent those original things or authorized copies of things that are being
categorized, stored within, and retrieved from libraries. Examples of artifacts include books,
periodicals, research documentation, film, and computer disks.
Planning and maintaining library facilities
An important aspect of library management is planning and maintaining library facilities.
An successful planning is defined as "active planning that ensures an organization will have the
right people in the right place at the right time for right job" Planning the construction of new
libraries or remodeling those that exist is integral since user needs are often changing. To
supplement their operating budget, managers often secure funding through donor gifts and
fundraising. Many facilities have begun including cafes, Friends of the Library spaces, and even
exhibits to help generate additional revenue. These areas should be taken into account when
planning for building expansions. The site for new construction must be found, then the
building must be designed, constructed, and eventually evaluated. Once established, it is
important that the building is regularly maintained. This may be completed by delegating tasks
to maintenance personnel or by hiring an outside company through bids.
i.
Facilitate access to information for knowledge, education, and learning.
ii.
Support research activities and programs of the set-up by offering proactive
information services
iii.
Support outreach programs of the adult education set-up, designed to educate and
inform adult user groups on social, economic and educational issues, problems, and
opportunities of interest them.
iv.
Offer proactive services for effective use of all types of library materials.
v.
Store and preserve information of archival nature such as local traditions, customs,
and locally generated process documentation reports, etc.
vi.
Use library as the platform for social, economic, and cultural development of the target
communities.
Activity Explain on the basis of your past experience why libraries are relevant in
achieving the objectives of adult education setups. How to Manage a Library resources and in
leading their human capital are known to give better performance. Keeping in view the fact that
libraries in adult education set ups are, by design, small budget libraries,' confined to one room
space, and adult education staff manages them manually on part time basis, these four
management functions would occur in varying degree. In such a typical set up, the functions of
organizing and controlling would receive greater attention compared to other two functions.
For managing a library you may take the following step-by-step approach.
Library management involves functions such as planning, organizing, leading, and
controlling. Planning is about systematically making decisions about the library goals.
Organizing is about assembling and coordinating human, financial, physical, informational, and
other resources needed to achieve library goals. Leading is about functions that involve efforts
on the part of the librarian to stimulate high performance by employees, and controlling about
monitoring various library operations and services. These four management functions
are highly integrated, but libraries that excel in organizing material.
MANAGING A LIBRARY
Step 1: Defining library policies for collection development
Step 2: Defining library authority and library advisory committee
Step 3: Define procedures for library organization and administration
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Step 4: Defining library space, equipment and tools for library operations and services
Step 5: Defining procedures for maintenance of library collections Let us discuss each step in a
little more detail.
Step 1: Library Policies for Collection Development
Step 1: includes the following tasks
i) Define the objectives of your library: State clearly the purpose of its existence.
ii) Define your user community and their information needs: This requires complete
knowledge and understanding about library stakeholders. This may include adult
education teams, extension workers and adult education professionals, local community
members and those who provide funds for the library. Their information needs can be
assessed through library surveys, personal interviews, and informal discussions with all
stakeholders.
iii) Define library policy for building collections: The policy states the guiding principles and
procedures under which collection development activities, including the selection,
maintenance, and weeding of print, electronic, and media library materials will occur.
This would also mean specifying subject areas of interest to library stakeholders, their
languages preferences, and formats of published and unpublished material (i.e. print,
non-print, or electronic format). Non-print material could include films, slides,
transparencies, photographs, maps posters, charts, etc. The policy must also define the
limits in terms of collection size, keeping in view the users strength in a given subject,
space available within the library premises, and annual budget earmarked for the
purpose. The policy may also specify the subject areas in which the library is going build
its archival collection, if any. Such a policy statement on the part of the library ensures
continuity and consistency in selection and revision of materials for the library
collections.
iv) Define what different collections are required to be developed and sustained keeping in
view users' information needs: The possible options include books collection, reports
collection, pamphlet collection, multimedia collection, and reference collection
(comprising dictionaries, yearbooks, directories, who's who almanacs, general and
subject encyclopedias), etc. The library may decide on developing some of these
collections keeping in view the users' information needs.
v) Define your book selection policy: State the distribution of library budget by subject and by
collection. The policy may also state guidelines for acquiring multiple copies of books,
guidelines for accepting books from donors, and guidelines for weeding out material.
Step 2: Library Authority and Library Advisory Committee Libraries in adult education setups
are, by design, small budget libraries, confined to one room space, and managed manually on
part time basis by adult education staff. The person in-Basic tasks in library management
include: planning the acquisition of materials negotiating borrowing materials from other
libraries selection of library materials stacks maintenance fee collection in proper way
membership management responding to challenges approving and designing events
fundraising Long-term issues Long-term issues include: planning the construction of new
libraries extensions to existing ones building maintenance Updating the information books and
new version
ASSOCIATIONS
The Library Leadership and Management Association (LLAMA), a division of the
American Library Association, provides leaders with webinar, conferences, awards and grants,
Library Leadership & Management (online quarterly magazine), and books. LLAMA membership
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includes a free subscription to great leadership Library Leadership & Management and
discounts on conferences and publications.
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JOB SATISFACTION AND QUALITY OF LIFE OF WHITE COLLAR PERSON OF
CO-OPERATIVE AND NATIONALIZE BANK
* DR.ASHISH SUBHASH JADHAV
Introduction:
Job satisfaction is an individual’s general attitude toward the job according Lock (1976)
“job satisfaction is a pleasurable or positive emotional state resulting from the appraisal of ones
job or job experience”.Maslow presented theoretical Model which is based on primary and
secondary drives which serve to motivation. There are works it self pay, motivation,
opportunity supervision, co-workers are dimension. There is a influence of job satisfaction of
they following condition pay, the work itself, promotion, supervision, workgroup, working
condition. Job satisfaction is very important factor for they employees. Kalpana R.A.(2000)
Robince(1993) Thomase and Beear (2004) focused on job satisfaction. And concluded that job
satisfaction is important factor for they private and public sector.
They quality of life is associated with job satisfaction because the varies aspect of job
satisfaction affected quality of life of the worker. The quality of life influence on life satisfaction,
logativity, life span, optimistic behavior, positive thinking, and positive personality of indugel
.Happiness ‘and pleasure is related with life satisfaction and well being these aspects are
reinfarcing The quality of life. There are positive and negative effect of life. There are positive
and negative effects of quality of life. Job satisfaction is one of the important factor. Which is
responsible fore positive and negative aspect. In the quality of life. Hence researcher has been.
Revised various literature on quality of life and focused on the problem.
Objectives:
 To study the job satisfaction among white collar personal of Co-operative bank.
 To study the job satisfaction among white collar personal of nationalize bank.
 To study to job satisfaction among white collar personal of Co-operative and nationalize
bank.
Hypothesis :
Ho1:- There is no significant difference between white collar personal of Co-operative &
nationalize bank for job satisfaction.
Ho2:-There is no significant difference between white collar personal of Co-operative &
nationalize bank for quality life.
Review of literature:
Singh mira (1990), studied the job satisfaction, job involvement and participated amongst,
different categories of bank employees, viz officers and clerical card of nationalized bank .Sinha
A.K.T. (1988) job satisfaction a study on bank employees.Hodson (1991) Analyzed that job
satisfaction in the broad sense simply refers to a person’s general attitude toward the job or
towards the specific dimension of their job.Sharma K. and Sen S. (1990) “Organizational
stress and job satisfaction.” The result revealed that a negative deletion between organizational
stress and job satisfaction quality of life
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Methodology:
A) Selection of Sample
Researder selected fifty white collar personal of Co-operative bank and fifty white collar
personal from nationalize bank, age group are not fixed but all were executives level:B) Research Design
White Collar (Bankers)

Co-operative bank

Nationalize bank

(50)

(50)

Variables :
1) Type of organization.
IV:A) Co-operative bank executives.
B) Nationalize Bank executives.
Dv:
A) Job satisfaction.
B) Quality of the life.
C) Selection of Research Tool:
Job satisfaction scale by shreervasta and sing the test retest reliability is pint 0.88 validity is
accepted.
Quliety of life scal by Parkha Borse A.S.
Statistical Treatment: Mean, SD, t, is used for data analysis.
Result and Interpretation:
Ho1:- There is no significant difference between white collar person of Co-operative and
nationalize bank person for their job satisfaction.
Table number one is showing the mean difference between co-operative banks person and
nationalize bank person for their job satisfaction.
Job
Satisfaction

Nationalize Banks Employees

Co-operative Banks employees

N

50

50

77.7

79.6

12.54

12.53

σ
‘t’
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In above mention table number one shows the mean of co-operative bank person is 79.6
and S.D. is 12.53 mean of nationalize bank person 77.7 and S.D. is 12.54 and obtained‘t’ value is
0.75 which is less than 0.05 level at 98 df at 0.05 level hens hypothesis is accepted and there is
no significant difference between co-operative bank person and nationalize bank person for
their job satisfaction.
Ho2:-

There is no significant difference between white collar person of Co-operative bank
and nationalize bank person for their quality of life.

Table number tow is showing mean difference between co-operative bank person and
nationalize bank person for their quite of life.
Quality of life

Co-operative Bank employs

Nationalize Banks employees

N

50

50

19.16

22.61

4.17

5.94

σ
‘t’

3.33 > 0.01 = 2.63

In above mention table number two shows the mean of co-operative bank person is 19.16
and S.D. is 4.17 mean of nationalize bank person 22.61 and S.D. is 5.94 and obtained‘t’ value is
3.33 which is greater than 0.01 level at 98 df at 0.01 level hence the hypothesis is rejected and
there is significant difference between co-operative bank person and nationalize bank person
for their quality of life.
Conclusion:
 There is no significant difference between co-operative bank person and nationalize bank
person for their job satisfaction.
 There is significant difference between co-operative bank person and nationalize bank
person for their quality of life.
Limitation:
 Researcher only selected hundred white collar workers, from co-operative and Nationalize
bank.
 Only Jalgaon, Dhule, city area is selected for study
 Researcher not concern education and age and experience.
Recommendation:
1) Only few statistical technique used recommendation the further researcher may use various
variable for study
2) Researcher may use white data and professional level of workers.
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TEACHING COMPETENCY AND TEACHER JOB SATISFACTION AMONG
SECONDARY SCHOOL TEACHERS IN VISAKHAPATNAM DISTRICT
* DR.N.V.S.SURYANARAYANA ** GOTETI HIMABINDU
Introduction :
True education, it must be noted at the outset, is a powerful force in bringing about desired
change. It is education and education alone that can bring about changes in knowledge, skills,
attitudes, appreciations and understanding things around us. The definitions of Education
formulated by a group of experts for the dictionary of education stressed two important things
in education. Firstly, education is a process, which should develop the required ability, attitude
and other forms of behaviour for the full development of the personality. Undoubtedly any
philosopher can comment that the ultimate aim of any education is to make a man of good
character and useful citizen of the universe. This of education we can achieve through the
quality of education, quality of teachers and quality of teaching learning process. Other things
remaining, the quality of education largely learning transaction cannot be undertaken in
vacuum but it is positively directed action, for which teachers are to be endeavor with
satisfaction towards a job and the need of possessing the quality change-prone. This is the right
time to focus the significance of Teacher Job Satisfaction in relation to Teacher ChangeProneness among the Primary School Teachers.
Similar views were expressed by the Indian Education Commission (1964 – 66)
regarding the role of the teacher. The commission opined that ‘of all different factors, which
influence the quality of education and its contribution to national development, the quality,
competence and character of teachers are undoubtedly the most significant’. ‘Schools are the
nurseries of the Nation’ and ‘Teachers are the Architects of the future’ are no mere figurative
expressions but truthful statements, as significant as they are suggestive. Victories are won,
peace is preserved, progress is achieved, civilization is built up and history is made in
educational institutions, which are the seed beds of culture, where children in whose hands
quiver the destiny of the future, are trained and from their ranks will come out when they grow
up, statesman and soldiers, patriots and philosophers who will determine the progress of the
land. In their attitude to life and their approach to problems they will bear the imprint and the
influence of the training they received at the hands of their teachers. The teacher’s role is thus
as important as his responsibility is onerous. ‘The good teacher must enlighten by his example,
show wisdom in his discourse and restraint by his silence; he must help the willing with a
welcoming encouragement; overcome the recalcitrant with a patient determination and check
the exhibitionist with a reasonable superciliousness. What he stands for, important for all
times, is of paramount importance in the deepening blackout of spiritual and intellectual values
by which our age is oppressed’ – C.E.M.Joad.
The imperative that the entire process of teaching learning transaction depend on the
efficiency of a teacher, who is in turn able to manifest potentialities of a child into actuality, be
accepted with no hesitation. Teaching learning process cannot be undertaken in vacuum but it
is a positively directed action, for which teachers are to be endowed with teaching competency.
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There has been an enormous amount of research which could answer to such questions as –
what teaching behaviours are related to pupil out comes in different areas of classroom
learning? In what way they are related. What are the characteristics of effective ad ineffective
teachers? How can teaching behaviours be incorporated in teachers during their training?
Lot of research efforts have been directed on teaching competency but unfortunately
much attention of research is not drawn to correlate teaching competency in relation to
Teacher Job Satisfaction. Rao, R.B. (1989) says that ‘the quality or effectiveness of teachers is
considered to be associated with his satisfaction towards his profession, his satisfaction with
his values. Fontana, D. (1986) regarded that ‘if the teacher is too rigid or has a doctrinaire
belief of that his methods are right and those of any one who disagrees with him are wrong,
then he will be depriving his children of a range of possible learning experiences, to their
disadvantage and to his own’. Thus, it is clear that an effective and competent teacher will
achieve the desired learning outcomes, provided if he satisfied in his profession. But no
significant efforts are found to study the competency in relation to job satisfaction among
teachers.
Teacher Job Satisfaction:
The term Job Satisfaction is generally used in organizational endeavor in business
management. One of the senses signs of deteriorating conditions in an organization is low job
satisfaction (Keith Devi, 1993). Job Satisfaction is the favourableness or unfavourableness with
which employees view their work (Bruneberg, 1976). It signifies the amount of agreement
between one’s expectations of the job and the rewards to the job provides. Job satisfaction is
concerned with a person or a group in the organization. Of many dimensions, the researcher
considered the following dimensions for measuring Teacher Job Satisfaction. They are (1)
Professional; (2) Teaching Learning; (3) Innovation; and – (4) Inter-personal relations.
Teacher Change-Proneness:
Change-Proneness, though quite recent in origin, with astonishing rapidity has become
almost a catch word. It is the tendency to accept anything which is new, novel, to be imbibed in
their style of work. It is the state of flux and dilemma brought about by devotion to a cause
which may promote and result at expected rewards or fail to produce unexpected revolts (Uday
Koundinya, 1999). Change is the order of day. Everybody should acdept this truth and those
changes too. From ancient times, whenever a new discovery, a strange concept and a novel
theory has proposed, there has been an ‘up-surge’ among others. How a teacher should be, is a
puzzling question. Teacher at his best should be active not reactive, must strive rather than
submit he must be author of his behavior rather than have ti dictated by authority. The teacher
should perform his duties in his own style. The pattern of functioning of teachers reveals the
existence of two categories of teachers.
Review of related Litarature :
Many research studies made on Teacher Job Satisfaction from different angles with
different independent variables. Anna F.Lobosco and Dianna L.Newman (1992) studied
'Teaching Special Needs Populations and Teacher Job Satisfaction'. Teachers' perceptions of
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their jobs are strongly related to their perceptions of their students. This article confirms what
one might expect: Working with students who are gifted and talented positively predicts job
satisfaction, whereas working with students who have learning difficulties has a negative effect.
Ronit (2001) studied 'The Influence of Leadership Style on Teacher Job Satisfaction'. This study
disclosed the effects of principals’ leadership style (transformational or transactional),
principals’ decision-making strategy (autocratic versus participative), and teachers’ occupation
perceptions on teacher satisfaction from the job. More specifically, it attempts to find out how
much of the variation in teachers’ job satisfaction can be attributed to their perceptions of their
occupation, as compared to their perceptions about their principals’ leadership style and
decision-making strategy. Sonnie S.Billingsley and Lawrence H.Cross (1992) studied 'Predictors
of Commitment, Job Satisfaction and Intent to Stay in Teaching: A Comparison of General and
Special Educators'. The primary purpose of this study was to identify variables that influence
teachers' commitment and job satisfaction among both general and special educators. A
secondary purpose was to determine the extent to which these commitment and satisfaction
variables influence teachers' intent to stay in teaching. The investigations made in this country
on Teacher Job Satisfaction on various nook corners with the help of demographic variables by
using the statistical procedure to obtain the results according to their needs. Lavinga (1974)
took a sample of 1600 and find that female teachers were more satisfaied than male teachers.
Muthaiah (1981) and Meera Dixit (1984) findings confirms the same. In the studies of Virachari,
S (1987), Bhandarkar (1980), Gupta (1980), Girens Rebay (1988), primary, secondary school
teachers and college teachers are investigated. Bhandarkar, Rebay found a positive relation
between age, experience of Job satisfaction. There is no significant difference to sex or level of
education and job satisfaction. Regarding pay and supervision the teachers are dissatisfied.
Gupta states that marital status; age and experience were not associated with job satisfaction.
Rebay states that not only the gender, marital status, age, qualifications but also the location of
the schools have no relationship with job satisfaction and at the same time the experience and
salaries of the teachers have a significant relationship with job satisfaction.
Clemence, S.M. (1989) found that role conflict affected job satisfaction of women
teachers but social dimension of value influenced their job satisfaction rather favourably.
Saxena, N. (1990) while studying a sample of higher secondary schoolteachers in Madhya
Pradesh, did not find any difference due to gender, stream (science or arts), experience and
other variables on job satisfaction. Where Naseema (1994) studied Teaching competency of
Secondary School physical science teachers in relation to their satisfaction of teaching the
subject. Naseema and Ayshabi (1995) studied satisfaction as a predictor of perceived teaching
competence. Kulsun (1998) wanted identify whether job satisfaction of school teaches varies
with their perception of school organizational climate or not. Susan L.Swars and Others (2009)
studied 'A Two-Dimensional Model of Teacher Retention and Mobility'. In this mixed-methods
study is a teacher-initiated, collaborative inquiry involving a professional development school
(PDS) and a university. The investigation focused on teachers' perceptions of teacher retention
and mobility at their PDS. Participants were 134 teachers at a high-needs elementary school
with data sources including surveys, interviews, and open-ended questionnaires.
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Rao, D.S. (1967) made an attempt by conducting a study ‘An inquiry into the factors
that contributes to the promotion or inhibition of educational innovations’ listed out a few
factors, which influence and govern educational innovations. Singh, T. (1977) in his doctoral
study thoroughly discussed about adoption and dis-contribution of innovations in the
preparation of secondary school teachers. In India and listed out a few strategies to be adopted
for bringing innovations which enable effective preparation of secondary school teachers who
were to be flexible and adaptable and impact effective instruction. Mukhopadhyaya and Saxena
(1980) in their research study ‘the factors contributing to teacher’s change proneness’
concluded that change-proneness has been found to be related significantly and positively to
urban back ground, teachers relation with principal, satisfaction in teaching, rapport among
teachers, perceived leadership behavior of the principal, attitude toward teaching profession,
perceived status of teachers and job satisfaction.
Problem:
The problems posed in this study are to establish reliability and validity of Teacher Job
Satisfaction and Teacher Change-Proneness (1) Development of suitable tool to measure the Teacher Job Satisfaction.
(2) Development of suitable tool to measure the Teacher Change-Proneness.
(3) Finding out the relationship between Teacher Job Satisfaction and Teacher ChangeProneness.
Objectives of the Study:
o

Studying the significance of relationship between Teacher Job Satisfaction and Teacher
Change-Proneness.

o

Studying the significance of relationship between the dimensions of Teacher Job
Satisfaction.

o

Studying the significance of relationship between the dimensions of Teacher ChangeProneness.

o

Studying the significance of difference between various demographic variables in respect of
Teacher Job Satisfaction and Teacher Change-Proneness.

o

Studying the significance of difference between high and low Teacher Job Satisfaction in
relation to Teacher Change-Proneness.

o

Studying the significance of difference between high and low Teacher Change-Proneness. in
relation to Teacher Job Satisfaction.

Hypotheses:
Modern investigators are unique agreed that whenever hypothesis possible research
come to light that it should be form a hypothesis only. According to W.Stanely Jevons defined
the importance of hypothesis as it serves a sort of guiding light in the world of darkness. In the
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words of Deobold D.Van Dalen a hypothesis serves as powerful beacon that lights the research
worker. While Carter V.Good thinks by guiding the investigator the hypothesis serves as the
investigators’ ‘eye’ in seeking answers as to tentatively adopted generalization. While Travers
(ed.) discloses that ‘postulates may be considered are fore-runners of laws. As more and more
evidence concerning the validity of postulates is accumulated through to the accepted be called
laws.
In the present study the investigator felt the need of the hypotheses to be framed
before pursuing the study as they act as the beacon lights, which illuminate the part of research
area and facilitate the investigator to pass on through turbulent walkers. Accordingly the
investigator has proposed the following hypotheses for testing the tools with reference to the
above objectives.
Major Hypotheses:
(1) There is no significant relationship between Teacher Job Satisfaction and Teacher ChangeProneness.
(2) There is no significant relationship between various dimensions of Teacher Job
Satisfaction.
(3) There is no significant relationship between various dimensions of Teacher ChangeProneness.
(4) There is no significance of inter and intra relationship between the dimensions of Teacher
Job Satisfaction and Teacher Change-Proneness.
(5) There is no significant difference between Low ad High groups of Teacher Job Satisfaction
in relation to Teacher Change-Proneness.
(6) There is no significant difference between Low and High groups of Teacher ChangeProneness in relation to Teacher Job Satisfaction.
Procedure:
In order to test the hypotheses the investigator is planned and executed in four phases.
In the first phase is developing and standardization of Teacher Job Satisfaction and Teacher
Change-Proneness self-rating scales.
In the second phase is measuring the Teachers’ opinionnaire with the help of above two
self-rating scales.
In the third phase is using appropriate statistical procedure is adopted to find out the
significant relationship between Teacher Job Satisfaction and Teacher Change-Proneness.
In the fourth phase using appropriate statistical procedures is adopted to find out the
significance of difference between the different demographic variables of teachers in their
Teacher Job Satisfaction and Teacher Change-Proneness.
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Administration of the Tools:
After developing and standardizing the tools viz., Teacher Job Satisfaction and Teacher
Change-Proneness of the present study following the Predictive Validity as suggested by John,
W.Best and James V.Khan, the final and fresh scales are prepared for the purpose of final study
and to administer with a specific instructions. The Job Satisfaction Scale is consists of 25 items.
Strongly, Agree, Neutral, Disagree and Strongly Disagree were provided against each statement.
Numerical values of 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5 were given to five alternative responses as mentioned
above. A Total count of responses was obtained by adding the numerical values checked for
these 25 items. Separate total values can also be obtained for four different areas. The total can
theoretically range from 25 to 125. The Teacher Change-Proneness Questionnaire is consists of
30 items. Four Point Scale viz., Always, Occasionally, Seldom and Never was provided against
each statement. Similarly, the numerical values of 1, 2, 3 and 4 were given to four alternative
responses as mentioned above. A Total count of responses was obtained by adding the
numerical values checked for these 30 items. Separate total values can also be obtained for four
different areas. Thus the total scores lies in between 30 – 120. The investigator gave necessary
instructions and made appeal to the selected sample of respondents to respond for all the items
of the above tools administered among the sample of selected Primary School Teachers in
Visakhapatnam District. Each scale is stared with personal data sheet. These two scales are
administered among 149 Teachers of different category institutions situated in different areas
in and around Visakhapatnam.
Collection of Data:
For collecting the data the investigator visited each school and administered the above
scales to the teachers personally. They are requested to record their details as per the
demographic data sheet appended to both scales. Teachers are further advised not to leave any
item of the scales. Most of the teachers are enthusiastically participated, filled these tools on
the spot and return to the investigator. Thus these two tools collected from the selected sample
of teachers are scores according to the scoring procedure.
Scoring Procedure:
The responses scored according to the key of each Tool as detailed herewith –
The Teacher Job Satisfaction Measurement Tool is scored from 5 to 1 for all 25 items in
respect of positive items and the score 1 to 5 is awarded for negative items. Thus, the total
score of this tool will be in between 25 to 125. While in the case of Teacher Change-Proneness
tool is scored from 4 to 1 in respect of positive items and 1 to 4 is awarded in respect of
negative items. Thus the total score of this tool will be in between 30 to 120.
Sample:
The sample selected for the present investigation is covering with 149 Primary school
teachers from different Institutions situated in different areas. Random sampling technique is
followed to draw the sample for the present study. In the study the variables like – Sex (Male
and Female), Locality (Rural and Urban), Qualification (TTC, B.Ed., and M.Ed.,), Experience
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(below and above 20 years), Age (below 35 years and above 35 years), Medium of Instruction
(English medium and Telugu Medium), Marital Status (Married and Unmarried) and Type of
Management (Mandal Parishad, Municipality, Minority, Private Aided and Private Unaided
Schools) are taken into consideration.
Limitations of the Study:
o

The Study is limited to Teachers working in Primary Schools in Visakhapatnam District.

o

To study the Teacher Job Satisfaction and Teacher Change-Proneness, Scale self-rating
scales are used.

o

Of many dimensions used for Teacher Job Satisfaction – Professional, Teaching Learning,
Innovations and Inter-personal Relations are used in this study.

o

Similarly, of many dimensions used for Teacher Change-Proneness the dimensions like –
Innovativeness, Hesitating nature, Consideration and Acceptance of help are used in the
study.

o

Further, this study is limited to the Primary School Teachers in and around Visakhapatnam
City.

o

It is also stated that this study is administered among the selected sample of Primary
School Teachers taking the selected variables like Sex, Locality, Age, Marital Status,
Qualification, Experience, Medium of Instruction, and Type of Management into
consideration.

Statistical Techniques used:


After collection of the data from the selected respondents, computation of the scoring
procedure is adopted by following the statistical technique procedure to analyze the data.



To find out the relationship between Teacher Job Satisfaction and Teacher ChangeProneness, ‘r’ values are computed. Coefficient correlations for all the dimensions are
calculated.



To measure the difference between the selected sample of teachers in their Teacher Job
Satisfaction and Teacher Change-Proneness - Means, Standard Deviations are computed for
the entire distributed items tool wise and variable wise and obtained the value of ‘t’.

Table showing the Comprehensive Inter-correlation
Matrix for all Dimensions of Teacher Job Satisfaction and Teacher Change-Proneness
Job Satisfaction

1

Change-Proneness

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

1.00

0.45

0.62

0.38

0.57

0.32

0.29

0.31

0.19

0.21

1.00

0.69

0.54

0.41

0.27

0.18

0.34

0.25

0.19

2
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3

1.00

4
5
6
7

0.47

0.61

0.38

0.26

0.20

0.24

0.35

1.00

0.53

0.26

0.31

0.28

0.32

0.22

1.00

0.23

0.17

0.22

0.31

0.29

1.00

0.45

0.62

0.38

0.57

1.00

0.69

0.54

0.41

1.00

0.47

0.61

1.00

0.53

8
9
10

1.00

Job Satisfaction

Change-Proneness

1.Professional

6.Innovativeness

2.Teaching Learning

7.Hesitating Nature

3.Innovation

8.Consideration

4.Inter-personal relations

9.Acceptance of help

5.Total of Teacher

10.Total of Teacher

Besides testing the other hypothesis, the investigator has also conducted the study of
Comprehensive Inter-correlation Matrix for all the Dimensions of Teacher Job Satisfaction and
Teacher Change-Proneness. The above table is clearly disclosed that inters and intra
relationship between all the dimensions of Teacher Job Satisfaction and Teacher ChangeProneness. The coefficients of correlation between all the values of ‘r’ are in accordance with
the principles stipulated by Garrette, H.E. (1981). With reference to verification of values of ‘r’
drawn from the above table, it is concluded that there is positive and significance of
relationship between Inters and Intra-dimensions of Teacher Job Satisfaction and Teacher
Change-Proneness. Hence, the hypothesis is rejected. Further, the researcher has observed
that there is a high and positive significant relationship between the dimensions of Teacher Job
Satisfaction like – Professional, Teaching Learning, Innovation, Inter-Personal Relations, Total
of Teacher Job Satisfaction and all other dimensions of Teacher Change-Proneness remaining
aspects are substantially correlated each other. It is also observed that there is high positive
relationship between the dimensions of Teacher Change-Proneness like – Innovativeness,
Hesitating nature, Consideration, Acceptance of help, Total of Teacher Change-Proneness and
other dimensions of Teacher Job Satisfaction aspects are substantially correlated each other.
CONCLUSIONS:
From the above discussion with reference to the statistical profiles presented earlier,
the following conclusions are arrived at.
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o

There is positive significant relationship between Teacher Job Satisfaction and Teacher
Change-Proneness.



There is positive significant relationship between the dimensions – Professional, Teaching
Learning, Innovation and Inter-personal relation aspects of Teacher Job Satisfaction.



There is positive significant relationship between the dimensions – Innovativeness,
Hesitating nature; Consideration and Acceptance of help aspects of Teacher ChangeProneness.



There is positive significant relationship between inters and intra dimensions of Teacher
Job Satisfaction and Teacher Change-Proneness aspects.

Teacher Job Satisfaction:


There is no significance of difference between Male and Female Teachers.



There is significance of difference between Rural and Urban area Teachers. The mean vale
obtained by Rural area teachers is greater than Urban area Teachers.



There is no significance of difference between below 35 years age and above 35 years age
teachers.



There is significance of difference between Married and Unmarried Teachers. The mean
vale obtained by Unmarried Teachers is greater than Married Teachers.



There is significance of difference between the Teachers with TTC., and Teachers with
B.Ed. The mean value obtained by the Teachers with TTC., is greater than the Teachers
with B.Ed.



There is no significance of difference between the Teachers with TTC., and Teachers with
M.Ed.



There is no significance of difference between the Teachers with B.Ed., and Teachers with
M.Ed.



There is no significance of difference between below 15 years experience teachers above
15 years experience teachers.



There is no significance of difference between the Teachers of English Medium instruction
and Telugu Medium instruction.



There is no significance of difference between the teachers working in Mandal Parishad
Schools and Municipal Schools.



There is no significance of difference between the teachers working in Mandal Parishad
Schools and Minority Schools.



There is no significance of difference between the teachers working in Mandal Parishad
Schools and Aided Schools.
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There is no significance of difference between the teachers working in Mandal Parishad
Schools and Private Unaided Schools.



There is no significance of difference between the teachers working in Municipal Schools
and Minority Schools.



There is no significance of difference between the teachers working in Municipal Schools
and Aided Schools.



There is no significance of difference between the teachers working in Municipal Schools
and Private unaided Schools.



There is no significance of difference between the teachers working in Minority Schools
and Aided Schools.



There is no significance of difference between the teachers working in Minority Schools
and Private Unaided Schools.



There is no significance of difference between the teachers working in Aided Schools and
Private Unaided Schools.

Teacher Change-Proneness:


There is significance of difference between Male and Female Teachers. The mean value
obtained by Female Teachers is greater than Male Teachers.



There is significance of difference between Rural and Urban area School Teachers. The
mea value obtained by Urban area School Teachers is greater than the Teachers of Rural
area School Teachers.



There is no significance of difference between below 35 years age teachers and above 35
years age teachers.



There is significance of difference between Married teachers ad Unmarried teachers. The
mean value obtained by Married Teachers is greater than Unmarried Teachers.



There is significance of difference between the Teachers with TTC., and Teachers with B.Ed.
The mean value obtained by the Teachers with B.Ed., is greater than the mean value
obtained by the Teachers with TTC.



There is no significance of difference between the Teachers with TTC., and Teachers with
M.Ed.



There is no significance of difference between the Teachers with B.Ed., and Teachers with
M.Ed.



There is significance of difference between below 15 years experience teachers and above
15 years experience teachers. The mean vale obtained by below 15 years experience
teachers is greater than above 15 years experience teachers.
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There is significance of difference between Teachers of English Medium Instruction and
Telugu Medium Instruction. The mean value obtained by the Teachers of English Medium
Instruction is greater than the Teachers of Telugu Medium Instruction.



There is no significance of difference between the teachers working in Mandal Parishad
Schools and Municipal Schools.



There is no significance of difference between the teachers working in Mandal Parishad
Schools and Minority Schools.



There is no significance of difference between the teachers working in Mandal Parishad
Schools and Aided Schools.



There is no significance of difference between the teachers working in Mandal Parishad
Schools and Private Unaided Schools.



There is no significance of difference between the teachers working in Municipal Schools
and Minority Schools.



There is no significance of difference between the teachers working in Municipal Schools
and Aided Schools.



There is no significance of difference between the teachers working in Municipal Schools
and Private unaided Schools.



There is no significance of difference between the teachers working in Minority Schools
and Aided Schools.



There is no significance of difference between the teachers working in Minority Schools
and Private Unaided Schools.



There is no significance of difference between the teachers working in Aided Schools and
Private Unaided Schools.

Implications of the Study:
The above research is confined to study the relationship between the aspects Teacher
Job Satisfaction and Teacher Change-Proneness and also to study the significance of difference
between the independent variables like sex, locality, Age, Marital Status, Qualification,
Experience, Medium of Instruction and Type of Management. The results of the study
disclosed the following implications. In respect of Teacher Job Satisfaction, it is observed that
the aspects high relationship is found between Professional and Innovation, Teaching learning
and Innovation, and Innovation and Total of Teacher Job Satisfaction. Moderate relationship is
found between the aspects of Professional with Teaching learning and Total of Teacher Job
Satisfaction aspects; Teaching Learning with Inter-Personal Relations and Total of Teacher Job
Satisfaction aspects; Innovation with Inter-Personal relations aspects, Inter-Personal Relations
with total of Teacher Job Satisfaction aspects. Where, low relationship is found between
Professional and Inter-Personal Relation aspects. Hence, the need of attention of the
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Administrators and Educational Planners are required to inquire into the causes of low
relationship between the Teachers and invent the ways to overcome the grievances among the
Teachers and enable them to provide better education to the future generation.
While in the case of Teacher Change-Proneness of Teachers is one of the latest trend
considered in the present environmental society – high relationship is found between the
dimensions viz., Innovativeness with Consideration, and Total of Change-Proneness. Moderate
or substantive relationship is found between the dimensions viz., Innovativeness with
Hesitating nature and total of Change-Proneness; Hesitating Nature with Acceptance of help
and Total of Change-Proneness; Consideration with Total of Change-Preness – and Acceptance
of help with Total of Change-Proneness. While low or negligible relationship is found between
the dimensions viz., Innovativeness with Acceptance of help. Therefore, the need of attention of
educational planners is required to invent the grievances among the teachers so to create
better environment in the classroom teaching. In respect of Job Satisfaction of Teachers,
comparison between the variables – significance of difference is found between the Teachers in
respect of Locality, Marital Status, Qualification are needs to be examined to enquire their
differentiation so as to prove their performance better. In respect of Change-Proneness of
Teachers, significance of difference is found between the variables like Sex, Locality, Marital
Status, Qualifications, Experience and Medium of Instruction. This indicates that the Teachers
are needs more prone towards day to day changes in the global society. Hence, the policies and
techniques in teaching learning are needs to be modified with reference to the un-precedential
changes in the universe, which help the future generation to achieve the challenged tasks.
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